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THE TRAVIS GETS HER BOAT
Tows To Vinalhaven Fishing Craft Which Had
Drifted Nearly To Mt. Desert Rock

—-

The 30-odd Rockland ex-service
men who attended the national con
vention in New York this week were
back home yesterday very tired and
very happy. And all have interesting
stories to tell.
Austin Brewer of this city and Jack
Kennedy of Camden were walking up
48th street when somebody shouted,
“Hello you No. 1 men!"
They turned to greet a man who
introduced himself as Arthur J. Titus,
a former Rockland citizen. Talking
like a house afire, he inquired about
everybody he ever knew in 'Rockland,
and Mr. Brewer is now busy passing
on the regards he sent. Titus, as
previously told in this paper, has a
position with the municipal govern
ment in New York. He is losing no
weight, according to the above named
World War veterans, who were much
pleased with the cordiality of his
greetings.
The Rockland delegation marched
behind the Bangor Girls' Drum Corps.
Maine had 12th position in the line
and made a fine showing. The parade
started at 8 a. m. Tuesday and the last
division passed the reviewing stand
at 2 o clock the following morning.
Messrs Brewer and Kennedy saw i
double-header between the New York
Yankes and St. Louis Browns.

I

Highlights
A sharp rise in the farm price of'
chickens.
The power boat Richard F, which i Patrol were rushed to the rescue,
A less-than average reduction in |
left Vinalhaven on a fishing cruise i One was the C.G 155, and the other
storage stocks of eggs and
Tuesday came back home last night the C O. Travis which was sent to
A less-than average seasonal rise in
this port to replace the ice breaker
the farm price of eggs.
I m tow of the Coast Guard Boat Kickapoo. Trask then rowed to his
The Bureau of Agricultural Econo
Travis, and her skipper, William home at Matinicus.
HOSIERY
rubbers
mics reports:
|
Muse, told how the timely at rival of
While the Coast Guard boats were
—
Always rise from the table with —
"Consumer buying power and the
a banana boat saved his little craft combing the sea near the point indi
— an appetite, and you will never
demand for farm products are ex
sit down without one.—Penn.
*•*
and its two occupants from a predica cated by Trask, the Richard F had
••
pected to be fairly well maintained
ment which bore the earmarks of drifted nearly to Mt. Desert Rock
during the last quarter of 1937. Some !
actual peril.
100 miles from her home port. The
slackening appears to have occurred
Wednesday the distribution cap on food supply had become exhausted,
The community of Fembroke,
in recent weeks. The pick-up in in- (
the engine broke and the battery but there remained considerable wa
Washington county, was the first ln
dustrial activity which usually occurs
went dead. A heavy sea was run- ter, and it was in this condition that
Maine to reach its quota in this
in the fal! may be less than was an
ning and the power boat, already 18 the fruit steamer found her at 10
year's farm bureau
membership
ticipated by most forecasters a month
miles southwest of Matinicus Rock a. m. yesterday, promptly answering
campaign, according to R. C. Dolloff.
ago. and there may even be some
Llght Station, began drifting sea the distress Signal which Capt. Muse
county agent leader.
further recession.
ward.
had set.
"Substantial decline is production
Kenneth Trask put out for Matini
A supply of food was lowered into
in some industries have been partly
cus Rock in the small boat to sum the power boat, and the captain of
offset by prolonged activity in the
mon assistance, arriving at his des- the fruiter radioed its location to
output of automobiles, steel and lum
tination seven hours later with Boston.
TENANT'S HARBOR. ME.
ber. Steel and lumber mills have
blistered hands and badly exhausted'' Low visibility prevented immediate
OPEN UNTIL NOV. 1
been running off unfilled orders with
His concern, however was for the rescue by the Coast Guard, but at
The ver-i-bst time lo get that
dwindling backlogs. Contract awards
welfare if the two men left aboard 1 o'clock in the afternoon a line was
PIPING HOT LOBSTER STEW
for residential construction have con
lhe power boat—Capt. Muse and Ro put aboard ahd she was in tow for
TOASTED LOBSTER
tinued
disappointing In
volume.
SANDWICHES
land Smith, a boy of 16.
Vinalhaven.
HOT HAMBURGERS
Wholesale and retail trade has either
The craft carried very little in the
Capt. Muse treated his experience
CHOICE PASTRY
decreased, or increased less than ex
way
of
provisions,
and
hunger
faced
philosophically
but Roland Smith, 16.
(Ruth E. (Barter. Prop.
pected. and inventories in seteral
Rockland's most modern store front, designed to give a maximum of dis-1 arms. The Installation was made by the men if help did not arrive was frankly glad to be back home
Opposite Ball Park
115-117
lines of producers and consumers depicted above, has been completed play.
I the Rockland Awning Co. The spe- promptly. Added to this was the with the folks.
goods are reported large for this sea- at
Endicott-Johnson Co. store
The floor is of cement instead of the I cial decorative painting was done by danger of a weather change and tha
Tire Richard F. is owned by C. Fred
son of the year. Pessimism is preva- at the corner of Main and E]m slreeU. customary tile because the former re- John H. Lindahl. The carpenter work boat being carried to sea.
Grimes of Vinalhaven and valued at
lent in financial markets. Bond sales
.^re opened in March, 1936. and duces slipperiness in wet and snowy including the front section and the
From Matinicus Rock word was $1500. Her arrival at Vinalhaven
on September 4 were the lowest in has enjoyed such an excellent busi weather. The interior color scheme closing of the rear entrance and win- telephoned to Rockland and two late yesterday afternoon relieved
19 years."
FARLEY'S NEW JOB
ness that the present improvements is white and orange with extremely I dow on the Elm street side was done boats of the Inshore Coast Guard much anxiety.
The number of eggs laid per 100 were imperative.
attractive display furniture. AU labor by W. H. Glover Co. men. Leo HowAW WHY GE 1 SOR-F
ABOUT n mister.7
layers on August 1 was again the i The above installation, in line w’ith in the extensive job was local, only ard had charge of the complicated
Means
Retirement
From
the
Cabinet,
AlKfT YOU INSURED
I highest on record for the month. tjlat oj ay t|le very ]atest Endicott- an outside supervisor being employed, plate glass end of the Job.
OY
But Not From Politics
Fanners apparently are tending to Johnson stores, is called "modernistic The awning installation, modernistic. I carl Griffith is the popular mansave a greater proportion of their zig-zag" from the lines of its surfaces in keeping with the general motif, is ager of this store and has associated Famous Magazine, American You Will See Two Comely
James A. Farley, postmaster general
I laying birds. Flock size usually di It is all glass with black glass base powder blue with silver trim and with him Walter Kimball, Richard
Boy, Presents Six-Man
Lassies Doing Some Amazof the United States, has agreed to minishes by about 25 percent from and trim with aluminum finish. It is fringe, employing automatic Antom Anderson and Maurice Harvey.
Join the Pierce-Arrow Motor Corpor January 1 to September 1, the low
Team
ing Stunts
ation of Buffalo, in an executive ca point of the year.
In the early fall issues of The
"Saucy Seeresses of the Air," Ls what
BACK TO STANDARD
Egg consumption during the pe
pacity. subject to completion of a
American Boy there'll be presented they call Jeanne Clark and her win
riod
January-August
appears
to
have
$10,700,000 financing program of the
the story of a new game—six-man some blondes, who will offer resource
This is the last day of daylight
J
been distinctly greater than in the Succeeds Lieut. Cushman
company.
Well Known Residents lf Lin fcotball—fast as professional football, ful feats from a lofty height when
saving
time
for
the
season
of
1937,
This will mean Farley's resignation same period of 1936.
coln County Make Rock wide open as basketball, thrilling as they gamble with death in space at
At State Police Barracks so that when you retire tonight
Receipts of dressed poultry are I
from President Roosevelts cabinet,
hockey!
land a Call
Union Fair next week. Few women
you
should
adjust
your
time
pieces
Of course, burglaries don't hap
but he is expected to continue his usually about 9 percent more in Au- ;
In Thomaston
The game came to life through the In this or any other country dare to
so that they will reqd 10 p. m, in
pen very often in Rockland, but
connections with the Democratic gust than in July—this year there i
A trio of well known Damariscotta need of small schools for some sub climb 100 feet to perform amazing
Lieut. J. Edward Marks, last week stead of 11, or as the case may be.
party as chairman of the National was nr increase.—and are likely to
burglary insurance isn't very ex
1 men visited Rockland Thursday aft- stitute Ior 11-man football, which was gymnastics from a specially con
In consequence you will regain
continue below average throughout J succeeded by Capt. William P. Han
and New York State Committees.
pensive. either. So in case one
1 eroon and in the lobby of Thc Thorn- too expensive. Stephen Epler. a Ne tracted ladder carrying flying rings,
cock as commanding officer of the that hoar of sleep which you lost
the
fall
and
winter.
) dike Hotel chatted about matters of braska graduate student in athletics, trapezes and other "death-defying"
DOES happen, BE PREPARED!
Stocks of eggs were 20 percent Fifth District of the Maine State | las' April. There are many per
general interest.
developed the game of six-man foot circus paraphernalia.
WE Bl'Y
sons
who
feel
that
the
purposes
of
Police
au
Pre-que
Isle,
has
been
placed
above and poultry about the same on
Phineas H. Gay. a former member ball to meet this need. In six-man
Miss Clarke & Company are the
daylight
saving
have
been
accom

in
command
of
the
Third
District,
September 7. 1937 than on Sept. 1,
of the Board of State Prison In football anybody can score, the pos rare exceptions. The special ladder
with headquarters at Thomaston. He plished earlier in the month, but
AND SILVER
1936.
The
large
storage
stocks
of
spectors. recalled that it was 60 years sibility of injury from mass plays Ls
insurance: , - •/.
CLARENCE E. DANIELS eggs are moving rather slowly so that succeeds Lieut. Arthur W. Cushman, it would do no good to exercise ago to a day that the firm of Thomas minimized, and the guine Ls open is topped by two flag-masted poles
J
COUNSELLORS
upon which two lovely lasses execute
who
has
been
transferred
to
the
Seclocal
option
on
the
matter
for
thr
JEWELER
the effect of those stocks may be inE. Gray & Son was established at enough for spectators to follow every lightning tricks as the poles sway
425 MAIN ST. ~ PHONE98
reason that the countrywide
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND I tensifled in the late fall or early win- I ond District at Fairfield under Capt
Damariscotta—now the oldest origi- exciting development,
dangerously near the breaking piont.
change does not go into effect
ter Storage holdings of eggs is an Sidney M. Frost, commanding officer
nal concern in that town and op- j The new game Ls a hit. New schools Miss Clarke is herself one of the
important factor in determining fall
Chief Wilbur H. Towle said no until the last Sunday of the
eratlng under the same firm style, are taking it up every day. Incoming world's most accomplished gymnasts,
and winter prices. Stocks of frozen changes in rank were involved in the month.
Mr. Gay. because of physical lnfirmi- issues The American Boy tells the and she has devised her act to guar
poultrv are now at about the sea--shift of personnel
ties, has relinquished the active man- world about this practical new game, antee a “thrill-a-second'' theme.
son's low point. Storage stocks are
Captain Hancock formerly cornagement, but allows few days to pass in addition, it presents The American
On the trapeze the girls perform
built up very largely in the period manding officer of the First District.
when he does not "sit in" at the Boy Official Handbook, which can be I intricate hand and body balancing
September-December, usually reach- ^th headquarters a ^is w-as reoffice.
The old
has never obtained from the magazine at 20 On the poles they describe graceful
Affuo “••'m,.
aih concern t...
H
, , ,
duced last spring to the rank of
failed to pay 100 cents on the dol cents a copy, or 15 cents when bought postures and equillbristic stunts. A
ing a peak in January.
patrolman but was recently restored
The feed situation as measured by
tn
lar." he told The Courier-Gazette ln bulk.
, .
, j * u.„, to his former rank and reassigned to
thrilling loop-the-loop ls also part
8 to 12 E. S. T.
the r mount of eggs required to buy
reporter, with a distinct note of
Note: Subscription prices of The of their vast repertoire In'the ether.
1 command of a district. Both changes
115*lt
pride. The business is now man American Boy will be raised in the
1 were made after the Governor and
Just how these unusual female
in August. While feed prices are ex
aged by a member of the third gen near future. Send your subscription featists achieve the unuual will be
Council had authorized the action by
pected to fall, egg prices are not ex
eration, Thomas E. Gay.
order at once to take advantage of observed when they appear at Union
passage of orders.
pected tc rise by as much as usual,
Phineas H. Gay enjoys a close ac- the bargain rates now ln effect: one Fair and also at their two night
so that the ratio during the rest of pected to exceed that of 1936. the anquaintance with Mrs. Florence Perk- year at $1 00 or three years at $2 00 shows Tuesday and Wednesday night.
1937 will not decline as rapidly as (icipated relatively light production
1ns, Secretary of Labor, whose old Foreign subscriptions 50c a year ex
homestead in Newcastle, is now her tra. Send your name, address and
feed prices.
I resuiting from a prospective reduc- '
"Reporting recent developments in . Uon
]aying flock size u likely to
summer home. Mrs. Perkins was in remittance to The American Boy, 7430
the poultry and egg situation, the ke£lp egg prjces in early i938 above j
the Twin Towns the early part of the Second Blvd., Detroit. Mich. On newsX.
Bureau of Agricultural Economics th()ge pI eftrly 1937..
week and dropped into Mr. Gay's stands the price is 15c a copy.
I have for immediate sale a DODGE SEDAN. 1929, fine mechanical
President’s Edict In Regard
said last week that "chicken prices (
___________ _
115&117—119
office for a friendly chat, which
condition, good rubber and excellent paint
To W. P. A. Funds Doesn’t
are expected to remain above those Summer cottagers. Let us take down ’
proved so mutually interesting that
! of 1936 during the rest of 1937;' that yopf awnjngs store them, insured I
Affect It
an hour went by unheeded. Mrs.
AT A TRUE BARGAIN PRICE
"there is evidence farmers are be- through the winter, make necessary '
Perkins discussed the mayoralty situ
Public Works Administration offi
I ginning to save their hens in greater j
and rehang them next spring, j
May be seen any time at SAYWARD’S SERVICE STATION,
ation in New York which is now en
Rockland
Woman
Was
Told
cials
said yesterday that President
515 Main Street, Rockland
proportions than usual." and that Very reasonable cost. Tel. 1262-W.
grossing the attention of thc politi
She Applied Three Months Roosevelt's order that no additional
although “the farm price of eggs ' Rcck]and Awning Co., 16 Willow St. j
cal world, and is said to have pre
PWA funds be allocated would not
THEODORE W. SYLVESTER
during the rest of 1937 is not ex- j
•
dicted the re-electon of Mayor La
Too Early
affect the future of the Deer Isle
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Guardia.
Mn. J. C. Killian
114*116
The Maine Unemployment Com project in Maine.
Mr. Gay expressed his deep regret
_ . , ,
,
Walker Delaware Feed Store Mrs. John C. Killian, long and i at the passing of Governor Cobb, with pensation Commission Thursday re The PWA granted $315,000 last
Dachshund lest Tuesday, tan color, |
prominently identified with the j whom he had long been on most in- ceived its first official application for August to the Sedgwick-Deer Isle
answers to “Skipper." Worcester,
38 Park St., Rockland
I
Northern
Baptist Convention willtimate terms, and for whom he had unemployment benetits—a full three Bridge District. The President's or
Mass., license tag.
Managed by Ted Walker
months before such applications may der, officials said, applies only to
J. E. MaeMAIION
speak at t.he Littlefield Memorial the deepest affection and esteem
Former manager of
Seaside Farms, South Thomaston
projects for which loans or grants
.Church Sunday night at 7.30, and
With Mr. Gay on his Rockland be accepted.
Walker Feed and Grain Co.
or telephone 770
A Rockland woman, whose employ have not already been approved.
Baptists
throughout
Knox
and
Linvisit
were
Dr
Laughlin
district
Tel.
616
115*lt
— coin Counties will have an opportun- health officer; and E. H. Pierce, who ment terminated a few days ago
Although the original grant was
“ ity to hear her again at the quarter lent a distinctly nautical aspect to made the application for benefits. made on condition that construction
ly meeting of the Lincoln Baptist As the conversation by virtue of having She did so by letter to the Commis start by Oct. 15, 1936, several exten
sociation in St. George next Friday. long served as lightkeeper at Mar- sion requesting payments at the rate sions have been made as State offi
Mrs. Killian is a native of Spencer- ishall’s Point, and having figured at °f $5 per week be8innln8 Jan' >• 1938 cials made new arrangements for
port, N. Y., and had special train one time in an extensive fish deal.
By return mail the lady was in financing the States share. The
ing at the Baptist Missionary Train
formed that apullcations for benefit I PWA recently extended the starting
payments may nol be made until on | f*me to Oct 15, and ordered that the
ing School, with a view to dedicating
ORONO'S LARGE FAMILY
her life to missionary work. She
or after January 1, 1938, and then structure be completed within 18
became dean of women at Berkeley Registration At University Of Maine mUbt
macie by Personal visit to months.
UNION, MAINE
Divinity School in California. In
Has Pasrsd the 1700-Mark
the State employment office located
1934 she was married to Rev. John
nearest to the applicant's residence. YOUR FAVORITE POEM
C. Killian, secretary of the ColporterThe Commission is now engaged in
With 1702 registrations in only two
THE NEST OF THE PETREL
Missionary Department of the Ameri days, the largest enrollment ln the working out the details of its pro
Under
the charge of the blast and the
can Baptist Publication Society.
history of the University of Maine cedure under which benefit claims
deafening guns of the sea
ONE OF MAINE’S TRUE AGRICULTURAL
will be accepted and paid beginning Is soft, wild music;
has already been established.
sea-gods know there ls hid tn
FAIRS!
Experiments show that shrinkage
The figure is incomplete, since next January. The system will be For the
a cleft In the rock above them
^Made by Manning Bowman, with
of potatoes in storage can be reduced there are likely to be a number of uniform with those of other New The nest of the petrel:
$4,000.00 IN PRIZES
On this bleak, beaten rampart of stone,
by perhaps a fifth, simply hv holding late registration, but even so, lt ex England states in so far as state laws A tiny home, full of peace and warm
■Heavy Chrome Plating, with cords.
content.
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS, CATTLE SHOW
the potatoes at a temperature of 50 ceeds by almost 200 the total reglstra- will permit in accordance with a
'Guaranteed to give satisfaction.
to 60 degrees for the first week or' tion of last year and by 18 the previ- plan adopted by the (New England And there the mother bird sits snd
FANCY WORK AND
covers her huddled younglings.
two after digging.
ous record registration of 1684, estab commissions in a recent conference Hushing
weak, little restless cries with
4-H CLUBS AND GRANGE EXHIBITS
at
Kineo.
the soothing warmth of her
lished, to 3931.
feathers,
The Commission plans to launch And the tender mothering love-notes
Every class except the Junior class
that comfort the woes of all
recorded a registration far in excess an intensive publicity campaign in
nestlings.
of ;last year's, with the increase in October by
newspapers,
radio,
There she will not fear the gale's mad,
the .freshman class being more than > speeches and other means to inform
merciless fury.
MFAMY
powti
the frenzied waves shouting doom.
170. The number of graduate, special, j employers or labor and all employes Or
Hearing only In her covert, deep tn the
rock's dark peace.
and two-year agricultural students ( in Maine as to details of benefit
The storm's lullaby.
lll-tf
also showed a large increase.
| payments.
—Charles Ballard*

“RUTH’S”

SHOES

New Football Game

At Union Fair

ED.MORAN

Three From ’Scotta

Marks In Command

r.CMORANCOJ'

OLD GOLD

DANCE BY THE OPEN FIREPLACE
Every Saturday Night
“LAKEHURST,” DAMARISCOTTA

Mrs. Killian Comes

A GOOD AUTOMOBILE
AT A GRAND PRICE

Deer Isle Bridge

Desired Benefits

NORTH KNOX

FAIR

SEPTEMBER 28-29-30

WEEK-END SPECIAL
UNTIL MONDAY NIGHT

5.50 COFFEE PERCOLATOR,

$4.50

2.95 BREAD TOASTER,

$2.35

BOTH

HORSE AND OXEN PULLING
HORSE RACING, LEGALIZED BETTING
FIREWORKS

CENTI

>,AINE

I
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Coal Dealers’ Day

At The High School
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The Lord is my strength and song,
and is become my salvation.—Ps.
18:14.

Every-Other-Day
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Page Twc

Fuel Men From All Over
New England To Be At
Poland Spring

(By the Pupils)

Get years

ot

Winifred Dimick has been school
The annual fall meeting of the
stenographer this week.
• • • •
New England Coal Dealers Asso
Lurla Kent is a patient at Knox
ciation will be held this year at the
Hospital, undergoing an append’cltis
Poland Spring House, Sept. 29
Goes Hoover’s Suggestion Of with ever 100 in attendance. This is
| operation.
j
An Off - Year National the first time the association has held
Mr. Blaisdell has been interview
its meeting in Maine.
Convention
ing the seniors this week, in regard
Representative men in the coal in
to their plans after graduation.
The Republican National Fxecutive dustry throughout New England will
• • • •
be
piesent
at
this
meeting
including
Committee, after a two and oneAt the Junior High assembly WedW. A Clark, president of the New
half hour discussion of proposals for
: nesday morning, a “sing,' was en
England Coal Dealers Association.
a national party convention prior to Claflin Young, president of the Retail1
joyed with Miss Hagar as director, j
next year's congressional elections, Coal Merchants Association of Wash-,
eXCIu»‘ve 0-| Burners____
Mr. Blaisdell addressed the students,
particularly the 7th grade pupils, in
rcferied the suggestions to the full ington and director of the New Eng
■ legard to the rules and regulations
Naticr.al Committee without recom land Association, R P. Tibolt, pres
I set forth by the school.
ident
of
the
New
England
Coke
Com

mendations. . A majority of the 16
• • • •
pany of Boston, W. H Macurda. vice
Executive Committee members, how
5 New members of the orchestra in- j
president of the New Hampshire As
ever. were in favor of the proposal. sociation, Harold Putnam.
' elude violins. Barbara Robinson and I
vice
Chairman Hamilton
announced president of the Vermont Associa
Marion Fernald; 'cello, Laura Pom- 1
‘ eroy; bass viola, Dick Ellingwood; I
PRODUCT
that he would summon a meeting of tion. R. C. Edwards, vice president of
drum,
Bill
Cummings.
the
Maine
Association.
the National Committee, probably at
OF
• • • •
A directors' meeting will be held
Chicago, at the earliest convenient
At the faculty meeting Monday in
the r.ight before the meeting offi
date after the Nov. 2 elections.
the library. Miss Hagar gave an in
cially opens. Technical meetings and
assures you reliable automatic heat, as effi
Republican discussion of a national
teresting talk on her trip this summer
discussions pertaining to the in
"off-year" convention to arouse en
cient and economical years from now as it is
to Alaska.
dustry will take place during the
thusiasm for Congressional candi
• • • •
morning. A representative of the
today. See your Delco-Frigidaire dealer for
dates was heightened after former
i In connection with Problems of
New England Coke Company and of
money-saving facts about heating your home.
president Herbert Hoover made such
[ Democracy.
Miss deRochemont's
the Anthracite Industry of New York
a suggestion.
EW
YORK
CITY
—
Twenty-thousand
doughnuts
were
tossed
to
1
classes
saw
a
movie
Thursday
called
will speak. Two films will be shown,
Hamilton said the idea had been
throngs jamming the side-lines as the Salvation Army Doughnut
j "Safety's qhampiop," dedicated to
cne “Manufacturing of Coke." with
Hut float passed in the big American Legion parade.
proposed to him within a few weeks
creating greater highway security.
sound and color and another "Green
Brig. Helen Purviance, the original "doughnut girl,” is shown wear
after last year's election, long be
• • • •
ing the tin helmet she used when serving the boys in France. The float,
Life Ahead.” Wives wiil attend with
fore Mr. Hoover suggested it. Other
Wanted: One more pupil. There's
a
reproduction
of
the
original
Salvation
Army
Hut
is
made
of
corrugated
members and will participate ln in
committeemen gave indication of a
steel, tar paper anj sand bags, and camouflaged with autumn branches.
now an enrollment in this building of
formal social activities throughout
Com. Jim Demarest of Ad-Men'a Post 209 New York, is shown on
desire to modify Mr. Hoover's pro799 pupils.
the day, including bridge and tea
the float assisting Brig. Purviance.
• • • •
posa1 so that the convention would
in the afternoon, a visit to the fa
The Home Economics classes are
not appear to be inspired by the
SUPERIOR GAS & OIL CO., INC.
FRED J.AMESON
mous spring, the Maine State Build
commencing on their various units of
former President.
140
PARK
STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TELEPHONE 8004 114-115
ing and a tour of the grounds.
work. Two of the first year groups
This movement appeared to have
While no golf tournament has been
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
been spurred by the disclosure
M '
W'll 14
M - Pn
— -------- -----------are starting the unit of Elementary
scheduled many members are plan iviatne Will nave More rocommunity filled wlth sad. NuUition
deals with the
through authoritative Republican
ning to bring their clubs to play on
tatoes
Than
Last
Year
—
ness
at
death
of
a
lifelong
resident,
uses
of
foods
and
their
classificasources in Chicago that Mr. Hoover
the private 18-hole golf course.
recently declined a suggestion that
Bumper
Apple
Crop
Fred Jameson. A man of genile mien j rions, aud menu planning. This will program. Dancing was enjoyed in
Dealers will have displays in the
he definitely eliminate himself as a
and sterling qualities, his passing will
foIlowed b* actual Plannin«’ Pre the gym after the entertainment.
ballroom.
• • • •
conditions to Sept. 1 indicate a ,
, , „ ,
_
, aration and serving of breakfast
possible candidate for the Republi
be seriously felt in our Grange circle ...
. ..
...
A
vial
containing
seed lobsters were
J
dishes.
Another
first
year
group
is
can nomination in 1940. One party
United States potato crop totaling
| which widens like a pebble in the working on a unit on Grooming. This brought to the commercial geographychieftain present at a conference
403.393.000 bushels compared with I stream. One of the oldest members
when Mr. Hoover sought support for
.. .
i
i will be followed by a unit on the classes by Ellis Hastings this week.,
402.537.000
bushels the outlook a of White Cak Grange, where he has care of Clothing. One of the second and were found to be an interesting
his proposal quoted him as saying he
93 Exchange Street
Our Naturalist Friend Is month ago, 329.997 000 bi^hels har- held the key to the treasure for year groups is working on a Color. exhibit. These were obtained from
was "not a candidate" but said he
Studying Habits Of the vested last year, and 372.115.000 many years, sympathy goes out to his Line and
unit. In thu
Warden Charles Carver , a former
Portland,
Maine
left the impression that he would not
Praying Mantis
turn down efforts to draft him.
bushels the five year average. 1928- wife who has given her love and gu-jj are studying the colors and H.H.S. student.
Established 1854
• • • •
! strength in caring for him during the lines they should wear. Each girl
Mr. Hoover declined to discuss the
1932.
Representative,
E.
T.
RUNDLETT, The Thorndike Hotel
A
most
wonderful
insect
is
the
Members
of
the
Boys
Glee
Club
past
several
months.
is designing dresses she might wear
report personally in New York, where
The New England potato crop is
Mrs. Charles W. Mank
18-19T*Stf
he hat gone on private business. His Praying Mantis, a fine specimen of
and choosing tthe color combinations this year include George C. Huntley,
expected to total 59.094.000 bushels. ) North Warren, Sept. 24.
secretary. Lawrence Richey reiterea- which was recently brought alive
suitable to her type. Another group Milton Rollins. Albert Winchenbach.
from Connecticut by Mr. and Mrs. compared with 60 942.000 bushels ex- i
ted that he is "not a candidate."
of second year studentts is studying James Harding, Solomon Cohen.
The former President's suggestion Lawrence Perry and presented to pected a month ago, 54.032.000 bushels
( a unit on Nutrition which deals with Ralph Hoffses. Oeorge Robishaw, Ed
ward Storer. Donald Marriner. Rich
was for an off-year national conven Curator Lermond of the Knox Mu harvested last year, and 51.586.000
Qauujt? the proper selection of foods, their ard Ames, Gordon Richardson, Rich
tion. Spangler, the Towa national seum where it is now on exhibition.
content
and
place
in
the
diet,
It may be called the "tiger” of in bushels the five year average. 1928- i
committeeman, proposed that all
diet deficiences and advanced foods. ard Ellingwood, Fred Blackman.
sects,
since it has very similar habits 1932. This prospect is 3% less than
Republican men and women who
The third year group is studying about Perry Howard, Richard Havener, Al
It will be due in a year, and you will have to pay the city $4.80 for
have been candidates for or who have to the tiger of the Jungle—creeping up the crop expected a month ago. but
the family of "yesterday, today and bert Pease. Roy Joyce, Elmer Luf
each hundred dollars that your home is valued. If it is assessed at
on
its
prey
and
when
within
striking
kin.
Harold
Heal,
Richard
Barnard.
been elected to important State and
about 9% greater than the crop bartomorrow." This will be followed by
Sl.OCO.OO the tax will be $48.00 or S4.00 per month.
distance
making
a
sudden
leap
and
Robert
Smith.
Maurice
Johnson.
John
federal offices in recent years join
rested last year.
a unit on The Family and the Com
never
failing
to
secure
it.
Haskell. Richard Rising, John Huke,
in a national conference to unite the
munity.
In Maine the outlook is for 49.225 BUDGET IT
This insect offers up a prayer in thc
Robert Saunders, Henry Dodge, Al
• • • •
party on a declaration of funda
000 bushels, nearly 4% less than the
Deposit
S4.00
per
month
with us. In October, 1938, come in. draw
morning
and
then
patiently
awaits
a
. Marion Ludwick arranged the fol bert Barlow. Richard Karl, Clarence .
ments’ principles. Spangler claimed
crop expected a month ago, and
tlie $48.00 deposited, to which we will add 84 cents interest. Go pay
passing
insect
of
any
kind
—
be
it
bee,
Childs,
Oliver
Hamlin,
Paul
Barton.
I
lowing program, which was given at
that private polls have indicated
about 12% larger than the crop harthe tax ar.d drop the 84 rents into the Contribution Box the next
Tuesday's assembly, with Jack Huke Richard Marsh, Bernard Thompson. I
widespread support for his plan wasp, beetle or cricket—with its fore 1 vested last year and the five year
Sunday, and you will have an awfully comfortable feeling. Any tax
feet
held
up
as
if
in
prayer,
but
really
James
Economy.
Kenneth
Post,
Nor•
as master of ceremonies. Readingamong the G.O.P. rank and file.
[
average.
Heavy
showers
and
high
can be cared fcr in this way. Figure it out and commence making
in readiness to prey upon the un
"Ounga Din” by Harold Dondis; solo. man Rogers, Raymond Lindsey. I
ycur deposit at once.
suspecting insect that Comes its way. ' humidity early in August were favor
Christy
Adams,
and
Bill
Bicknell
'
| "Whispers in the Dark," Laura Pom
I am keeping Mrs. Mantis in a able to late blight which has maTemporary members are Everett
eroy;"
tap
dance,
“
Barbara
Derry;
REMEMBER ALSO
glass-top cage and feeding it with live : terially damaged many potato fields
reading, "Talk, Talk, Talk' ’ Ruth Spear, Karl Kalloch, Almon Young
in
Aroostook
County.
This
is
the
place
tc
come
fcr a Direct Reduction Home Loan at 6%,
Former Rockland Boy Is grasshoppers. She has a long body, For the United States the total
Seabury; piano solo, "Chromatic Elmer Havener, and Stuart MacAland to borrow for repairs, remodeling, additions and many other
long neck and a head cn a pivot;
man.
Waltz," Geraldine Norton; harmonica
President of the Maine Op beautiful green-colored under wings apple crop of 204.319.000 bushels is
useful purposes.
Apple Day will take place one week
solos, "In My Solitude" and "Twelfth
! slightly larger than the August 1
and brown overwings, folded on its
tometrists’ Association
Street Rag.” George Robishaw; tap from today with William Bicknell as
I estimate and compares with 117.506.back; four long, very long, slender
Mathew t-Carr. Inc.
dance
Lucy and Jennie Thompson; chairman and Albert McCarty as
f
00
bushels
produced
in
1936
and
An important meeting of the Maine legs. When a grasshopper is thrown
"Night
and Day," Nathalie Edwards; faculty adviser. The proceeds go to
Association of Optometrists will be into her cage, Ishe cocks her head on 164.355,000 bushels, the flve year
18 SCHOOL STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Gone To . ..
singing of school songs by the stu ward the athletic fund, and there will j
average.
1928-1932.
Growing
condi

held at the DeWitt Hotel in Lewis- one side until she spots him, then
be prizes for those who sell the most
dent
body,
led
by
Mr.
McCarty.
Ac

tions continued favorable during Au
ten. Sunday, Monday and Tuesday moves slowly towards him. Holding gust in most of the important apple
companists were Miss Hagar. Ernest apples.
the grasshopper in her front feet, she
• • • «
Johnson, Dorothy Sherman, and
with Dr. Mervyn W. Bird. Belfast
proceeds to devour him quickly with a producing areas.
Congratulations
are being given Mr.
Geraldine Norton. At the close of
The outlook on Sept. 1 in New
president, presiding. Dr. Bradford F set of powerful mandibles.
TO INSPECT THESE GOOD
and Mrs. Durrell on the birth of a
the
program
Mr.
Blaisdell
made
a
Burgess, of this city, is a member
I have handled many kinds of in ! England is for an apple crop totaling
few announcements. Doris Borger son, Sept. 24—John Blaine Durrell.
19.180.000 bushels, 1% greater than
• • • •
of the executive committee of the As sects in my 70 years collecting, but
son led the devotional exercises and
the
prospect
a
month
ago.
This
to

never
did
I
have
one
so
interesting,
The
faculty
members
of senior high
sociation.
assisted in arranging the program.
curious and wonderful as Mrs. Pray tal compares with 5.270.000 bushels
are enjoying a house party this week
•
•
•
»
•
•
•
•
Dr. A. M. Skcffington. Director of
harvested in 1936 and 8.723.000 bush
At next Tuesday’s assembly. Mr. end at the summer home of Princi
the Graduate Clinic Foundation, St. ing Mantis.
1S37 Nash Lafayette Sed’n Sprague of the Curtis Publishing pal and Mrs Blaisdell at Sidney. This
School children of Knox County els the flve year average production
Louis, Nationally know’n authority on
should visit Knox Museum and see (1928-1932). Improved prospects in
Company will start the annual sub- evening they are attending thc the
1937 Ghev. Beachwagon
Optometry and noted research worker
Maine and New Hampshire were
are signalling ycu that . . . NOW is
her. Admission free.
,
scription
contest. Save your sub- atre at Lakewocd.
in the correction of obscure eye
1936 Dodge Sedan
largely offset by moderate declines
the time to order a binful of D & H
i scriptions to the Ladies' Home Jour
troubles will lecture and conduct the
in prospects in Rhode Island and
SIIE IS A ROOSTER
1936 Plymouth Sedan
Cone-Cleaned Anthracite. All pure
nal.
Saturday
Evening
Post,
and
the
TENANT'S HARBOR
clinics. Other prominent educators
A White Leghorn hen belonging to Connecticut. The present outlook is
j
Country
Gentleman
for
particicoal . . . draft-obedient—with am
1935
Chevrolet
Coupe
and lecturers appearing on the pro
George A. Winton, of North Bay. On 74% larger than the short 1936 crop.
"Christ the Way" will be the sub
i pants in this contest!
gram will be: Dr. Oscar Miller of
ple reserve heating power ... it is
1935 Plymouth Sedan
tario tried a new tack when she be 1 and the largest crop of apples harject of the morning message by
Lewiston. Russell Craytor of Newthe ideal “heating cure” for fall
j
vested
tn
New
England
since
1933.
gan to fall behind other contestants
High School Boy Scout Troop No. Rev. Newell J. Smith at the Baptist
1935 Plymouth Coupe
York; Dr. E. L. Pratt, Auburn, Dr.
! Wealthys are a very good crop this
chills . . . or the icy blasts of Old
' 203 had its second scout meeting this [Church Sunday at 10.30 a. m. At
in the annual egg-laying contest at
Harvey R. Emery. Bucksport.
1934 Lafayette Coach
the Dominion Experimental Farm 1 season. Prospects for McIntosh in
j fall. Due to the large number of i 11.30 the Bible School will meet with
Man Winter.
The Ladies' Auxiliary will also meet
New
England
improved
during
1934
Chevrolet Coupe ,
there. She stopped laying, grew long
scouts returning, there will be only j classes for every age. In the happy
at this time with a speeial program
Check your fuel supply TODAY
J nine vacancies to fill. These offi- hour of music and message service at
red wattles and comb, and began to August and on Sept. 1. 66"- of a full
1933 Chevrolet Sedan
and entertainment.
[cers have been appointed: Patrol i 7 the pastor will speak on “Cities of
crow. Now "she" is a rooster in crop of this variety appeared likely.
...Call
487.
1933 Chevrolet Coach
Average daily milk production per
leaders, Russell Hewett, Donald Bor- I Refuge.” Prayer and praise service
every respect, and will be exhibited
BONUS TO SEAMEN
1933 Ford Sedan
gersen, George Robishaw. Roger for the next four Wednesday nights
as a special attraction at the Har cow. for all cows, as reported by
1932 Plymouth Coach
Newhall; assistant patrol leaders, will be devoted to meditation on the
row fall fair ln October. Experts many New England dairymen on
Men Whose Duties Call Them To War say such a sex change-over occa Sept. 1, 1937. was 1.0" above Sept. 1
William Weed, Maynard Green, Wil “Art of Prayer as found in the Life
1932 Willys Roadster
Zone Will Get Encouragement
last year, and 3.7% above the five
TELEPHONE 487,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
sionally occurs.
liam East, Richard Brown; troop I cf Christ and of the Apostle Paul."
1931
Chevrolet
Coach
year average for that date. Feed
quartermaster, Edward Law. A hike
A. J. Rawley has moved to Bur1931 Ford Tudor
grain prices continued to decline
The United States Maritime Com
to the lake has been planned for next . lington, Vt., where he has employ
1931 Chevrolet Sedan
during August, and while the condi
mission has voted to pay a $50 bonus
Tuesday night instead of the meet ment as foreman of a construction
tion of pastures also declined during
tc seamen and officers on government
ing at the High School, weather per crew engaged in building wharves for
'irssi
August condition on Sept. 1 was close
vessels entering “danger zones” in
I the Lake Champlain Ferry Boat Co.
mitting.
BARGAIN
BOX
to average. The amount of grain be
• • • *
Chinese and Spanish waters.
JUST
j Surveying operations are in pro1930 Ford Coups
ing fed is relatively low compared
Last evening a pleasant social was I gress on the Wallston road and conThe National Maritime Union, af
LISTEN j with previous seasons. The decline
held at this school, with the sopho J struction will start soon.
filiated with the Committee for In
1930 DeScto Sedan
1 in milk production per cow during
mores as hosts, and with Gordon
dustrial Organization, is demanding
to a new 1938 Fair1929 Oldsmobile Sedan
' August was 6.4% compared with the
Burgess in charge of refreshments,
$250 bonus per trip into war zones,
The splendid values at Lindseys
fa a nki-Mone
average decrease during this period
Perry Howard, the decorating, and Watts Block, Thomaston, continue to
1929
Studebaker
Sedan
and $25,000 insurance for seamen.
Radio! You’ll agree
of 3.0%. As compared with a year
Patricia Allen looking after the en attract new and permanent friends
The Commission announced that the
it’s today's greatest radio value
1928 Oldsmobile Sedan
tertainment. The program was made to the store. New, high grade mer
bonus was "in addition to the protec
ago increases in milk production per
... in beauty, tone quality, fea
1928 Studebaker Sedan
up of singing and dancing according chandise for men and boys at lowest
tion which seamen of government
, cow in Maine, Massachusetts, and
tures and price. Let us show you
operated vessels have as government
to several different periods: "Minuet, possible prices.—adv.
Connetcicut were almost entirely
1928 Buick Sedan
the new models now being featured
employes to whom the benefits of the
Laura Pomeroy and Ruth Packard;
offset by reductions in New Hamp
ln our store.
1927 Hupmobile Coups
United States Employes Compensa
civil war songs, Victoria Anastasio,
shire. Vermont, and Rhode Island.
Of the six hundred species of fresh
tion Act apply.
assisted by Ruth Nichols, Sylvia water fish in North America, 290 are
The average production for all cows
Prices from $25 to $750
The act provides for two-thirds pay
Hayes. Betty Beach, and Jeannette contained In the Mississippi River
! in New England on Sept. 1, was 15.51
lor life for permanent total disability,
pounds per cow compared with 16.57
Gordon; the “gay nineties,” Beverly basin and 152 are from the Great
Convenient Terms
DOWN
"substantial" compensation for par
on Aug. 1, 1937, and 15.36 pounds on
Bowden, assisted by Barbara Bod- Lakes and their tributaries.
tial disability, temporary total disa
Sept. 1 last year. The level of milk
man, Helene Carnes, and Mary
bility or death, it was pointed out.
Cross; modern songs, Nathalie Ed
production per cow is the second
"Does your husband confide his
MAINE
It was expected that the commis ROCKLAND,
highest for September during the
wards, assisted by Ruth Nichols, Betty business troubles to you?"
sion’s action might bring some simi
Beach, Sylvia Hayes, and Jeannette
period of available records which be RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
"Yes, Indeed—every time I buy any
lar action from private shipowners.
gan in 1924.
Gordon. Bill Bicknell announced th? thing to wear!"
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CRADLE ROLL PARTY

CHURCHES

A Happy Event At Bapt’st Church—
Mrs. Melvin High Score
The
cradle
roll party at the First j
FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST, SCIENTIST
Baptist Church Wednesday was a de
ROCKLAND, MAINE
lightful affair with 16 little members
Announces
and three mcther.sftiresent. Mrs Morey
was an ideal hostess and with her J
able assistants put each little arrival ,
at ease. Then all partiepated in an |
annual cracker hunt and such fun
Entitled
■ as Jt was.
*
Indeed
a
charming
picture
these
Christian Science: The Good News of the Kingdom
! lcvely youngsters presented as tjiey
By JOHN RANDALL DUNN, C. S. B.
made merry tn the ivestry. A lovely
memory picture, too, for those who
Boston, Massachusetts
make their debut from cradle roll to
Member of the Board of Lectureship of The Mother Church,
The First Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Massachusetts
the beginners department on next I
Sunday.
In the Church Edifice
The high score for mothers went to ’
CORNER OF CEDAR AND BREWSTER STREETS
Mrs. Scott Melvin of Oay 6treet with I
MONDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 27, 1937
three, members on the cradle roll
Rev. and Mrs. J. C. MacDonald were
at 8.00 o’clock
special guests. Mrs. MacDonald gra
THE PUBLIC IS CORDIALLY INVITED
ciously greeted each member and ]
114-115
mother.
Assorted cockies and ice cream were
served.. In closing Shirlene McKin
ney played a violin solo "Jewels,” her
Readers of the Boston newspaper.-. I The fall change in the Maine Cenmiss that early morning train.
' tral train schedule goes into effect mother accompanying her at the.
piano.
tomorrow.
Westbound passenger
Miss Arlene Havener formerly of trains will leave Rockland thus: 52,
WAS A SERIAL STAR
this city has a new position at 34 at 8*a. m.; 54, at 2 p. m.; 56. at 5 p. m.; I

NOTICE!

A-FREE
LECTURE ON CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

SERMONETTE

$49.95

MAINE MUSIC CO.

aSfcflM?'

BURPEES

Russell Funeral Home

I

N«w monk pottorn in block
or brown tuede with solf-eotorod patont trim. Cwbon hoot

direction of the pastor, Rev. Corwin
H. Olds, and the musical support will
be by the mixed quartet.
•• • •
At the Universalist Church Sunday
morning, 10.45, Dr. Lowe will preach
on "The Driving and Pulling Power
of Faith." A practical sermon of real
I incentive to young and old bravely
trying to make the grade ln everyday
; life. The church school will hold itsj
first session of the fall in the vestry
at noon. Parents are requested to
i co-operate by having their children
report on time.
• • • •
I Rally Day iwill be observed at the
i First Baptist Church on Sunday. The
subject of the morning sermon will
be “Fellow-Workers.” The church
school with classes for all ages will
1 meet at the noon hour. Diplomas will
be granted to those passing from one
department to another. The Endeavorer's Rally meeting will open at 6
WIDTHS A toC
o'clock with Virginia Egan as the
SIZES 3H to 9
leader. The people's evening service ,'
will open at 7.15 with the prelude and
346 MAIN STREET,
big sing Assisted by the organ, piano
and choir. "Rebuilding the Walls"
will be the subject of Mr. MacDon
ald's sermon.
• • • •
At the Littlefield Memorial Church
Sunday morning at 10.30 Rev. Charles
A. Marstaller will have as hls sermon
1 topic "A Good Man." There will be
j a solo by Mrs. Christine Dorman and
a children's story will precede the!
! sermon. Church School will meet at!
111.45 and junior C. E. at 6 o'clock.
, At 7.15 Mrs. John C. Killian of Phil- 1
adelphia. a member of the Women's
Baptist Mission Society, will bring a
J message relating to existing condi, tions ln war torn China. There will
’ be a duet by Mrs. Eula Munro and
Miss Olive Bragg. Prayer meeting
Tuesday evening at 7.30.

John Baptized Son of God
IV
When two men, whose advent
has been foretold for centuries
by ancient propets, at long last
stand face to face, we witness
one of the dramatic scenes of
history. John the Baptist and
Jesus Christ met on the banks of
the Jordan at the shallow ford
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
before Jericho. Multitudes wit
Sept. 26—Standard Time resumed.
nessed the meeting.
Sept 28—Camden—Garden Club meets
If you are not a believer in
with Mrs Theodore Ross, Bay View
street extended.
God or that He manifests Him
Sept. 26—Camden—Board of Trade
meeting at YMCA.
self to men, or that history un
Sept.
30—West
Rockport—Booster
folds His purpose toward mankind
Night at Grange hall.
Oct. 2—Annual dog show of Maine
and if you have no faith ln the
Kennel Club ln Portland.
supernatural, then the story will
Oct. 2—Vinalhaven—Pleasant River
Grange fair.
have little meaning for you.
Oct. 2—R. H. S , Apple Day.
John had just finished his
Oct. 2-3—Annual field trial of Dama
riscotta Sportsmen's Club ln Bremen.
statement
of the One who was
Oct 11—Knox County Teachers’ Conyrnt'on at Rockland
tc come after him, "mightier than
Oct. 12—Columbus Day
I," when Jesus coming from Gal
Oct. li—Pleasant Valley Orange Fair.
(Head Middle Street )
ilee stood before him requesting
— Colon
Union—Annual Grange fair.
fair
Oct. 20—
Garden Pnart Welle«lev Hill,
--------baptism. No one can ever im
Oct. 21- Opening meeting of Baptist
' weuesle» H111£- Mas- Sunday, at 2.40 p. m. Incoming trains
Rlith Roland, who turned quietly
Men’s League
: will arrive in this order: 55, at 10.25 ! from a life 3S a qUeen of silent screen
prove the Oospel story. Matthew
Oct. 21—Annual meeting of KnoxThe sports editor of the Belfast
Ltncoln Farm Bureau at Rockland Com
a. oi.; 57. |at 2.50 p. m.; 59, at 9.43 •seria' thrillers'' to a $3,000,000 career says, “John forbade him, saying
Journal thinks baseball must be very
munity Building.
'I have need to be baptized of
Oct
26—Rockport—Annual meeting popular ln Knox County where prizes ! p. m. Sunday, at 10 a. m. An alr- j ir. real estate operations died Wed
of Past Matrons and Patrons Asso
thee and comest thou to me?’ and
I conditioned coach will run on each nesday in Hollywood,
after
a
ciation
of $250 and, $100 were awarded.
,1,
. .
, ..
Jesus said. 'Suffer it to be so now;
passenger train. The freights will run five months Illness. . Miss Roland
Nov
5—Thomaston—Inspection
of
Mayllower Temple, Pythian Fitters
"Ruth’s Place ' ln Tenant s Harbor. I as USU»L excepting that the time will 39,
for thus it becometh us to fulfil
entered
pictures tn
1912,
all righteousness.' Then he suf
opposite
thc
baseball
park
will
remain
de
set
adcad
one
hour.
i after some brief experience on the
FAMILY REUNIONS
fered him.
As Jesus came
Sept. 26—Bryant and Kimball families open until Nov. 1. Miss Barter has
stage in her home town of San Fran-------at Victor Grange hall. Searsmont.
straightway out of the water,
had an excellent season, and finds ( A Fort Fairfield despatch says: "In I ciso. She rose to stardom in the
the heavens opened and he saw
H. H. Crle & /Co. will close Wed that the population of her food shop , the main bout of a series of fast popular chapter-a-week movies' of
the Spirit of God descending like
is steadily increasing.
fights presented before a capacity that period vying with such other
nesday at 12.30. Union Fair.
a cove and lighting upon him and
house here Thursday night, Ponzi names of that pioneer era as Grace
/Small wonder that kind-hearted Cochrane. 148. of Rockland, broke the Cunard, Pearl White, Marie Walp voice from heaven saying, 'This
Rockland High is playing ln Hal
Portland citizens have offered a large winning streak of Hollis McIntyre. camp and Helen Holmes.
is my beloved Son in whom I am
lowell this afternoon, and will be put
reward for the apprehension of the 149. of Easton, by stopping the Negro
wel! pleased.’ "
to a real test.
_____
skunk who fastened a heavy stone in the third round. The action was
Thus John's ministry, as the
When the finals In the Bangor
Fregman Perry’ is gaining slowlv 4roun^ a young dog’s neck and left close, but the clever Rockland welter News’ amateur boxing contest are
forerunner, drew toward ite close
thenceforth his ministrydi
and is able to walk a short distance the animal where it would be covered weight carried too many guns for pulled off next month one of the conminished, as Christ's became
each day following a fall down stairs by thc incoming tide.
Mclntyre. ’Butch' Wooster of Rock- testants will be a Rockland boy—
ascendant.
in his home.
land won a close four-round decision Donald Peters, who won the middleMrs. Ralph H. Fowler who has over K. O. West of Caribou, the third weight championship in the Knox
William A. Holman.
The American Legion Auxiliary i been in Chicago on business Is now in I featured bout."
| County contest. Other amateurs who
“Leaning In The Wrong Direction"
will meet Monday night at 7.30. with ! Bluefield, West Virginia. Mr. Fowler
would like to appear in the Bangor
Services will be held at 3 o clock to will be the theme of Rev. Charles E.
Mrs. Minnie Smith and Mrs. Grace leaves Rockland next Sunday and will
Rotarians yesterday listened to Rex show may find an opportunity by morrow at the Ingraham Hill chapel. Brooks at the Sunday morning serv
Kirk serving as hostesses.
[ join his wife in Chicago. They will
Daniels
of Camden, with pleasure sending their names to Oliver Ham
ice at Pratt Memorial Methodist
• • • »
_____
proceed to Salt Lake City, Utah, where
and
profit.
Mr. Daniels, using clip lin at once.
Church. Mrs. Lydia Storer will be
Lloyd E. Daniels of Daniels, Jew- ! Mrs. Fowler is expected to occupy
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal),
pings from newspapers and maga- !
elers. ls having two weeks' vacation. ' her new postion Oct. 4.
Gazing out of his second story win Rev. E. O. Kenyon rector, the services the soloist and Miss Carol Gardner
zines,
together
with
certain
citations
incidentally looking over city markets I
-----dow over The Courier-Gazette office for tomorrow will be: Matins at 7.10. will preside at the organ. Tlie
and gift shows of the trade.
Strand Thealre celebrates the re- from history, discussed some of the
Friendly Men’s Bible Class will meet
_____
I turn of standard time by offering economic and political movements this morning Dr. C. B. Popp!esionc Holy Communion at 7.30, church I| at 9.30 a. m.; and the Baraca Class
was
startled
to
see
a
grinning
face
school
at
9.30.
Holy
Eucharist
and
serWith the change of time next week these attractions for next week Sun- and influences operating behind the
and church school will hold their
comes the usual change tn schedule 1 day. Monday and Tuesday. Loretta scenes in Europe. Some of these with black center and orange holders mon at 10.30, Vespers at 7.30 p. m.
regular sessions at noon. The Ep
grinning
at
him.
About
to
summon
• • ••
at Strand Theatre. Matinee. 2 p. m.; Young. Warner Eaxter and Virginia movements, includng the Grand
worth League devotional meetings will
evening shows at 6 30 and 8.30; Sat- | Bruce in "Wife. Doctor and 'Nurse, Orient, were traced back as far as the police he discovered that '.be In
At the Congregational Church the be resumed at 6.30 p. m. with Miss
truder
was
a
sunflower
blosom
top

urday, continuous 2 to 10.30.
Wednesday and Thursday, Kay Fran- 1703 A. D. He gave particular attenunified service of public worship and Amy G. Sherman, young people's
_____
c____
is jn "Confession;" Friday and Sat- tion to the recent action of the Ger- ping a 12-foot plant which was church school will be at 10.30 a. m. worker, in charge. Evening worship
standing
as
a
sentinel
at
The
CouThe Friendly Foto Fans will meet urday, Dick Powell in “The Singing j man Government in suppressing
‘The worship service will Include a ls at 3.30; song service led by Ralph
Rotarv” He pointed out that the Ger- I rier-Gazette entrance. Pot and all
Tuesday evening at 7.30 at the Oon- 1 Marine."
junior sermon, and the theme of the j u. Clark; pastor's sermon topic, “A
man decree suppressing Rotary in the 'he sunflower made its appearance lr, adult sermon will be “The Fear of the Cake Not Turned.” Prayer meeting
gregational Church. Prints for the ,
The MaBelle, one of Rockland s Nazi Empire was prompted by the ^ont of this office during the wee
circulating album should be brought
-v-rmv Ls I Nazi empire was
—Lord.” The service wil be under the Tuesday evening at 7.30 o'clock.
in to the secretary at this meeting. lon8 established eau . .
■
I
Rotary in Nazi land sma hours of the morning. At the
------I « to a handsome new suite m
rcvolutlonary ,time
lm„ of going to press the name of
JUDGING FURNITURE
THE COST OF WAR
The freshman class at Bowdoin j The Bicknell,
First or Red movements obnoxious to Hit- the donor was unknown; also the
College numbers 204 students—the j very nearly opposite the
I ]pr and hjs
Little ln Ger
name of the person who hung the
The Soviet's War Supply Sales To Some Timely Hints In Connection
largest in the history of the college Baptist Church, and on
in
susplcion. empty beer bottle on one of the
Spain Amount To $73,000,000
With Week Devoted To It
From this section are: Frank B. Com- floor, over What-Not Gift S p.
Rotarians were Harold Board- branches.
ery and Bradford Jealous, both of Miss Margaret E. Nutt has operated
’
Charles Holden. HanSoviet Russia has sold at least 1- j It ts the details of workmanship
T»—'»• »»..!. “ ~
TO camden: oe.rr W.
The two tourists had climbed the
219.000,000
pesetas (roughly $73,000,- that often mark the difference be------1926 and carries with her the best
•
Wash,ngton. j^ank E. hill and gazed down at the beautiful
The Auxiliary to Huntley-Hill Post wishes of a host of friends for sue’
den Quests. Frank W panorama of scenery which stretched 00C) worth of war material to the tween good furniture and inferior
' Henrv Addison,
'
Vaier.cia government, as far as the pieces And lf you know what
will have a visitation Monday night cess in the new and up-to-the-minute
Arlington, for miles.
which will have its opening Fuller' He y
"Ah." one of the sighed soulfully. Nationalists can check. The amount some of these details are, you can
from the Department President, Mrs. MaBelle
■ j
Mass.
"what a view!” So magnificent—so may be far larger, but at any rate, I judge as to the quality of the furLucille Betts and staff of Oardiner. Tuesday.
Members are requested to w ear uni
Clarabelle J. Huntington, daughter ( These are special value days at t le grand! Really, to stand here before figure? available show the original niture that you are buying,
forms. Mrs. Myra Watts and Mrs. of Mr. and Mrs. Chadbourne W. Lindsey store in Thomaston. Watts a scene like fhis makes a man feel
contract for 590 millions ln gold
When you are buying a chest of
Ethel Prock will have charge of the Huntjn^ton of Thomaston, James block, with men’s and boys high like a little grub.”
pesetas, concluded between Senor drawers' for Instance. see whether
"Good
idea,"
his
practical-minded
luncheon.
,
son
Mr antj
james n quality clothing at pleasingly low
the drawers will push in and out
East of 24 Maple street, and Charles price. Come in and satisfy yourself. friend replied. "Come on, I could Large Caballero and M. Marcel Ro- with one hand. If so. they are
Just do with a nice sandwich."
Miriam Rebekah Looge met this ,
gon of Mf ftnd Mrs charles
115-116
zenberg, the former Soviet Ambassa-1 carefully fltled and exccpt under
week, the .election of officers result- A
Qf 23 pad{ic $tre€t have j
-----------------dor. has been covered tn considerable unusual conditions of dampness will
ing as follows: Noble grand, Addie enterfd CoJby
freshmen | Wednesday. Sept. 29 H H Crie &
excess.
' never stick or refuse to come out.
Brown; vice grand. Vora Bemis; rc&
whlch numbers lg7 and
wlll close at 1230 and will meet
Thc largest single item of shipat the back of your chest,
cording secretary. Nettie Stewart; Includes representatives from 16 . you at Union Fair—adv
ments, which the Nationalists say are If
is neat,y finished and the
financial secretary. Nina Davis; treas
states and one foreign country. Colby 1
directed through Marseilles to Va- ,back Plece Put on wlth screwsurer. Therese Smith; trustees. O. B. | —
~ its ,119th
1Qth vpo
’r last week wi
,h | The splendid values at Lindsey's
began
year
with
lencia, has been airplanes. The Va-1then the chest u well-made.
Lovejoy. Eva (Flint and Helen Clark. ( & capacHy cnro„ment of about 600 Watts Block, Thomaston, continue to
lencia authorities paid 300.000.009 pe If the backs of the legs are rough
FARM
RADIO
and the largest faculty in its history. attract new and permanent friends
setas ($18,000,000) for fighting and and unfinished, that is a sign of a
Pleasant Valley Orange will observe
to the store. New. high grade mer
bombing craft. Gasoline figures sec careless cabinet making, so take no
Booster Night Sept. 30. Past State
20 Big Pages of Roaring Comics chandise for men and boys at lowest
ond at 225.000.000 pesetas ($13,500,- tice of them, too. See whether the
Master Obadiah Oardner will be pres —a ccmplete separate section in full possible prices —adv.
000 ) 8nd wl\eat and trucks figure for Joints are tight and perfectly fitted.
ent. A fine program wlll be presented color Every Week with the Boston
100,000000 pesetas (about $6,000,000). If they are not lt is likewise a
and a special surprise is to be sprung.
BORN
Sunday Advertiser. Old-time fa
The famous Russian tanks cost sign of careless workmanship.
Invitatons are issued by members.
—At Rockland. Sept. 24. to
If there are veneer panels on
vorites and the newest ond most DURRELL
Valencia 50.000,000 pesetas (about
Mr and Mrs John R Durrell. a son.
Booster Night is National Grange
furniture, be sure they are well
popular ones. Get the Boston Sun John Blaine.
S2.COO.OCO).
according
to
National

night, observed by the Granges
—At Rockland. Sept 22. to
day Advertiser.
115*11 TOWNSEND
ists. while machine guns cost 10- matched. Mismatching of veneers
Mr ano Mrs F. L. Townsend, a daugh
throughout the nation on the above
ter, Barbara Jean .
000,000
pesetas, rifles 20,000,000 pese ls one of the most glaring evidences
date. Members are urged to attend
—At Waldoboro. Sept 19. to
Ruth Coltart. chiropodist, will be NICHOLS
tas,
guns
4.000.000 pesetas, while am- of cheap construction. When a
Mr
and
Mrs
Lester
Nichols
of
North
this special meeting. Officers will
Nobleboro, a daughter.
out of her Talbot avenue offlce on
I
munitions
and miscellaneous ma- panel such as a table top ls viewed
present themselves in proper regalia,
FARLEY—At Knox Hospital. Sept 23.
vacation the month of October.
j
terial
filled
the bill by another 400,- at ar. acute angle, lt may show de
to
Mr
and
Mrs.
Thomas
Farley
of
Glen
ladies will wear white. The Court
pressions. If so, 16 indicates poor
Cove, a son. Carlton A.
114-115
OOO.OOC
pesetas
($24,000,000).
officers will serve light refreshments.
plywood construction and you would
The
Nationalists
say
not
all
the
MARRIED
“C*
do better to buy another table that
PHILCO 33 B Come In and aee
goods
were
of
Russian
origin,
as
ju’ee,ten it with Domino SPEAR-SPEAR -At Warren. Sept 4, by
thia
latest
1938 battery-operated
J F. Burgess and B. F. Burgess
Ls more carefully built.
Dr. Arthur Little of Bangor. Abbott
[
they
purchased
some
material
In
Philco. Powerful, clear-toned, hand*
Refined in U.S.A.
Spear of Newton Centre. Mass, and
are attending a meeting of Maine
some! Greatest farm radio value of
Lock to the hardware—the drawer
i Czechoslovakia and other countries.
Miss Marjorie Spear of Warren.
all time!
for
Association of Optometrists in Lew
pulls and locks. If it is cheap in
CUSHMAN-AMES—At Friendship. Sept
Thc
best
of
the
Russian
material,
baking
19. by Rev. Samuel Clark. Woodrow
iston. Sunday, Monday and Tues
Complete with Oversize Batteries i it is stated, are the tanks and ma appearance and carelessly applied,
Cushman of St. George and Gladys
ginger
day. The office will be open Wednes
Ames of Cushing.
chine guns, but the tanks are man the piece is inferior in workmanship.
bread
day morning.—adv.
115*lt
ufactured under a British patent. Carving is another detail to notice.
apples
DIED
In the opinion of the Nationalists If it is rough, with evident lack of
beansi
BARTLETT—At Washington. Sept 23.
Ma Belle Beauty Shop is moving to
j the experiences of the Spanish war attention to cutting, it is evidence
Charles E. Bartlett, aged 83 years. 4
i
Ham |ow^Sned||
months. 7 days. Funeral Sunday at 1
i have shown that Russia, after 20 of a cheaP P*ece of furniture.
a new suite in The Bicknell, fiver
o'clock from residence. Interment in
ROCKLAND. ME.
' tears of building up the powerful and | Flnlsh is another factor
whlch
What-Not Shop, directly opposite the |
Miller cemetery. Appleton.
CONDON—At Rockland. Sept 24. WilFirst Baptist Church. It is expected i
much vaunted Red army, has failed "°u 080 JUQ«e duallty' lf ,ac<’uer
z liam H. Condon of Friendship.
to produce any war weapons of gen-:has
carelessly applied, it may
te be ready for business Tuesday —
JAMESON—At Warren. Sept 23. Fred
O. Jameson, aged 69 years. 6 months.
Line Soviet origin which could be! accumulate in a run or there may
The telephone remains 683-W.—adv.
18 days. Funeral Sunday at 2 o’clock
standard at residence. Interment in '
) described as extraordinary or sen- 1 be surpluses in the corners. A clear
Cushing cemetery.
finish that permits the natural grain
11
satlonal.
ANDERSON—At Thomaston. Sept. 24.
Subscribe or renew now for any
of the wood to show is usually a sign
Hilda,, wife of William Anderson. I
aged 57 years. 4 months, 29 days. Fu- j
magazine published; as a Christmas
of good furniture. Avoid thick varMAY
TRIM
WORK
RELIEF
neral Monday at 10.30 from Finnish
gift or for yourself—combinations
nishc:'. that have a hard shiny sur
Congregational Church. Home prayer ,
at 1 p. m.
and the lowest prices possible. Look,
Informed fiscal officials predicted face. They indicate poor workman
1DONOVAN—At Rockland. Sept. 23. D
26 issues $2.50; Life. 52 issues $4.50;
Thursday the Administration will ship and may also have been ap
Webster Donovan, aged 63 years, 7
months. 2 days. Funeral today at 1
National Geographic $3.50; any j
trim work relief spendings substan- plied to hide inferior wood—From
o'clock from Burpee parlors.
MORTICIANS
magazine you wish. Sherwood E. i AMBULANCE SERVICE
; tial during next fiscal year in an Mahogany Association. Inc.
Frost, telephone 1181-J. American ’
CARD OF THANKS
effort to balance the budget. Hear
Ambulance Service
I wish to thank all my friends, neigh
Boy and Open Road prices go up
ings on the 1938-39 budget already by Marvin H. McIntyre, a White
bors and lelatlves. The Warren Baptist
TELS. 390 AXD 781-1
Nov. 10—adv.
114*116
ihave been started. President Roose House secretary, saying that Mr.
Church and The North Haven Baptist
Church for all gifts and cards received
TEL. 662
361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLANDl velt will submit an estimate to Con- Roosevelt has made final allocation
on my birthday; also The Cuchman Bak
9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND
ing Company for the beautiful birthday
Sheep are the first domesticated
119-tf ] gress In January. The relief predlc- under the 1937 Public Works exten
98tf
cake.
Mrs. Abbie D. Wooster.
I tion came from a statement issued sion act,
Thomaston,
animals mentioned in the Bible,

TALK OF THE TOWN

MORE THAN UN MILLION AMERICANS WEAR ENDICOTT JOHNSON SHOES

Newest idea in step-in
pump. In black, green
or brown suede, trim- .
med with self-colored j
patent stripping. High ;
spike heel

ROCKLAND, MAINE

T

Wall Paper Sale
2000 ROLLS
OF WALL PAPER
Suitable For Every Room

EDW. O’B. GONIA
469 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND. ME.

LAST CALL ON OUR
SEPTEMBER SPECIAL
Only Fcur Mere Days To Get
OUR REGULAR $5.00

PERMANENT WAVE

TEL. 82G
ROCKLAND

$3.00
Al’s Hairdressing Salon
284-286 MAIN’ ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

These last few ccol days make one want a little
heavier clothing to be warm and comfortable. It’s
much better to be safe than sorry. We can keep
you warm!
FOR MEN
FALL UNION SUITS

$1.00, $1.25
WARM WORKING PANTS
.......... S1.5O. $1.98
HEAVY WOOL SWI A'IKKS ..................
SI.98. $2.98, $5.00
FANCY SWEATERS
......................................... ........... $1.00, $1.98
ZIPPER JAf KETS ................................................
$2.98, $3.75
MACKINAWS ...........................................................
$5.00, $6 00, $6.75
FLANNEL SHIRTS ................................................. Sl.OO, S1.75, $2.50

FOR BOYS
SCHOOL KNICKERS ..............................................
SCHOOL LONG PANTS .........................................
(ORDUROY PANTS
.......................................

$1.00, SI.50, $1.98
$2 00. $3.00, $3.75
$1.50, $1.98, $2.98

........................ 79c

SHIRTS

SWEATERS ........................................

........... .......... $100, $1.98
S2.98
ZIPPER JACKETS ......................
MACKINAWS ............................
$5.00, $6.00
STOCKINGS
..................................................
......... 29e
BIG LINE OF CHILDREN’S WASH Sl'ITS- -HEAVY PANTS
$1.50, $1.98

WILLIS AYER
FOR THE SAKE
CF REMEMBRANCE

This, briefly, is why the erection
of a monument to the memory of
a dttartMl loved oao ?houid not
be postponed. It should be re
garded as a sacred responsiblity.
one that can be cancelled only
by its fulfillment-. As memorial
sculptcr.-, we can aid you in the
selection of a stone that will be
appropriate.

WILLIAM f DORNANt SOU
.’-INC.
CEMETERY,, MEMORIALS
'EAST UNI0N’o))«< -THOMASTON

LIKE A LETTER FROM HOME
To those away for a month, a year, or a decade,
The Courier-Gazette, thrice weekly, brings the
friendly word of home town folks and happenings.
Subscribe today Phone 770.

Page Fouf

Eviry-OtKer Day
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Rockland, Sept. 24. Rudolph H.
WARREN
Britt of Rockland and Josephine L.
Friends here were saddened to
Heathman of Providence.
learn of the death Thursday of Fred
Rockland, Sept. 25. Ross McKinney j
O» Jaineson at his home ln North
of Rockland and Miss Grace E.
Warren. Mr. Jameson who under
Thornton of Thomaston.
went a critical operation last win
Boston — IF. H. Long of Bluehill
A review from the columns of this paper of some of the happenings
ter lr. Boston, had come home much
and Miss Zora Thurston of Stoning
which interested Rockland and vicinity in August, 1912.
Improved in health, but had over
ton.
worked the past few months.
A
Union. Sept. 23, Ernest E. Dorr of
man of sterling character, he will
Augusta
and
Miss
Edith
S.
Miller
of
The Rockland, Thomaston & Cam who came close to being the Presi
be greatly missed.
Union.
den Street Railway carried 1.849,249 dential candidate spoke at The Ar
Mrs. Gladys Cox has returned to
passengers for the year ending Sept. cade.
I Fortland. Ore., after having spent
Lowell Oondon lost the tips of
Rev. C. 'A. Plumer completed his
1st. and had a net income of $44,438.
j the summer with her mother, Mrs.
The body of Albert H. Flanders was three fingers in a buzz planer at the duties as chaplain of the State Prison
, Lyman Randall.
and retired on half pay. He had
found on Juniper Hill. He had died Limerock Railroad repair shop.
Mrs. Nora Russell is located at the
George A. Gray of Boston thrilled given 20 years' service.
of epilepsy.
1 Britt Convalescent Home In RockThe William A. McLain house on thousands of Knox County persons,) Maynard Gould of Cainden went
| land.
Brewster street was sold to Charles when he flew from Knox Trotting to Pittsburg where he had a position
Park to Crescent Beach, making a j
an electric engineering plant,
D. Lindsey.
Dr. Leland Shafer and Dr. Bertha
Tlie electric transmission line be forced landing there after twice Elmer Jameson of Warren was
i Shafer, returned Thursday to Chitween Olen Cove and Waterville was circling Ginn's Point.
j cago. after spending ten days at the
I elected president of the Norwood
| Montgomery cottage at Martin's
being rushed to completion.
i family.
The following births were recorded:
Mr. and Mrs. Ashton Ripley sold
Point. Friendship. They called on
Mrs. Adelia C. McCallum died in
The following births were recorded:
their residence on North Main street
friends in this town while In this
Warren.
Vinalhaven, Aug. 31. to Mr. and
to Walter E. Mayo and bought the
vicinity.
Luther, youngest son of George
Franklin Tolman farm at The High Mrs. Miles Sukeforth, a daughter.
Mrs Carrie R. Smith, who enter
Hurd
of Ash Point was taken to a |
Appleton. Sept. 4. to Mr. and Mrs.
lands.
tained the Circle of Ivy Chapter,
Portland
hospital
suffering
from
a
Tlie Roosevelt Club was organized Charles Ripley, a daughter.
O.ES., at her home Tuesday was sur
Rockland, Sept. 1, to Mr. and Mrs. broken arm.
with these officers: President, Valen
prised to receive two birthday cakes,
Elizabeth A. iHodgman, 84. died In
tine Chisholm: vice presidents, R. H. Frank Danforth, a daughter.
presented her in behalf of the cir
Rockland. Sept. 2, to Capt. and Rockport.
Eurpee and Henry Alperin; secretary
cle. by Miss M. Grace Walker. The
Mrs. Fred B. Balano. a son—James
E. J. Kalloch of Warren was elected
and treasurer. Robert A. Webster.
prettily decorated cakes were the
Frcm the saddle to the spar, fiam the great open spaces of Western ranges
president of the Kalloch family.
C. E. Bicknell & Son were building Wilfred.
work of Mrs Helon Hilton.
to the great open spaces of tlie Pacific is the altered screen course for George
Stonington, Aug. 23. to Mr. and
Lcretta Ycung. Warner Baxter and Virginia Bruce (above, left to rihgtl,
an office for Stover the Orain man.
Randall Robbins was elected presi
Miss Myrtle Haskell of New York O'Brien, seen above with Constanee Worth, Australian actress playing op
Mrs. Leroy A. Greenlaw, a daughter— dent of the Robbins family.
are starird in “Wife. Dorter and Nurse," wise and witty Twentieth Century- city, who has been guest of her sis
on Union street.
posite George in KKO Radio's “Windjammer.” Stormy adventure, romance
Frank B. Miller attended the Grand Barbara.
Thomaston had an organization lex drama of two clever women who thought they could reason above love— ter. Mrs. Alton French and father
and suift action highlight thr new production by George A. Hirlirr.an, directed
Stonington. Aug. 21, to Mr. and known as tlie Whistling Society.
and a man who wouldn't listen to reason.—adv.
Lodge of Odd Fellows in Winnipeg.
Geoigc Haskell in Lincolnville, called by Ewing Scott. William Halt with Miss Worth heads the supporting
Mrs. Fred E. Joyce, a son—Karl
Canada.
Burncote Encampment. I OO F.
Thursday on relatives and friends in ca.,..—adv.
Judge Arno W. King was presiding . Redman,
was organ.zed at Swan's Island with
Warren village and South Warren.
Two
modern
women
who
thought
a
charming
society
girl,
with
whom
over the September term of Supreme ' Stonington, Aug. 20. to Mr. and Charles C. Bucklin as chief patriarch
• • • •
in love.
Following the hand
A Roosevelt Club was organized at' they could reason about love, and he
‘\eJfalls
allJ2?„.°„
Ve„Z°"°*
?.i
Court. Fred C. Marden of North; Mrs. Billings P. Dow. a daughter—
Rev. and Mrs. Howard A. Welch
some doctor's marriage, his beautiful
Haven and Willard P. Sleeper of j Vera Madeline.
Rockport with E. H. Bowers as a man who wouldn't listen to reanurse, Virginia Bruce, discovers that returned Friday from Auburn where
South Thomaston were foremen of
Tale. Aug. 20. to Mr. and Mrs cbairman.
son. are the highlights of one of the a „trong altachment has grown
they had visited friends.
the traverse juries.
i George W. Davis, a son.
Thomaston Knights of Pythias
year's most exceptional pictures, a tween them in the years of their
The sermon topic Sunday morning
S. L. Alperin, Benjamin Miller.
Deer Isle. Aug. 6. to Mr. and Mrs llejd tbelr annuai clambake at Emory
gay romantic story in the mood of association and which, on her part, at the Congregational Church will
Aaron Koritzky, T. Shapiro, A. Block, | Merton K. Ames, a daughter.
Hart's "Down River,” with 130 pres5
8
2
3
7
b
1
4
today, which features an important has ripened into love. Realizing that be "The Path That Leads to Love.” j
Joseph Cohen and M. Ross were ap- ’ Maplewood. Mass., Aug. 23. to Mr en{
Services on standard time.
__ , . ,
.
loenn fnmpriv of i
.
j
supporting
cast
includng
Jane
Darunder
such
circumstances
she
canpointed a committee to arrange for 8nd Mrs. Louis Jason. lormenj oi
Granville Shlbles was elected presi.
10
13
9
11
li
The morning service at the Baptist
Rockland a
a son
son and
and daughter.
dauehter.
dem pf |the shlbl€5 lamlly
»«“• S;dnc>' Bluckmer. Maurice Cass not continue in her present capacity.
w
ao Jewish Temple.
j, Rockland,
Church will be at 10.30. Church
Minna
Gombell
and
Margaret
Irving,
she
leaves
the
doctor's
employ.
John Post was thrown from a
Deer Isle. Aug. 2. (to Mr. and Mrs
The little daughter of William FlinIb
IM
15
17
The sparkling solution is found school at 12; evening worship at 7,
wagon when the horse attached to 15380 Woodworth a daughter.
; ton o{ Thomaston fell overboard and The three-cornered drama of "Wife.
W
standard time.
Doctor
and
Nurse
begins
when
‘
in
a
meeting
of
the
three
which
reMrs. Thurlow's ice cream wagon ran
Warren, Sept. 13. to Mr. and Mrs was saved from drowning toy S F.
20 i 21
16
19
School will be closed Wednesday
Warner Baxter, a prominent doctor suits in a dramatic, yet humorous
away, and suffered a sprained wrist. LaForest Spear a daughter.
Robinson.
W
that
the
pupils
may
attend
North
Camden. Sept.13, to Mr. and Mrs. I The
Sisters organized at who has time for little outside his and entertaining compromise which
William Mack of Rockland was
Im
21
26
I stoningtoa with Mrs. ILtnnie Noyes work is attracted by the loveliness paves the way for a happy climax.— Knox Fair.
robbed of $58 in a Bangor hold-up. Finlay Calder, a daughter.
j of one of his patients, Loretta Young, adv.
Mystic Rebekah Lodge will elect
Freedom. Sept. 1, to Mr. and Mrs
jjjjq
Alfred Condon was elected presi
26
27
Z5 2to
officers Monday night.
A.
R.
Bradstreet,
a
daughter.
Gardner
F.
Tolman
was
elected
dent of the graduating class of Rock
Miss Rosa Spear and Maurice
At
least
two
hybrid
ciosses
of
females,
is
the
one
now
commonly
Freedom.
Sept.
17.
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
president of the Tolman family.
land High School to succeed David
14
30
Wellman were recent supper guests
standard breeds of poultry may be used for broiler production.
Buffum. who had left school to enter Ralph Overlock, a daughter.
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Spear in
Rockland.
Sept.
18.
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Phillips Exeter Academy.
-----------------SOUTH THOMASTON valuable on many farms according
S4
31
32
33
Camden.
Harry W. Cobb of Bath entered Michael Besano. a son.
to the U. S. Department of Agricul- • Motorist—'Tve had my car a whole
Mrs.
Ellen
W
ellman
recently
vis

upon his duties as principal of RockVinalhaven. Sept 15. to Mr. and
viim Helen Dick and Mrs Alan ture Ore u a cross of Rh3dc Is,and }'-ar and 1 haven't paid a penny for
W
37
3b
ited Mrs. Laura Blake in Rockland.
35
land High School.
I Mrs Fernald 'Ames, a son
‘
The Fourth Maine Regiment Sec-! Deer ™e'
6' 10
and
°
7”™ane-A Thurs- Rtc! maIes with White Wynndotte repairs since I bought it."
Mrs. Flora Peabody and Mrs. Alice
w
females. The other. Barred PlyFriend—“Yes. so the man at the
White of East Orland have been
39 W 40
42
41
ond Maine Battery Berdan's Sharp- E''erett Parker' a daughter'
day of Mlss B
P
mouth Rocks with Rhode Isiand Red garage tells me."—Providence Journal.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Cope
w
W
shooters and the Naval Veterans held
Itockland' ^P1 «• * Mr and Mr‘‘
Grange supper held WedneS*
land in Woolwich, returning home
Mb
MM i 45
43
their annual reunion in this city C11311**H Harriman, a daughter.
day netted about $18. An excepSunday
with
Albert
Peabody.
Mr.
W
with the largest attendance for manv J «^Uand- ^P1 10' t0 Mr and tlonally fine UPP« was served' Mrs,
50
1 and Mrs. Fred Peabody Miss Hilda
47
46
49
years. Samuel Wade of Union was I Mrs' Herbm Black' a son'
A F Sleeper contributed 100 ears of
Aspey and Miss Evelyn Sawyer who
elected president Fred D Aldus of: Rockland' ^P1
10 Mr and Mrf sweet corn and American ch°P Suey
had motored there for them.
was also served in addition to the
51
52
Camden. IW. O. Steele of Rockland AU>en
a daughter'
SPECIAL PICTURE HOBBIES
Mrs. Bertha Spear and Mis. Mil
and Henry A. Smith of Rockland, vice I
Sept- 12'
and Mrs regular menu.
dred White tendered Mrs. Annie
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Johnson of
presidents; John W. Titus of Rock Charles O. Wood, a son.
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont)
VERTICAL (Cont)
Lehto a surprise kitchen shower
Dutch
Neck.
Sept.
21.
to
Mr.
and
Madison,
N.
J.,
are
remaining
at
land. secretary and treasurer. The
1—Slip easily
42- Because
15- Tart
Monday
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Flora
Mrs.
William
F.
Chase,
twin
daugh

their cottage to make repairs and
5-Repose
43- End
16- Want
oldest veteran present was Percy
Peabody. Present were Mrs. Bertha
ters.
9-Thin
45- Resting places
19- Walked
enjoy the fine September weather.
Montgomery 95.
10-Grassy meadow
Spear. Mis. Mildred White, Mrs.
46- High (Mus.)
20- Drew, as a conclu
Stonington, Sept. 22, to Mr. and
Mrs. Henry G. Tibbetts died at her
Stanton Sleeper who has been em
12-Mariners
47- Strike with the open
sion
Edith Spear. Mrs. A. W. White. Mrs.
Mrs. Arthur Carter, a daughter.
home on High street, aged 62.
ployed on the State tarring crew is
14- Unit of work
hand
22-Begin
j
Ina
Overlook.
Mrs.
Louella
Crockett.
Stonington. Sept. 16, to Mr. and now working at Clark Island.
15- Decorate
24-Part of a horse(pl.)
49- Before
Charles H. Pillsbury, 70. died at his
Mrs. Ella Cunningham, Mrs. Nancy
Mrs. Frank Webb, a daughter.
17- A small report
50- Bone of body (pl.) 26-Constellation
home on Franklin street
Boosters' night in the Grange will
18- Type measure
28-Man's name
51- Endured
Clark Miss Corinne Perkins, Miss
Union, Sept. 14. to Mr. and Mrs.
Harry P DeWinter, 30, died sud
be observed Thursday. Supper will
19- Perfumed
31- Searches
52- lnvades suddenly
Avis Maloney. Miss Kathryn PeaEdward
Moody,
a
son.
21- A continent (abbr.)
32-Looks
denly at the home of Miss Jennie Mc
be served from 5 to 7. The Gram
• • • V
i body. Miss Janet Wade, Mrs. Mabel
22- Agitate
33- Evenings (Poet)
VERTICAL
Donald, where his wife had been
mar school will hold a candy sale
23- Appear
Peabody, Miss Winona Robinson,
34- Examines
The marriages for this period (were:
spending the summer.
25-Satisfied
1- Micro-organism
36- Rate of motion
, Miss Mary Trone. Mrs. Minerva Mar
Friendship, Aug. 21, Warren A. after the supper and in the evening
Dr. J. W. Wilde was appointed in
27-Empty
2- Loiter
37- A flower
the Grange will give a free enter
shall. Mrs. Augusta Moon. Mrs. Edna
Carter of Lynn, Mass., and Miss
29- Knock
3- Within
39-Greases
spector of meats shipped out of the
tainment.
Mcore. Miss Beulah Starrett, Miss
Jennie M. Luiton of Houlton.
30-Girl's name
4-A church official
41- Propeller
city. .
■/
31- Dwells unduly upon 5- Separates
42- Mountains In cen
Christine Starrett. Mrs. Flora Chap
Round Pond. Aug. 21, Everett A.
Dr. T. E. Tibbetts was attending
33-Happening
6- Near by
tral Europe
man,
Miss
Evelyn
Sawyer,
Miss
Hilda
Nichols of IRoslindale. Mass., and
MARTINSVILLE
35-Golf mounds
7-Cover
the'National Dental Convention in
44-Lump of butter
Aspey and Mrs. Flora Pebaody. Ice
Grace G. Hicks, formerly of Rockland.
37- Birds (Lat.)
8- Greek god of love
46-Assist
Washington. D. C.
' cream and cake were served.
Rockland, Aug. 19, Arthur Herrick
38- Negative
9- Looks slyly
48-ltalian river
• • • •
In the Baptist Church Sunday
40-Deprived of official 11-Eternity
50-Pacific island-group
Hon. William T. Haines of Water of Camden and Bertha Philbrick of
13-Country of Europe
rank
(abbr.)
| morning at 10.30 J. Wesley Stuart
Mrs.
Ernest
Cunningham
is
enter

Rockland.
ville was elected Governor by a ma
will
use
as
topic
“
The
Fixed
Heart."
j
taining over the weekend at her
Thomaston, Aug. 24. Virgil Beckett
(Solution to previous .puzzlei
jority of 3023 over Frederick W. Plais
Sunday church will meet at 11.30.
Crescent Beach cottage. Mrs. Clifford
ted of Augusta. The Legislature was and Hazel Winchenbach.
SPRUCE HEAD
Spear. Mrs. Clarence Spear. Mrs.
Rockport. Aug. 21. William H. Vinal The evening service will be at 7
Republican in both branches. Plais
j Albert Peabody. The women will be
of
Boston
and
Miss
Emma
F.
Kuhne
o'clock
with
the
pastor
speaking
from
ted had a plurality of 8662 in the
All
■ the subject. "Three Doors."
Mrs. Clifford Elwell and two chil- 1
joined Sunday by their husbands.
previous election. The result of the of Stafford Springs, Conn.
Vinalhaven, Aug. 23, William B.; service will be on standard time. |
Percy Kenniston suffered a badly dren are at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Knox County vote was:
Mid-week service will be Wednesday
cut light hand Wednesday.
George Snow. They will soon join
State Senator—Packard Dem. 578 Hunt and Miss Nellie E. Stratton.
at 7 p. m.
Rockland,
Aug.
27,
Fred
C.
Black
Mrs Ilda Russell, Mrs. Carrie R.
plurality over Washburn, Rep.
Mr. Elwell who has been transferred |
Smith and Mr. and Mrs. Willis R.
Clerk of Courts—Coombs, Dem. 576 and Miss Hazel Perry.
to
the Merrimac River Coast Guard
Rockland. (Aug. 28, Adam Cole and
Vinal were supper guests Thursday
THE STEAM SHOVEL
plurality over Miller, Rep.
i station.
(For The Courier-Gazette 1
Miss
Belle
Donohue.
of
Mrs.
Florence
Gardiner
in
Thom

County Attorney — Howard, Dem.
creature crawls along our
Mrs. Arthur Hill and daughter
Rockland, Aug. 27, Capt. Ellis S. A curious
aston.
481 plurality over Johnson. Rep.
street
Leona are visiting Mrs. Edwin Faulk- i
Upon strange awkward caterpillar feet.
Gray
of
Castine
and
Mrs.
Flora
Constitution
Day
was
observed
Judge of Probate—Payson, Dem.
He bieathes out steam, foul fllthy smell
Sprague of Swan's Island.
Wednesday at the E. A. Starrett, ingham.
ing smutty smoke.
849 plurality over Vose. Rep.
of the attractions of the | eyebrows" and how many legs a
Ht hisses, rattles, roars; I tell you he's j
Rockland,
Aug.
28,
Burleigh
C.
Congratulations are extended Mr. i
S.U.V.
Auxiliary. The program in
Sheriff—Tolman, Dem. 36 plurality
no joke.
hobby of amateur photography caterpillar has. He finds that photo
Nash
a.nd
Hazel
A.
Russell.
I'd
rather
hear
a
thousand
donkeys
and
Mrs. Samuel Batty who were 1
charge
of
the
patriotic
instructor,
over Linnell. Rep.
is that it provides an almost un graphing Insects ln the open fields,
Searsmont. Aug. 15. Harry Pierce of Than bray
contained readings by Mrs. Ella Cun married in Rumford Point. Sept. 19.!
County Commissioner—Patterson,
listen to hls racket one more day.
limited number of hobbies within garden or woods, is really a sport.
ningham. Mrs. Edna Jones, Mrs. Ma also best wishes to Mr. and Mrs. Le- '
Dem. 729 plurality over Tolman, Rep. Appleton and Miss Lucille Heath of He makes our good old road a ruined
the hobby; as many, in fact, as there Some kinds you can stalk success
bel Mills Mrs. Minerva Marshall, land Mann who were married in
wreck
are kinds of things that the eye can fully but he tells you that, more
County Treasurer—Murphy, Dem. Elmwood.
Now see him stretch out. elongate hls
often than you would suppose, you
Jefferson,
Sept.
1,
Reuben
J.
Sar

and Miss Mary Kalloch. In addition Poitland recently.
see.
Ships,
flowers,
trees,
clouds,
611 plurality over Gregory, Rep.
neck.
have success by lying in wait for
-By Janet Hauak
Down deep Into the road foundation firm
there was a piano selection by Mrs.
locomotives, colonial architecture,
The follwing Representatives were gent of Attleboro, Mass., and Jerusha He
Mrs. Harry Allard was hostess to 1
an Insect to come within lens range
Jabs hls tearing teeth. Just see him
E.
Jones
of
Washington.
klst
urical
monuments,
gargoyles,
Edna
Jones
and
vocal
solo
by
Mrs.
the Bridge Club Thursday night, hon
elected, all Democrats'. Cornelius Do
squirm!
and pose itself on flower, leaf or
machinery, babies, horsr-s, dogs, twig on which you have focused. If
Ingraham Hill, Sept. 5, Maurice J He digs, he scoops, he plows right
Ruby Allen.
Jokes enlivened the ors going to Mrs. Clarence Carr. Mrs. '
herty. IRockland, F. G. Currier. Cam
straight along
cats, birds, insects are only a few you locate yourself in a place where
program. Mrs. Clara Lermond. Mrs. Herman Carr and Miss Ethel Hol-[
den. Bucklin, Warren; Elliot, Thom Snow of Rockland and Miss Stella His hungry mouth wide open, raven
ous. strong,
subjects which have their devotees there are plenty of them, it won't
Bertha Spear and Mrs. Augusta brook. There were two tables. Lunch
aston; Boman, Vinalhaven; Brennan, Whitney of South Thomaston.
Roots up the grass and turf, old stumps
as special picture hobbies. Enthusi be long before one of the multitude
Washington, Sept.'ll, John L. Len
and trees.
Moon taking part..
Contests in was served.
St. |George.
cobble stones and blasted ledge
asm for photography combines with hops or flies into position ln front
fest of Union and Miss Lottie A. Coarsewith
• • • •
charge of Mrs. Shirley Bowley and
ease.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cleveland of 1
the collector’s Instinct, resulting in of your waiting lens. Of course, if
Stone walls, debris from every other sort
Rev. Charles A. Southard, former Wellman of Washington.
Mrs. Edith Spear were won by Miss Camden are at their cottage for two
albums of photographs of the chosen you do not have a close-focusing bel
of stuff
Somerville, Mass., Sept. 9, Frank J. It matters not how solid, hard and
, pastor of the Rockland Methodist
Ida Stevens and Mrs. Ella Cunning fceeks.
subject iliat are a source of pride, lows camera, you should use a por
tough.
ham.
Church died in St. Albans. He was a Pearse of Hope and Eva Libby of
pleasure and instruction.
trait attachment In order to get a
Miss Ella Huntting has closed her
He pokes, pulls, butts, he draws hls
In addition to the enjoyment of large Image, and ln either case you
past department commander of the Somerville.
Forget-me-not Troop. Girl Scouts
head around.
cottage for the winter and returned
making
the
photographs,
the
value
will
usually
need
to
have
an
enlarge

Friendship.
Sept.
8.
Ralph
E.
Van

will meet Monday afternoon.
Grand Army.
To scrape up all the scattered
rock
to New Jersey.
of a special picture hobby is that ment made from the important part
and ground.
Revision of the City Ordinances nah and Lillian Ulmer, both of Wal He bores,
grinds, misses, Jerks and tries
it usually leads to an accumulation of the negative.
Carl Godfrey has shipped on the
provided that Rockland patrolmen doboro.
again;
The splendid values at Lindsey's
of knowledge about the subject that
The exposure should usually be
He does the work of near a hundred men
S. S. T. E. L. Oriente running between
Dartmouth, Mass.. Aug. 27, Harold The
should be elected for three years.
Watts
Block.
Thomaston,
continue
to
ls educational and broadening. If twice that given regular outdoor
buried boulders with the sods and
growing shrub,—
Arthur Sprowl engaged in the pub G. Hardy of Deer Isle and Alma G.
attract new and permanent friends New York and Havana. Cuba and
the photographer starts making pic scenes with the same light condl*
He gulps them all as greatly relished
Prioulx of Dartmouth.
tures of flowers, he soon discovers tions. Being close to the subject
lic carriage business.
to the store. New. high grade mer Donald York has shipped on the S.
grub.
that there are many things about there is less light reflected, and, as
Rockland, iSept. 16. Charles Butler
Fales & Simmons began work on
chandise
for men and boys at lowest S. Traveler going to Hamburg, Ger
AYBE your husband likes cod
At l8st he has a mouthful plenty big.
flowers that he never knew before. detail ls essential, it is better to
many.
fish cakes. Maybe he doesn’t,
the Main street retaining wall at the and Dora A. Orff, both of Waldoboro. O what a wallowing, greedy, grunting
possible prices.—adv.
He
is
likely
to
become
quite
a
bot

double the exposure time, and also
but it's a bet that he won't pass
pig!
Rockland, Sept. 21, John May of Now will
Out-of-State tourists are still ask
Northend.
he chew lt up and gorge lt
anist. So with ships. Ho is likely to use a small stop. Your camera
them up if made this way: prepare
down,
Bert Moon crushed one of his fin Rochester, N. Y„ and Miss Martha M.
Waterproof truck covers and spray ing to be directed to the No. 1 high them by using hot mashed potatoes
6oon to he studying up on marine should be stationary on a support.
Digest these various victuals right up
gers badly while working in the bar Simmons of Rockland.
hoods made to order. Old covers way. In the last two days three and shape into balls instead of cakes.
brown?
architecture and enjoying It.
You must expect some failures be
Newton, Mass., Sept. 21. Seth B. See him contract hls sooty stocky neck
Above is an amateur photograph cause of the refusal of an insect al
rel factory.
waterproofed. Awning service. Rock Massachusetts cars, one New York Have a pan of hot fat over a top
Lift high that grubbed up gob of high
burner of your modern gas range,
from the album of an insect special ways to stay in position long enough
car, one Michigan car and one Nova lowering the flame as needed to
Richard Pitt Perry, 62, died at his Carkin and Miss Alice M. Williams,
way wreck.
land Awning Co.. 16 Willow St.
•
Now
open
wide
hls
mighty
ponderous
ist. This is a hobby which affords for the required exposure, but that
both formerly of Rockland.
Scotia car drove into this village for maintain the exact temperature de
home on Camden street.
jaw,
him the extra enjoyment of walks adds to the value of the successful
Rockland, Sept. 21, Pearl L. War The biggest we spectators ever saw:
traveling information. The sign at sired, which in this case should read
Timothy J. Reardon, 53, died sud
He tosses, heaves, Jars, snorts and
Into the woods and fields In his pictures.
385-390 degrees F. on your thermo
DR.
F.
S.
POWERS
ren
and
Carolyn
G.
Boyd.
Park and Main streets in Rockland meter.
shakes.
denly.
Dip six balls at a time into
hunts for specimens. He photo Grasshoppers, bees, spiders and
He
pounds,
he
spits
and
spews,
bucks,
Camden, Sept. 18, Fred Alden and
The municipal officers voted unani
appears to be confusing. Possibly the hot fat, using a wire basket.
Dentist
graphs them on the spot and cap their webs, the praying mantis and
quivers, quakes;
He belches out ln trucks the undigested
mously not to permit the double Clara Poole.
tures them to take home for Indoor the butterfly offer good opportuni
Warren,
Tel. 10-4 the Chamber of Commerce can offer In about one minute the balls will
Searsmont, Sept. 14. Alvah E. Don Comestuff.
shots. He has become an amateur ties; so does the wasp’s nest, if you
a solution. In the summer, residents attain an attractive brown, be
hacking on Main street.
Evenings and Saturdays
on! We've watched this road hog
crusty outside and puffy inside.
long enough.
entomologist. Now ho really knows care to take a chance.
Hon. Champ Clark, speaker of the nell of Searsmont and Pearl I. Fowles
Gas and Oxygen Administered
here answer the same question on an Serve with hot white sauce highly
Allison M. Watts.
jbout
"bees
’
knees,"
“
huttorflles
’
106S*115
John vaa Guilder
National House of Representatives, j of Belmont.
seasoned with horseradish.
average of 10 times a week
Tenant's Harbor,

25 YEARS AGO

| AT STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY
“WIFE, DOCTOR AND NURSE”

{ PARK THEATRE, MONDAY, TUESDAY j

O’Brien, Worth in “Windjammer”

^SNAPSHOT GUIL

OXE

KITCHEN AIDS
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PROBATE COURT !
«■
h+*+++*4^**4^*+*+++4^*+-M>+*++++++**+vWills allowed: William T. Cobb, A Johnston, late of Rockland, first
late of Rockland, deceased, Lucy B. account presented by Grace G. John
ston. pdmx.
Cobb of Rockland, appointed execu
Petitions for probate of Will pre-:
trix; William H. Glendenning. St.,
sented for notice: Frank H. Lenfest,
late of Rockland, deceased, Mary
late of Union, deceased, Sarah E.
Agnes Glendenning of Rockland ap
Lenfest of Union, named exx.; Wini- j
pointed exx.; Julia L. Astle, late of fred B. Simonds, late of Rockport, j
St. George, deceased. Blanche K.
deceased, Edwin B. Thorndike of'
Nichols of Everett, Mass., appointed
Rockport, and Margaret Simonds of
exx.; Margaret A. Benner, late of
Indianapolis, Ind.. named exrs.
Rockland, deceased, George T. Stew
Petitions for administration pre
art of Rockland appointed exr.;
sented for notice: Estates, William
Katherine Sobel, late of Camden, de,,
| T. Hocking, late of Tenant's Har-

>+

ceased. Frank Blank of Brooklyn N
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Every-Other-Day

decfased

T Hocklng

Richer New England Ready for Fall Spending
BUSINESS GAINS PUT
PURCHASING POWER UP
Re|■>ort Record Summer Tourist Season,
Rail Revenue Rise, Bumper Crop
and Increased Pulp Earrings
Jingling a
England

is

half

ready

In addition to

billion
for a

the

tourist

harvest

tourist

dollars

in

its

pocket,

New

spending spree.

treasure, other assets

which

in

creased the purchasing power
Y., appomed exr., Mary M. Sinex, late , g{ Me]rose Hlghlands Mass named
of residents in this rich con
of Edgewater Park. N. J., deceased, A[imx . Lily M chapln late of Cam.
sumer market have been cre
Mary Sinex Cowan of Edgewater
n decea£ed
p
q{
ated by
business spurts due
Park. |N. iJ . ano Haro.d B. e is o Camden named admr.; Charles M.
to research development.
Bordentown, N J., appointed exrs.,. Smi(h
of
New
England’s
business1
Eben Alden, late of Thomaston, de Clyde M. Smith of Marblehead.,
generally
at
the
September
ceased, Nancy C. Alden of Thomaston Mass,, named admr.; Nellie F. Ross,
milestone showed large gains,
appointed exx.; Abbie E Burgess, late
late of Rockland, deceased Mildred
making this section richer by
of Union, deceased, Eda A. Goflt ofI"''Ro”
‘^mxR i
many million dollars than
it
Union appo.nted admx. c.t.a ; Oaroline p]ara A Green
cf Rock]and
was at the same time a year
E Look, late of Rockland, deceased. ;
Earlp Q
q[
|
agoAs a result, a sharp up- I
Harold W. Look of Rockland appoint- named admr
swing in New England’s pros
ed exr.; Elwell (R. Moody, late of J
perity curve is forecast.
Petition for license to sell real es
Warren, deceased, Austin J. Moody tate presented for notice: Estate Vir
Gains in electric power output,
and George E. Moody, both of Rock ginia Eileen White of Rockland,
retail sales, boot and shoe pro
farmer putting his money back
land. exrs.; William P Hurley, late of presented by Marie White Andrews
duction and check transactions
into circulation for necessities and
are
pointed
to
by
economic
ob

luxuries he had to deny himself
Rockland, deceased. Frances Hurley
of St. George (formerly Marie Eve- j
servers as indicative of an ac
during the lean years.
Perry of Rockland appointed exx.; lyn White) gdn.
celerated business pace which
While several major New Eng
Loren IO. Teel, late of St. George, de
will
close
statistical
gaps
and
put
land indices did not reflect the
Petition for perpetual care of
New
England
in
step
with
the
gains
made by the nation as a
ceased. Etta M. Teel of St. George .burial lot presented for notice: Es- 1
rest of the country.
whole, they did show’ increases
appointed exx.; Kate J Overlock.
garah }
Rocfclandi
over last year. Financial observ
On four other major fronts is a gain of $50,000,000 over last
late of Warren, deceased, Aleda M
greater gains are being shown year.
i bring immediate benefits to all of ers, however, were at a loss to
deceased, presented by Alan L. Bird
Gordon of Warren appointed exx.
this year than
any yearthesince
the
New England, through the in explain the 2 per cent decrease in
rienreuumn
« witness
income
A large Part of this income’ the
of Rockland, exr.
creased flow of revenues to allied July retail sales over June, as re
depression, as witness the income
England Council pointed out.
Petitions for administration grant-:
Petition for change of name prefrom a record tourist season, f
d
w
into ,h*e coffers of
industries and the greater pur- ported by the Federal Reserve
ed: Estates, Helen M. Marshall, late j
' chasing power of the more than Board of Boston, in the face of
.
j
sented for notice: Arthur Augustus
gre/,lyo‘ncrre^ nroHnM.on (nr
six states in the form of gasothe record vacation season. De
nues, oversold production for
taxos which help to reduce 1. Increased New England boot and shoe production puts more men. 7,500 Brown employees.
of Somerville, ass ec ease , .
williams of Vinalhaven, name to be
spite this loss, the board reported
new developments of research in | ,he ,ax burd(?n of Joca', industrics. such as the smiling workman pictured, back tn work. 2. Stream
H. A Marshall cf omen., e,
.. changed t0 Arthur Augustus CalderBumper Farm Crop
a 5.5 per cent gain for the first
the pulp and paper industry, and j
lined engine of the New York, New Haven and Hartford, one of
admx.; Glive I. Pease, late of Hope, |
seven
months.
Rail Revenues l'p
a combined bumper farm crop
On the farm side of the pic
this section’s six roads reporting revenue gains. 3. A smoking plant
Check transactions in 16 New
deceased. Jethro D. Pease of Hope, , Accounts presented for notice:
and good farm markets. These are 1 The increased passenger reve of the Brown Company of Berlin, N. II.. New England's S75.000.000 ture. the bumper crop and sus
cited by industrialists as lessen nue reports of New England's six pulp and paper producer, which showed earning gain of Sl.300.000. tained market prices have brought England cities, as of August 1,
admr.; Frank W.
°
ae
Urania C. Burgess of Owl's Head,
ing to a considerable degree a railroads, the Maine Central. New 4. These vacationists helped swell S500.000.000 tourist revenues. the farmer greater purchasing showed a 1.4 percent decrease
Union, deceased. Luhe .
or en
first and final account, presented by
seasonal slump in some industries York. New Haven and Hartford. 5. Contented cows like these furnished the milk which has brought power than he has known in any over the same period last year.
and as increasing the purchasing Rutland. Bangor and Aroostook. the dairy farmer greater purchasing power this year than any year since the depression. The. This loss was more than made up,
Union, admx.; B. Slanley "U '' Charles A. Rose, gdn..; Ella D. Cook,
power of New England residents. Central Vermont and Boston & since depression. 6. Section of Brown Company laboratory, where farm income this year, according; i the Board reported, Jjy Boston,
late of Rockport, e"cas® '
' '
late of Friendship, deceased, first
to latest available estimates, will which showed an 11.6 per cent
new uses for wood pulps constantly are being developed.
Maine, reflected this large gain in
Big Tourist Season
W Gregory of Ro.k an .a,.mr.,
and final account presented j,y Melbe $107,740,000 as against $96.-|ga,n For tbe 1? cities, check
tourist and vacation travel.
E. Kilmer, late of Friendship de- I
q
year, an
increase
0( transactions werc $507,200,000—
for
While the fine tourist season
In trusteeship under Section 77B statement showed sustained out- 408,000
-------- last j--.,
.......
------------------------------------------------------The
joint
gross
revenues
for
the
and the greatly increased revenue
ceased. Sarah K. Jameson of Friend-1 InvpntorU. fllBd.
since September. 1935, this com put and employment because the 8.4 per cent. Crops alone account! * ’e **** ending July 21. as com
first
seven
months
were
$93,762.Inventories filed: Estates of Wil
report of the railroads are con
pany has staged
a comeback management, at one time con.- for $39,707,000 this year, as pared with the corresponding
ship. admx.
sidered by observers as the two 926 as against $85,374,245 for the w hich industrialists say is nothing mitted to newsprint production against $27,762,000 last year, up week a year ago when they were
liam H. Price. Rockport, $15,739.58;
corresponding
period
last
year,
Petitions for change of name
major developments in this sec
short of remarkable From a loss had developed during the depres 43 per cent. Poultry and dairy $475,100,000. a gain of $32,100,000,
Iena C. Conary, Rockland, 4,379.97;
tion's prosperity curve, the reas more than a 9 per cent gain. The of $750,000 for thefirst six peri- sion new products for more active products also brought greatly in- or 6.8 per cent.
granted: Gwendolyn M. Buzzell of
Clara E. Fiske. Owl's Head, $6,166suring comeback of the Brown net earnings before fixed charges ods of last year, the company markets. Sales of its new alpha creased revenues to the farmer,
Power Gains
Rockport, name changed to Winnie i
“v“ la“
M. Hoffses Thomaston,
Company, of Berlin. N. H.. New of the roads for the same period showed an earnings gain of cellulose for a widening range nl commanding excellent prices in
Although
not as great a gain gs
were
$11,077,421,
a
gain
of
about
Gwendolyn Morrill; Jerome Allan $]0g7708
England's $75,000,000 producer of
$1,300,000 for the corresponding uses, bulked Iarge in the state- the vacation market.
expected, electric power output in
cellulose, rayon and paper pulps, $6,250,000 over last year, when period of this year, which en- ment, observers noted. Moreovei
Burkett of Camden, name changed to
' ____________
Livestock sales, how’ever. show- the six states for the first half of
stands out like a beacon in the they reported net operating in abled the management to file a they see these new pulps as ed a decline, reflecting consumer 1937 was 3,779.450.000 kilowatt
Jerry Douglas Burkett.
TDrt/inMT ‘
wilderness, in the opinion of busi come of S4,809.458.
plan for reorganization with the creating greater opportunities foi l reaction to the present high prices
Petition for license to sell Real
I KLJVHJIN 1
__ _________
Observers attach great import- U S. District Court at Portland New England's textile, plastics of beef and pork. The livestock hours, as against 3,564,207,000 for
ness
commentators
lajt year. During July, electric
Estate granted: Estate Gilbert E. 1
Stanley of Cranberrv Isle and
From a dollar standpoint. this ' ance ,to‘h’-s e.a"i.as,a bHsl?ess??: Me.
and other industries. Demand for revenues dropped from $71646 - power output showed a gain in
year's tourist season has been one dex for New England, because
Ames cf Matinicus. presented by Ruth Sawyer of this place who were
Develop New Pulps
,bese sPecial Pulps perfected by ‘000 last year to an estimated $68,- New England of 28.9 per cent ovpof the greatest in New England's \w° ?f, ,heA?ads reP°rtmg sVb.
the company are'50 per cent in 333,000 this year.
last year, as compared with a p: i
Lena G Ames of Matinicus. gdn.'
married recentlV b>’
Mr- Ford
history. Hotel and restaurant stantial profits this year operated
Filing of this plan has focused excess of production capacity,
Loss Discounted
I of ’8 3,Per cent for lbe na: .i.
Petition for license to sell personal a« visiting Portland. Boston and
men, resort owners, department at a deficit ^ast year.
attention on the strides a New
Financial observers predicted
„ .
, .
1 ”he boot and shoe industiy ot
_____ __________
estate granted: Estate Richard KeatWhite Mountains while on a
stores, o
gasoline
stations and __
othOn the industrial front, observ- England industry can make on fthat quick approval of the plan,
Business leaders, discounting New England was lunmng far
ers which benefit from this trade ers picture the Brown Company the basis of research accomplish- which insures new money for thc the loss in livestock sales, an- ahead of thc first half of last year,
in" Snow, late of Rockland, deceased. | wedding trip.
had taken in approximately $500,- recovery as significant because of ments Throwing light on the ma- 85-year-old company to'the ex- cheerful over the agricultural reporting an increase of over 20
’ . j uby Walter
it., E.
w Snow
s™ and
Mrs. Howard Kelley1 of Worcester,
presented
ana
000,000 up to Labor Day. the New t its cheerful implications for prog- jor problem in this section, name- tent of $12,500,000 for w’orking season, feeling that business in per cent or 80.327.000 pairs ps
r
... Mass., has returned home after
.England Council estimates. This ressive New England industry, ly lack of flexibility, the Brown capital and expansion, would general will be benefltted bv thc against 66,869.000 last year
Maurice R. Snow, both of Rockland,
spending two weeks with Mr. and
exrs.
Petition to sell Teal estate and in Mrs. Jacob Kelley and other rel
to be in Rockland on their way home Bunker of Cranberry Isles and as
VINALHAVEN
north haven
FRIENDSHIP
vest proceeds granted: > Estate, atives.
e.nd seeing the pumper were greatly guest Thursday her grandson TheoMilton Kittredge, who passed last
Stephen )G Prescott, late of Rockland,
thrilled. Mrs. Carpenter had the dis- dore Sylvester. Jr., of Rockland.
Nathaniel
K.
Wood
M.
D..
of
Bos
Pleasant
River
Grange
fair
will
The
Parent-Teachcir
Association!
weekend at his home here, has re
deceased, presented by The First Na
And Rightly It Should Be tinctlon of being the first North \ Mrs Einar Heino and son Richard
turned to Camden where he is edu- met Wednesday night at the school open Oct. 2 at 9 a. m. and selling ton is guest at the Inn for ten days.
tonal (Bank of Rockland, trustee.
Miss Sareta Beverage returned
house
with
the
president
Mrs.
With Its New Chemical Havenite to sound its siren. The Neil arc home from Knox Hospital.
will begin at 10 a. m.
Petitions for confirmation of trus- cational instructor at the CCC Camp.
pumper ls said to be one of the best I Mr. and Mrs. John S. Ranlett
Thursday
to
Washington.
D.
C..
to
tee granted: Estates. William H. accompanied by Mrs. Kittredge and Charles H. Stenger. in the chair. New
Fire Apparatus
in the State. It represents a cost ap- were lr Bath Sunday when the Bath
Arthur Arey went Friday to Bos resume her position ln the govern
teachers
were
welcomed
and
an
in

. . .
rlnnchtpr
daughter vhn
who will
will srw*nri
spend thp
the winter
winter
Price, late of Rockport, deceased. Le
prsximating $3600. It is a Ward La Fast and Auxiliary, V.F.W., enterstructive talk given by Mrs. Ralph ton where he will attend the ball ment office.
there.
The arrival of the big fire pumper France model bought through the tallied the Rockland Post.
ona Beckett of Thomaston, trustee:
games.
Mrs Irving Simpson was a Rock-;
Mrs. Addie Norton picked a clus Knott of Bangor, after which ice
Callsta S Cole, late of Rockport, de
-----------------wtu an event that will go down ln the Southworth Machine Company of j
Mr. and Mrs. Lyford Ross. Mrs. j land visitor Thursday.
ter of apple blossoms last week in her cream, cake and coffee were served
ceased, the Trustees of the Methods!
Portland.
PORI
CLYDE
by the hostesses. Mrs. Stenger, Mrs Harold Arey, son James and Mrs. I Thorne Dyer was married in anr.als of Ncrth Haven, writes our
ci chard.
Along with it is an auxiliary port-1
Episcopal Church of
Rockport,
Patch,
Mrs.
Beale
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Mary
Willey
went
to
Boston
yester

Rockland Wednesday to Miss Jessie
Mrs. Leslie Rich had as supper
, u
i. hi, I Mrs. Herman Simmons has been ill
ccirespondent. It was brought to the able power pumper such
as is dis, u , ,
trustees.
day.
-J _
a t
. rvse. the past week, but is lnwrovine. She
Stuart of Boston . The ceremony
guests Tuesday, Miss Katherine Winchenpaw.
tributed
by
D.
S.
Elliot
known
as
The
... „ “ u
.
"
Petitions for guardian granted:
island
upon
a
lighter
and
landed
at
Hudson Stahl of Waldoboro was
was attended by Dr. Hahn of PriendNoble Mrs. Edna Carlow of South
Miss Isabelle Bain of Owl's Head was performed by Rev. J. Charles
Jchn K. Dunn, of Warren. Eva A.
“
ship. Mrs. Ronnie Newcomb of
west Harbor and Mrs. Clara Noble dinner guest at Albion Wotton's re is guest of Miss Nathalie Smith.
MacDonald, pastor of the First Bap
Dunn of Bath appointed gdn.; Addie
Skowhegan and Mrs. John Thompson
of Fitchburg. Mass.
cently.
tist Church of Rockland.
C. Russ of Rockport. Linthel C. Reed
Dewey Brown and son Philip, re
| of Rockland are in town, called by the
Mrs. Reta Wallace is confined to
Walter Joyce has been transferred ,
Supt.
F.
L.
S.
Morse
subs
’
ituted
at
of iRoxbury appointed gdn.
turned Friday from a few days' stay from Togus to New York City Base ;
' illness of their mother. Mrs Stmher home with a sprained ankle.
j Junior High School last Tuesday in
Petition for adoption granted: Wil
I mons.
Mrs. Chester Harding who has the absence of Principal Charles in Boston.
Hospital 81 Kinbridge Road. Bronx.
liam P. Campbell, adopted by Olivia
Mrs. Charles Chilles and daughter He will be pleased to receive a post
beer, in Bangor under the care of an [ Grant who was in Bangor on a busi
' Miss Dorothy Lowell has returned
B. Merrill and Edward P. Merrill of
Mrs. Herbert Patrick returned Thurs card from friends.
eye specialist as result of suffering ness trip.
i to Chicago after a visit with her par
Owl's Head. Name to be changed to
from eyeritis, has returned home
Mr and Mrs. Bryant Hopkins of I
day from Rcckland.
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lowell.
Mrs
Geneva
Thompson,
accom-'
William P. Merrill.
;
much improved.
Waterville have been guests for a
Mrs.
Fanny
Smith
and
son
Percy
j
panied
by
Bertha
Jameson,
Rena
Rev Augustus Thompson of Port
Petition for conservator granted:
Mrs. Iona Sawyer is visiting her Fales. Ruth Prior, and Ade'.ia Jame Smith arrived Thursday from Kit week at the home of Mr. ar.d Mrs.'
land
is guest of his son, Alvah ThompEstate Nellie M. Bartlett of Washing
sister Mrs. Jean Jordan in Hallowell. son motored Monday to Portland and tery.
William Hopkins Mr. Hopkins is one
i son.
ton, Barclay R. Miller of Appleton
Mrs. Shirley Kelley and Mrs. Ned I returned the following night.
Mrs. Edward Greenleaf was in of the outstanding engineers in the
Edward O Atkins of Teel’s Island
appointed; cons.
Kelley spent last weekend in Oakland
Fred Kenniston and son Raymond Rockland Thursday to meet Capt. Centra! Maine Power Co.
died Tuesday after a long illness.
Accounts allowed: Juliette Looke,
with their husbands who have em
Stanley Quinn has been assisting
were recent callers at Albion Greenleaf, who was returning from
Mrs. Aletha Thompson of Thom
late of Owl's Head, (deceased, first
ployment there.
Raymond
Morrison at the Lighthouse
New Haven.
aston is visiting Mrs Clara Morse.
Wotton's.
and final account presented by Mol
for two w’eeks during the vacation of1 the Hopkins wharf Thursday night, Fire Protection Mail'' of Portland.
Mrs. Molly Seavey and daughter
Meredith Trefrey is hoirj? from
lie L. Johnson, admx.; Arthur W.
Thirty-three from this vicinity mo
Assistant Keeper Kilton.
Accompanying the pumper to E ther were Rockland visitors Thurs
Sept. 16. about 6 o'clock. Word bad
OWL'S HEAD
Hatch, late of Thomaston, deceased,
New
Haven.
tored Tuesday to North Waldoboro
The Boys and Girls 4-H Clubs held been sent ln season so that the North North Haven to demonstrate lt and
first and final account presented by
The 4-H Club held a contest Tues a joint meeting in Libraiv hall Wed-1 Haven Band was assembled, and instruct local men in regard to it day.
Members of the Bancroft School where they enjoyed a chicken dinner
Harold Vinal of Thomaston was a
Annie A. Robbins, exx.; Marg’aret C.
day night at Union church vestry nesday night. The district super
returned Wednesday to Haddonfield, at thc Grange hall.
escorted by the band the pumper with were engineers Ladd and Fickert. caller Wednesday on friends here.
Pinkham Smith. Malvern, L. I., 2d and N. J.
Mr and Mrs. Albion Wotton and with the leader. Mrs. Cora Peterson,
intendents were present.
Advent c;„ference ends 8un.
the first selectman on the seat, along The accompanying cut is of the port- f
Mr. and Mrs. Redington Pitcher and assistant leaders. Mrs. Flora
final account presented by Cyrus S.
Elizabeth Scammon and Peter
High School students held a recep side /the driver. Neil Burgess, made a able pumper which can be used in
day night.
Pinkham, gdn.; Edward J. Morey, late Reed have returned to Lee Academy called Thursday on friends in North Brown and Miss Nellie Hall. The
tion for Freshmen in Library hall1 display tour of the community.
places where the big pumper cannot
Mrs Mary Gardner, son Maynard
of Rockland, deceased, first and final for their final year. Carl Reed, Jr., Waldoboro.
county agent. Miss Lucinda Rich of Friday night. Principal Bragdon and
In Rockland before being brought go.
and Miss Isabel Clark spent last week
Mrs. Eldora Miller of Waldoboro Rockland, was also present. The
account presented by Charles H. accompanied them to begin his first
North Haven's fire protection is
Miss Scales were in charge.
tc the island it was driven through
end in Bangor.
and Mrs. Letha Simmons have been work exhibit showed marked im
Morey, admr. c.t.a.; George A. Ames, year at that school.
Morning worship will be at 11 the Main street, attracting the atten definitely increased. For the present
The Fixed Heart'' will be the sub
late of Union, deceased, first and final
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wilbur
provement from last year. Special o'clock standard time with special tion of all. Summer residents Mr. file pumper is taken care of ln the
Qf
pastQr
thp Baptut
This community has lost one of its
account of Mary A. Ames, deceased, most respected citizens in the death Morse at the Harbor.
mention should be made of the music; Sunday School at 10 o'clock. and Mrs. George Carpenter chancing Wayside Garage, by Frank Sampson
Church Sunday at 2 o'clock. At 3
Mrs. Hattie Springer of thc village dresses, pajamas, shorts, aprons, pil
admx.; presented by Alvah E. Ames, Wednesday of Charles Ross.
Ycutig People's Hour at 6.30.
------------------------------------------------- o'clock the Sunday school studies towas
a
visitor
Wednesday
at
the
home
admr.,of estate of said Mary A. Ames;
low
slips,
work
boxes,
pot
^holders.
Mrs. William Hopkins went Wed-1 time, and whose wizard discoveries Mr. Larcom speaker, was well at- gcther The Young People's Christian
Mrs. M. E. Scammon was guest
Serena W. Ulmer, late of St. George, Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs. Charles of ft lends here.
' etc. made by the girls. Several loaves nesday to visit her daughter Mrs
have made radio what it is today. tended. The meeting tomorrow will be EndeaVor will meet at 6 p m. The
James Murphy is having a new of bread also attracted much atten
deceased, first and final account pre Pillsbury.
Peed in Stafford Springs. Conn.
In a recent broadcast ln connection at 3 o'clock with the same speaker. even|ng service will be in the Marchimney
built
by
Isaac
Hoffses
and
sented by Leland A. Ulmer of Ran
tion.
A play entitled, “Needle.
Rev. H. F Huse was a visitor with memorials to Marconi at the
Mrs. LeRoy Tolman had as caller tinsvllle church. All services on
son of South Waldoboro.
dolph, Mass., admr.; Charles G.
Thread and Jabber" was presented, Thursday in Rockland.
Vinalhaven & Rockland
time of hls death. Mr. Beverage had this week her daughter Mrs. Ruth standard time.
Luther Wotton had as dinner tbe humorous situations causing
Waterman, late of North Haven, de
• • • •
a part reviewing one of his conguests Wednesday at Rockledge Inn. much applause.
ceased, first and final account pre
Steamboat Co.
Radio
Technician
i
versations in which the inventor
Spruce Head, his mother and Mr.
sented by Clarence E. Waterman,
ROCKLAND
Tbe Institute of Radio engineers of expressed his great affection for
and Mrs Redington Pitcher.
exr.; Minnie M. Staalesen, late of
Dr. Rupert Stratton will be at his
Mr and Mrs. Ira Oliver of Thom Vinalhaven office from the arrival of America is an organization made America and gratitude at the con
Owls Head, deceased, first and final
aston are making a few week's stay the boat Monday afternoon. Sept. 27 up of those who have made valuable sideration this country had always
account presented by Mabel A. Pills
Effective Sept. 16, 1937
coutributions to radio and its de i shown to him. especially in the days
RATES:
at the home of Mr. Oliver's parents.
bury, exx.; Elizabeth L. Brown, of
Service To:
until it? departure Wednesday morn velopment. and who hold important of his earlier struggles in perfecting
jingle ,2<’3»3U
The
Methodist
Lbdies
Aid
was
en

Thomaston, fifth and final account
VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,
to Your hotel in BOSTON
ing.—adv.
positions in the technical depart wireless communication.
STONINGTON, ISLE AU HAUT,
Double
tertained Wednesday at the cottage
presented by John Brown, gdn.;
SWAN’S ISLAND. AND
ment of the radio industry. The
Ail AOOMS WlTM |AT«
of Mrs. Geneva Thompson in Cush
Georgia E. Wardwell, late of Camden,
FRENCHBORO
500 Roomj
president of this Institute at the pres
Shci«I w««Uy r«t«t
ing. The hostess was assisted in
deceased, first account presented by
ROCKVILLE
PLAYHOUSE
FALL SCHEDULE
ent
time
is
Harold
Beverage,
born
serving
dinner
by
Mrs.
Lizzie
Thomp

Edward J. Wardwell, Louis E. WardMr. and Mrs. Edgar Hallowell
friendship
I and reared in this town and a gradRADIO
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
son.
well and Ensign Otis, trustees; Olivia
MONDAY,
SEPT.
27
SERVIDOR
'
(Jane
Bronkle)
have
returned
from
P.
M.
A.
M.
i
uate
of
the
North
Haven
High
school.
A. Maddocks, late of Rockland, de
6n The Screen
Lv. 2.15
9.IH) Arr. Rockland.
TUB
SHOWER
At a recent meeting of this Insti , their wedding trip.
Income from sales of farm products
ceased, first and final account pre
Lv. 3.25
8.00 Arr. North Haven,
Mrs.
Fannie
Brewster
is
having
a
tute
in
Spokane.
Wash..
Mr.
Beverir.
1937
is
expected
to
be
abftut
a
sented by Mabel L. Maddocks, admx.;
Lv. 4.35
7.00 Arr. Stonington,
“This Is My Affair” age delivered the opening address new chimney built by W N, Gregory.
assnArr. 5.10 billion dollars larger than in 1936.
6.00 Lv. Swan's Island,
Nellie P. Manning, late of Camden,
with
Read Down
Read Up
j and presented a valuable paper, a ir.aEOii.—Mrs. Annie Bucklin is havand larger than ln any year since ROBERT TAYLOR
deceased, first and final account pre
« NORTH STATION
VINALHAVEN LINE
1929. Because the prices farmers
sented by Franklin C. Manning and
BARB.AR \ STANWYCK I phase of radio development. In the . ing her house shingled and E. H.
*a STEP -trtm your TRAIN' y«t/r ROOM ’
Perry
is
painting
his
buildings.
j
course
of
his
career
Mr.
Beverage
P.
M.
Also
News
and
Comedy
pay
for
supplies
are
somewhat
lower
A. M.
Florence M. Philbrook, exrs.; Nancy
Lv. 2.15
Show, 7.30 Standard
9.20 Arr. Rockland.
! has had conversations and inter , In spite of the inclemency of the
than during the years prior to 1930.
H. Spear, late of Warren, deceased,
Arr. 3.20
Prices: 15c and 25c
8.00 Lv. Vinalhaven,
view!, with Gugliomo Marconi, one weather Sunday afteroon the serv
farmers'
buying
power
this
year
will
distribution account presented by
115-lt
lll-tf
of thc greatest inventors of all ice at Mrs. Addison Collamore's with
be virtually back to the 1929 level.
Abbie Rines Storer, admx.; William

Boot and Shoe,
Electric P o w e r
Industries Up

North Haven Proud

z

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

MANGER

THOMASTON

WATTS HALL
THOMASTON

Mrs John Hanley Is visiting her
TUESDAY, SEPT. 28
(laughter. Mrs. John C. Mason in
On The Screen
North Easton, Mass., for several
weeks.
Rally Day will be observed at the
with
Paptlst Church Sunday momirfg ROBERT TAYLOR.
EARBARA STANWYCK
during the Bible School Hour at
Rank Night
9.45 when a program will be pre
1st Award $100; 2d Award $15
sented and graduation exercises pf
Also News and Comedy
the various departments will take
Show. 7.30 Standard
Prices: 15c and 25c
place. At the morning service at 11
o'clock the subject of the pastor's
sermon will be. “The Tragedy of
CHARLES E. SMITH
Lost Ideals;” evening service at 7
the pastor to speak on the third in
An old and well known resident of
the series entitled. “The Four-Fold the Northend was removed from our
Knowledge of God.”
community in the passing Wednes
Services at St. John’s Sunday will day of Charles E. Smith, who had
be 9.3P a. m., Holy Eucharist and lived more than 70 years in Rockland
Sermon; 7.30 p. m.. Evensong and and more than 50 years at the fam
Sermon Wednesday. Feast of Saint ily home on North Main street.
Tive deceased was born in WinterMichael, 7.30 a. m„ Holy Eucharist.
At the Federated Church Sunday pert Oct. 26. 1863, son of David F.
School will be at 9.45; morning wor and Rosannah H. (George) Smith.
ship at 11, subject of the pastor’s Soon after the return of his father
sermon. "The Poverty of Fulfill from the Civil War, the fall of 1866
ment' Music will include the an the ifamily removed to Rodkland.
them, “O Master Take My Hand” by Attending the public schools Charles
was taking the Grammar grades
Schuler
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle meeting when in spite of parental objections
has been postponed to Oct. 6. and i he insisted on leaving to help his
on that day 6 o’clock supper will be father who was carrying a heavy burserved
den borne by many during the difflMrs. Katherine Morey of West cult business and labor conditions of
Scmerville. Mass., is guest of Mr. and , the late 70 s.
Mrs. Percy E. Demmons for the
Of splendid physique and strongly
weekend
j built he was soon doing a man's work
Sayward Hall who passed several and receiving pay which he proudly
days with his family went Thursday , added to the family funds. This doto New York city to rejoin the yacht notion was destined to mark his
Firenze.
j whole life and he took keen Interest
Rev. Hubert F. Leach who spent a in the education and welfare of the
two weeks' vacation in Boston and j younger sister and brother, as well as
with Rev. and Mrs. John Fitzpatrick an orphaned cousin. Fred H. George,
in Errol. N. H.. returned home Thurs- who was reared by the family.
After years of hard work Mr. Smith
day.
Mis Herbert H. Newbert was decided to enter business, investing
hostess to the Busy Eight Club at a his savings in a furniture store, for
dinner party Wednesday . Guests the early years carried on in the large
were Mrs. Marian Williams and Mrs? building on North Main street which
Jessie Kalloch.
! he built, and later moving to the
Miss Rita C. Smith and Miss Mar- Jones block where he remained eleven
garet G. Ruggles returned home years. In this enterprise he was asWednesday after an eight day motor sisted by his brother.
trip which included the White
During the boom of war-time he
Mourtains. the Berkshires. Canada took advantage of soaring prices in
some lines of stock he carried, buying
and New York State.
Mrs. John McCoy, who has been heavily and finding the prices al
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. most over night doubled or trebled
Henry in Winchester. Mass., for ten Thoughtfully, viewing the postwar
days, tetupned home Wednesday. deflation sure to follow, he decided
Mrs. Rodney E. Brasier, accom- to liquidate his business, doing so in
panied by her sister-in-law, Mrs. September 1918.
Ray Spear, is passing the weekend , Later he gradually acquired large
with relatives and friends in Caribou. ' real estate holdngs in good low rentFred Hinckley returned to Boston ing property, which combined with a
yesterday after spending a few days storage business at the building on
with Mr. and Mrs. Bowdoin L. North Main street, occupied his mind
Grafton.
and tune until ill health no longer
• • • •
, permitted.
A Larger Registration
For several years he had not enPrin. Lewis C. Sturtevant reports joyed good health, but his last sick
the registration of 131 students at neS6 dated from early spring. He
High School this year, which shows received devoted care from the older
hp USUal
quite or*
an inerpacp
increase, tthe
usual TlUm~
num c'ctor
sister, an nnnenni
unusual bond of affection
ber attending being approximately existing between these two from in1C0. Of these students 70 are girls fancy. Other members of the famand 61, boys; 36 are tuition students; yy assisted in giving him every atand three. Misses Genevieve Bradlee. tention.
Cleora Condon and Belle Coates are
Mr. Smith had a host of friends
post-graduates.
who expressed their interest in many
There are 27 in the senior class; ways; especially kind were the firm
36 juniors; 28 sophomores; and 37 cf M. B. and C. O. Perry. W. J. Sul
freshmen. The freshmen include livan and Leslie Dow.
Miss Nathalie Bell, recently of Au
Mr. Smith is survived by two sisters
gusta, and Warren MacGowan. re Mrs. Stephen Smith and Mrs. Edwin
cently of Deering. Other new mem H. Crie and a brother. Harris P.
bers of this class are Misses Edith Smith.
Wickstrom and Arlene Jones. Ray
Private services in deference to
mond Hoffses of Cushing. Miss Lau- family wishes were held at 16 Sum
rice Young and Harland Davis of mer street, yesterday afternoon. Rev.
Pleasant Point and Miss Charlotte J C. MacDonald officiating. Inter
Jones of Martinsville. A new stu ment in the family lot at Achorn
dent in the sophomore class is Cemetery.
Charles Bell, recently of Augusta.
I Communicated]
The new juniors are Miss Gladys
Hutchins of Monhegan Island, How
UNION
ard Orne of Pleasant Point. Miss
Vieno Lindell of Cushing. Misses Barand Mrs. J. C. Simmons who
bara Autio, Phyllis Cushman. Mary have been visiting their daughter
Dodge. Helen Fales. Richard Beal Mrs. Waldo Holt ln Portland, re
and Frederick Young of Friend turned home last Saturday.
ship, Robert Starrett of East Friend
Miss Dycel Powell is clerking for
ship. Miss Margaret Hysom recently Robert Esancy of Burkettville.
of China. The senior class has no
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Robbins and
new members.
son Joseph of Reading. Mass.,
• • • •
were callers Sunday on Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Martha W. Hanley
W. C. Perry.
Miss Martha W. Hanley, whose
Mrs. Carrie Esancy visited Tuesdeath in Rockland occurred Sept. 17. aay with Mrs. Blanche Miller of Burthe result of an automobile acci- kejtvUle
dent in this town, was born on Mon
Mr and Mrs. Aubrey Heal of Cam
hegan, May 18. 1857, daughter of den were recent visitors at W. C.
Frank and Maria Hanley. Her early Perry's.
life was spent here.
After Normal training in Boston,
The splendid values at Lindsey’s
she entered upon her chosen work. Watts Block, Thomaston, continue to
as teacher In the Boston schools attfact npw an(J permanent friend£
where she remained until her retire- | to the stofe New hjgh
g
ment in 1917 when she returned to chandifie for men and
a[ ]Qwest
Maine to spend her remaining days , possible prices._adv
among the beloved scenes of her
childhood.

“This Is My Affair”

charm and possessed an artistic ability which showed itself in her paintings of scenes of the Maine coast and
bits of poetry from her pen reveal
ing her love of the beautiful.
She left no imediate family, her
nearest relatives being cousins. Dor
othy M. Burnham of Roslindale,
m...
-Un
Mass., to whom she was deeply attached; and Norman Lermond of
Warren, but many friends will mourn
her passing.

ALFRED M. STROUT

Insurance
Fire. Automobile, and Allied Lines

THOMASTON, MAINE

Every -Other-Day
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LOST AND FOUND

5

WANTED
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Boston Tea Party

R ite-Best

Printed Stationery

the Washington. D. C.. headquarters of the National Gecgiaphic
Society. "It occupies an isiand by
the sam? name three miles off the
Chinese coast between China and
Formosa

....

granted

In

the Council

Chamber

105-tf

at

1 Augusta, on Wednesday, the sixth day
Nortli Nobleboro are the parents of
Sylvia Sidney's flrst screen break , of October. 1937.
aRGpIE
a daughter born Sunday at Mrs.
Secretary of State.
came when Clare Bow bacame ill and ]
Verna Little's nursing home,
112*8*118
Miss Alice Lewis of Wiscasest is Sylvia took her place in "City |__________________________
Streets" with Gary Cooper. She is
notice
guest of the S. H. Westons.
Mr. ana Mrs. Chester Knowles and one of Hollywood's tiny stars. Five U s District Court,
September 15. 1937
Supplied Tea for Boston Tea Party Miss Nancy Knowles of Fortland feet two inches tall and has black ,
raa»n‘ihe.. f?1" ,of the District
have been passing a few days with hair and black eyes. Her latest is PH
Court of thc United States for thc Dis
“ The city has played a part in
the superb "Dead End.'
| trier of Main** notice is hereby given.
Mrs. Eessie Kuhn.
A.merican history, for from Amoy
, that Joseph Thomas Sylvester. Jr., of
Kenneth Castner of Portland has
,
_
.
,
.
Camden, in said District, has applied for
came some of the tea that figured
Carole Lombard and ClaiK Gable admie«ion as an attorney and counselor
beer, visiting his mother, Mrs. Roin the famous Boston Tsa Party in
have the gossips wondering if they '
aa"» District
genc Castner.
1773. It was chiefly upon tea that
are contemplating getting married. ________________
m-s-m
Mrs . F. A. Levensaler entertained
Amoy rose from an unimportant
ST V.-BMFNT op THE OWNERSHIP
the Susannah Wesley Society Thurscoast town to a great port, after
WOODPECKER BUILDER
MANAGEMENT. CIRCULATION. ETC
, in .k
mi
REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONChina awoke
the middle
of, .k
the daJ’ at her home at Back Cove ..where
r.nreq nr AUOTTRT 94 HI J or
16 members enjoyed a shore dinner.
Anyone
who
has
heard
the
stac

THE
COURIER-GAZETTE PUBLISHED
19th century to discover that for
Mrs. Jessie Achorn has returned cato tapping of the woodpecker will
EVERY TUESDAY. THURSDAY AND
eign trade was the answer to the
P4’rURD4V AT ROOKT.AND. MAINE.
FOR OCTOBER. 1. 1937
profitable distribution of its surplus fiom a visit in Chelsea. Mass. She vouch for his ambition as a home
was accompanied home by Miss Win builder. And yet, says the National StntP of Maine. County of Knox. 8S.
products.
Before me. a Notary Public In and for
ifred Knowles.
the State and countv aforesaid, person
! Geographic
Magazine, redheaded ally
"Nature gave Amoy hs excellent
appeared P. A. Winslow, who having
MLss Faye H. Keene has resumed woodpeckers inhabit their nest5. la. been duly sworn according to law. deposes
harbor. Fingers of land project from
end
says
that he ls the Associate Editor of
teaching duties at the Ethical
carved in trees for Qnly The Courier-Gazette,
the island Into the sea t nd with her
and that the fol
C
ultiim XTirrVi
I
Culture
High School In
in Von
New’ Vnrlr
York.
lowing
ls.
best of hls knowledge
a season. Jhen bluebirds often take and belief,to nthetrue
small islets form a protected bay.
statement of the
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Weston. Mr. up the abodes.
ownership, management, the circulation,
For some forty years after its open
etc . of the aforesaid publication for the
Holes made by woodpeckers are date shown ln the above caption, re
ing. Amoy's name was synonymous ard Mrs. K. K. Weston, Mr and Mrs.
quired by the Act of August 24. 1912.
Eltard
Mank.
Miss
Alice
Lewis.
Philip
partlcularly
t0
the
blueb
irds
liking.
with tea in the ports of the world;
embodied ln section 443, Postal Laws and
_____
then Japan took possession of
the Weston' virgU Morse Jr " and Clinton , The entrances are sufficiently large I Reguisttons.
admit JU
„ut are smal! I thl'
island of Formosa. sm?e Formosa -ank have been on a trip to Mooseenoueh
to
keeD
out
a
screech owl
19 Courier-Gazette,
was the source of most of thc Amoy head Lake.
enougn to Keep out a screecn
oni or
or P
Edltor
w o FulIer Rockland.
itockland. Me
Me
Mrs. Harold Rider and Miss Jane I a sparrow hawk and this is an im-' As^cl^e Editor, F. A. Winslow, Rocktea shipments, the loss of the Island
to China meant disaster to Amoy's Rider have returned from Boston portaht consideration in localities, 2. That the owners are The Courlerwhere Miss Jane has been a surgical where these birds of prey are nu- Oaz?tte- Rockland. Me. and (stockforeign trad?
Tea from Fukien
holders owning, or holding 1 per cent or
i Province, of which Amoy 's the chief Patient in the Deaconess Hospital merous. The fllckeb's nesting hole is more of the total amount of stock)
and
Mrs.
A
D.
Gray
were
!
...
.
...
"
.
W.
O. Fuller, Kathleen S. Fuller. F. A.
I port, continued to flow through the Sul3t
.
_ ..
/ ..
' __________
accessible to_____
either___________
of these enemies. Winslow, n s Perry. H. 0. Cole. o. F.
port to the tea cups of the world, g;ver a recePtion Friday in the High 1 and thjs may be thg reMon lt rare. Hills, J. M. Richardson, all of Rockland
Me.
but the traffic was only a trickle 'Srhc°1 auditorium by the Parent-' ly used by bluebirds.
3 That the known
bondholders.,
mortgagees, and other security holders.
I compared with the huge cargoes of T£acher Association.
The new
Wooctpeckers lay thelr eggs on fine 1 owning or holding 1 per cent or more of
teachers were also guests. Those tak chips of wood which are left ln the total amount of bonds, mortgages or
the dried
in the port's palmisecurities are (There are none).
ing part ln the program were Mrs. hole when lt ls being constructed, other
4. That the two paragraphs next
est days.
above, giving the names of the owners,
M.
Louise
Miller.
Mrs.
Louise
Jack"In recent years, however. Amoy's
but such a simple arrangement does stockholders, and security holders, lf i
contain not only the list of stock-d
harbor his again become i scene of I son. Rev. and Mrs. C. V. Gverman. net suit the bluebirds. Before lay any.
holders and security holders as they ap*W
animation. Along with Fukien tea, Mrs. Gretchen Simmons atld Misses ing their eggs, they line the bottom Dear upon the books of the company,
but also ln cases where the stockholder
shipments of paper umbrellas, dried Pauline Creamer. Mary Stafford. cf the cavity with an ample supply of or security holder a.>; cars upon the
books of the company . s trustee or ln
4
I and salted turnips, tobacco, plants Iditli Burgess and Glenys Mank. dry grasses.
any other fiduciary relat’ ,n. the name of
Refreshments were served.
I
In North America there are 17 sub the person or corporation for whom such
4 ************ *«**********a*******«****«**«<Wl ! and shrubs, fruit:, vegetables and
trustee ls acting, ls given; also that the
i fish have kept the city jn the comspecies of the family of thrushes said two paragraphs contain statements
SPENCER CORSETS. Individually de
The splentfid values at Lindsey’s
embracing
full know'edge and
(turdidaei to which the robin and belief as to affiant's
signed S. WOLCOTT. Tel Camden 571 i mercial map. In one year 1.200 tons
the circumstances nnd con
Watts Block. Thomaston, continue to
___________________________ 115-120
ditions
under
which
stockholders and
| of narcissus bulbs were shipped to
the bluebird belong. All of them
security holders who do not appear upon
CIDER MILL running dally. Make it
' attract new and permanent friends
the
United
States
from
Amoy.
Be

are
singing
birds,
and
the
exquisite
the
books
of
the
company
as trustees. I
while you wait. Right on the State road.
Handy to get to. SEAVIEW FILLING sides the parade of sea-going vessels , to the store. New. high grade mer flutelike notes of the thrushes are hold stock and securities ln a capacity
other
than
that
of
a
bona
fide owner;
STATION. Camden. Tel 2580
114*118
chandise for men and boys at lowest
I that move in and out of Amoy, the
the most beautiful of all the sounds and this affiant has no reason to believe
WILL take orders for home cooked
that
any
other
person,
association,
or
food Pies d0Ughnuts. fudge, etc. mrs I harbor ls animated by hundreds of possible prices.—adv.
that come from the avian chorus. corporation has any Interest direct or
Indirect
ln
the
said
stock,
bonds,
or
i ansel saunders.. 21 orange st.. Tel small boats handling local shipping.
The European nightingale, Immor other securities than as so stated by
| 218-W
114-116
"With all its commercial reputa Frankie—-Dad, what do you call a talized by poets is a thrush, and. on him.
RADIO reception noisy! weak or fad
5. That the average number of copies
ing? Have your tubes tested with latest tion, Amoy is a great port city with- j man who drives a car?
this side of the Atlantic nature of each Issue of this publication sold or
scientific tube tester. Free of charge at
Dad—It all depends on how close
distributed
the malls or other
offers few if any sweeter songs than wise. to paidthrough
MAINE MUSIC CO.. Tel. 708.
112-tf ] out docks, quays or public ware-'
subscribers during the six
he comes to me, my boy.—Pathfinder.
PIANO, vocal. Hawaiian guitar, piano [ houses. Boats anchor off shore and
the vesper music of the hermit months preceding the date shown above
ls 5428 (This Information ls required
accordion lessons at your home. $1.
thrush.
from dally publications only, but The
C A. LUNDELL. Friendship.
112-tf | are loaded and unloaded by halfYARN—We are prepared to make your
Courier-Oazette waives the exemption).
|
naked
coolies
who
literally
swarm
WATCHMAKEnV—Repalring
watches,
wool Into yarn. Write for prices. Also
F. A. WINSLOW
clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and de- frem the lighters to the vessels.
yarn for sale. H. A. BARTLETT. Har
Associate Editor.
Some fall hatching of chicks Is
mony. Maine.
107*118
hve^. S* ARTHU^MACOMBra. 23 AmexSworn to and subscribed before me
I "Beyond the waterfront, Amoy is LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Row practised in Maine, to keep laying Sept
22. 1937.
JOS. EMERY.
BRICK, cement, plastering and rock in the main an old city. Substantial land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall oiders pens full in March and April when
Notary Public
work, painting of all kinds. Call A W. ' business buildings housing banks. solicited H, C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
flocks might otherwise be depleted,
My
commission
expires
May 9. 1942.)
GRAY. Tel. 8533.
105-tf
105-tt

MISCELLANEOUS <

FOR SALE

Mrs. Charles F. Griffith has hold the
Advertisements ln this column not to
1 ♦
nmnertv
known as
ns the
CaDt Eeels
exceed three
three tlmes
lines Inserted
once for
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦IF
property known
me vapt
teeis’ cenu
{or 50 cents
Add25
|.
--------------------------------- Bv EARLE FERRIS
Boat Barn to Mrs Marv Louise Bok. tlonal lines flve cents each for one time
DINING ROOM SET and kitchen stove
It is understood that extensive !’» can^ne(or three tlmes' 8111 tma11 words for sale MRS WIGGIN. 14 Suftolk St..
OSALIND RUSSELL. who stars in the Sunday atternoon Silver Thea
Thl. 3S4-J
113-115
changes will be made.
1 1 1 ——————
tre for four weeks in October, regrets her inability to extend personal
1900
OAKLAND
6-cylinder
motor.
(By
Chuck
Cochard)
thanks to the person responsible tor her discovery of radio as a medium
Mrs. Mabel Spurling of Lynn, j
Would make good boat engine. Price $20.
for her dra -Q
-------------------------Also used tires, batteries and small
Mrs. Addie Kennedy of Swampsscot, [
matic talents. It , Allie Lowe Miles, ot the “Husbands
trailer R S JORDAN. 6 Kelley Lane
Hollywood—Obscenity is becoming and Mrs. Julia Gould of Somerville '
115*117
was William; and Wives” broadcast, ls so fond
a lost art in Hollywood these days. are guests of Mrs. Ella Eaton at the
S ha H e sp eare. of her newest hobby, rug-making,
— --------------------------------- | DINING ROOM set for sale, table. 4
LARGE Skill found, ln good condition. chairs, china closet and buffet. Cell a:*d
Rosalind starred ’ that she has filled her own nome
The Hays office admitted today that Thorndike homestead.
Notify THE COURIER-GAZETTE
see.
MRS. WALTER H. SPEAR. 74
:n “Much Ado with rugs and has given more than
it
has
not
issued
a
list
of
objection

Royal
Brown,
who
has
been
visiting
114*116 Beech St._________________________ U5-tf
About Nothing' a dozen to friends. Her first hobby
able and offensive words, to be ex at the home of Miss Marian Weid- ”RABBITHOUNDTTostBlue tick, large
in the CBS was duck shooting, but subsequent
GUERNSEY cow and call for sale.
...
,
__ , _black spot on right side Sore on head. New milch GRAND VIEW FARM, on
Shakespeare ones have been more on the docluded from all motion pictures, man this
week returned Friday to Noti,y DR french. Tei. 198-w
Atlantic Highway. Warren. Me., Tel.
series—her mike ; rnestic side.
115-117 5-6.______________________________ 114*110
since Sept. 1. 1935. two years ago. Oldtown. He was accompanied by
debut.
TAN DACHSHUND lost, answers to
The real name of Feg Murray, one
Since that time, there has not arisen Miss Elizabeth Sukeforth of Rock- •'8klppci;''
USED CARS for sale R G. CHUB
Worcester. Mass., license tag
Lanny Ross. of the outstanding new radio stars
J. T. MacMAHON. Seaside BUCK. Harry Rogers. Agent. South Wal
any word or phrase that has proven land who has also been guest of Miss Reward
doboro.
114*119
Charles Butter- of the season, is Frederick Murray.
Farms, South Thomaston or Tel. 770.
objectionable to any creed, race, na- I Weidman.
115*117
worth and RayFlREFROOF Iron safe, for sale at bar
tion or person. However, 'he same
Mrs. Myron Parker is visiting her
mond Paige,
gain. Perfect working condition.
R. E.
NUTT SHOE STORE, Tel 259-R
stars of the
words that were taboo in 1935 are daughter Mrs. Hildred Rider,
119*116
Tuesday night
still maintaining their offensiveness t The Trytohelp Club will meet MonRosalind Russell NBC 'Mardi
I! HOUSEHOLD articles for sale at 29
and any motion picture that attempts day at the home of Mrs. Irvin Cain,
♦
nniliua/
I BEECH ST. after 8 a. m., rear door.
Gras." are able
j
113-115
to use one of them must face the j Mrs Mary Louise Bok who has
to handle personally many prob
USED or old Bamboo fly rods, wanted I GLENWOOD circulating heater, for
lems which annoy the average art
scissors of censorship.
been occupying her cottage "Nimaat ODce. ln trade for new; liberal allow- sale, used only one season. C. E GROTist. They all studied law before
After
two years. Hollywood pro- I ha " Beauchamp Point during the ance on rods in stock
will trade some ton. 138 Camden st., Tei. 1214-M.
entering the entertainment world.
ducers have come to realize that j summer went this week to Philadel- ^co^sjortrng
Rockfa^ - -----------------------------------------Igor Gorlin, baritone star ot “Holly
"good taste"in producing picture is ’ phia. She will return here later for a !___________________________ 115-120 j 2M Plymouth roctk pullets for sale
wood Hotel," has furnished proof
the essential thing and a glance at short stay.
6“A“- 9lze used electrlc refrigerator ALtbKI BAIIA' Last Friendship
that "It Can Be Done." Gorin, who
!
! wanted. Must be ln good mechanical I----------------------------------------------- a 1X0
arrived ln this country three years
rhe films turned out during this per-j Mr.
Mr.ana
andMrs.
Mrs.stuarc
Stuartrarnnam
Farnhamare
arecondition
conditionand
andclean.
clean. Don't
Don't care about
aoout, toy puppys Beautiful Poms. Reaago practically penniless and unable
iod
c'tion this
eninvlmr a vacation at ^wan 1 nice
style. The
Low Courier-Gazette
price essential. R. P. JAMES,
price.
at 42 McAULIFFE
Fulton St.,
iou reveals
reveals the
me strand
grunu tran
irasi-.uun
mis enjoying
a Vacation at swan Lake. care
115*117 , eonahle
Tel. 960-R
MRS.Call
GOLDIE
to speak English, has achieved
whole business has gone through. ) Mr.
Mr. and
and Mrs.
1 !
H4*n«
Mrs. Enos
Enos E.
E. Ingraham
Ingraham! , housekeeper
housekeeper. wanted
wantedin lnwidower's
widower's
fame on both radio and screen.
children jonesport boat, for sale, umitu
will return homeSunday from Nor-[ ^fe.fiain cooking,umvr Older
emuevu
Phil Baker, who broadcasts from
ton’s
Pond where thev have heen i nonn
114*ltS build 30 ft. x 7*2 with 20-35 Palmer Pal.
Hollywood Sundays on CBS. is com
The highest money ever paid to tons r-ona wnere tney nave oeen j aston____________________________ Engine Boat new ln March; engine ln
REO
TRUCK,
wanted.
1‘
4
ton.
1926
or excellent condition. Write
W
H
plaining about the rise of prices.
en artist for a picture will be the spendlng three weeks at their cot- '27 model; not particular about motor;
, WOODWARD, Monhegan. Me.
112-117
tage.
I
cab
and
chassis
ln
fair
condition.
Call
$40000 per week 20th Century-Fox
I WILL give away to a good family a
LAMDtPi 785.
,1
115*117
William Harms and Thomas Jn_ CAMDEN
E female dog. over a year old Great pet
wiil give William Powell for each of
gram who have been occupying the oSn^c."' TeTuu-M
watch dog YOBK‘8' 111 Plaa3al?‘
| the five weeks he works in "Jean."
FEG MURRAY
Harms
home
on
Pascals
avenue
for
___
115-tf
-------------------------------------------——
The picture will also uncover the the summer returned Wednesday to b
X
t^‘1 tank E Tn^ex^ient^ondumn275 P^c’e
Hls baby sister gave him the nick
i.ew
20th
importation.
Annabella.
name "Feg," which represents her
with others In New England; salary very very cheap lf sold Immediately. Also
They're saying that Verree Teas- Philadelphia.
attempt to pronounce Frederick.
Tive Felix Salmonds wil' return to kuerauteed. training given; transporta- ild.ucAs V. O GILES. 239 Cedar St. City,
ine renx saimonas wm return io tlon ,urnlshed; average beginners' ear- ; Tel. 36
Finally. Murray adopted the name
113*115
; dale (Mrs. Menjou) is a sensation in
their winter home in New York mss S21-S26 weekly. See mr wentfor professional purposes. He is the
[ "First Lady" and walks away with ......
RABBIT hound, for sale. ARTHUR
.
...
WORTH.
Brunswick
Hotel,
7-8
p.
ra.,
new star of the Ozzie Nelson-Harriet
Monday, after a season at the Stone only.
H5*it LUDWIG, Hope. Me.
113*115
the show.
Hilliard broadcast.
EASTMAN Kodak 1 A. for sale, at
House Mechanic street.
APARTMENT ln Rockland wanted by
CARVERS BOOK STORE
113*115
Joe Louis injured Tommy Farr's
Everett McFarland has returned ;
Nelson Eddy is at last being able
PAPER PRESS, for sale, for baling old
right hand; then Rudy Vallee hurt
home from Community Hospital kitchenette Not over 625 per month paper, etc Capacity 150 lb bales Apply
lt again. After Farr completed hls
i to wear his hair close-cropped—he is
at this OFFICE.
113-tf
where he was a surgical patient for sn'^othb^ Harbor'
interview on Vallee’s program,
j a cadet in “Rosalie " . . . You'll be
RICH dark loam, for sale, for flower
Vallee stepped up to congratulate
I ELDERLY Widower wants a neat gardens and lawns; also gravel for drive
able to see the advanced styles for ; two weeks.
him by taking his right hand.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Moore of Co- , housekeeper References required^ For
.?llln_ks Tel 23-W WILLIAM
1938. designed by Adrian, with Joan
"Ouch!" exclaimed Farr.
further particulars write to JAMES E. \ ANDERSON, 48 West Meadow Rd
coa, Fla., were recent guests of Mr. ANDREWS. Vinalhaven. Me.
113*115
I
_
113-115
Bob Burns usually finds something , Crawford as a mannequin in her lat- || and Mrs. Herbert Sylvester and Mr.
CROCHEtekS wanted on caps and \
COAL Wood. Coke, for sale; dellvest
vehicle
"Mannequin.
’
in common with
otfcer Infants' wear Agent MRS B A. cred anywhere ln Knox County. Tel.
and Mrs. Charles Berry.
114*116 Thomaston 62
J. B PAULSEN
NEWBERT. Waldoboro
evcry Music Hall
______
113*115
guest star. Even
RANGES and heater?., wanted, any
kind Pay good price. HILL DANE. 235
L I
May Robson,
Monte Blue, silent-day star, is ,
Church Notes
USED FRIGIDAIRE for sale; excelMain
St.
_______________________________
105*116 lent condition. PARKER WORREY. 65
Holly wood’s jg
realizing a lifelong ambition—he's All services Sunday will be on __
PIIIL BAKER
FOUR STEAM or hot water radiators.; Parlt St'____________
113*115
i “grand old
studying law. Although he rriginally standard time Methodist Church. N. wanted for use with Arcola heating sys14 ROOMSof household goods, lncludAs long as price change aflected lady." Miss Rob- I
intended to be an attorney but got F Atwood, minister—Church School tem. FIRE PROOF GARAOE 113-115 lng 10 cu. ft Frigidaire. Eastern oil
apartment rentals, com-on-the-cob 500 has Played
,
CASH paid ’for used cars ln any con,^blV,aV°n 011 ° u c?al
and neckkties, Phil had no kick, every theatrical
i
? setback when D. W. Griffith picked at 10 o'clock; morning worship at dltlon.
TEL. 1222.
113-118
' iynn 0,1 burnc. wall size
—
mirrors, beds, dressers, congoleum rugs.
But it's getting entirely too close to ,.ol;se-11!,the '
him out of a studio labor gang, where 11. with sermon by the pastor, sub --------I WANT to rent an eight or ten room etc. Sale going on dally JARL CORhome now that export duties on
he was trying to earn money for ject "The Making of a Nation." Ep hcuse, modern and centrally located NER. 22 Brewster St.. City
111-116
accordion accessories, which are and Canada
Must be ln good condition and have
SMALL FARM, for sale. Good build
legal training, and give him a movie worth League at 6 o'clock; evening gcragc References furnished. P. O. BOX
Italian made, are raising prices on Burns has
! played quite a
113*115 ings. sightly location. MRS GERTRUDE
this side sky high.
role. He was a star within a year. service at 7 o'clock. Music will be 125. City.
STUDLEY. Thomaston. Maine, -.03*120
few of them.
PERMANENT POSITION for high
furnished by a triple male quartet
Hc
is
at
present
working
in
a
Para

APPLES on trees, for sale. Wolf Rivers.
Tommy Bond, eight year o’.d actor- but not nearly
grade woman open October 5th with in
___ _
__
_
ternationally
known
Institution Edu- Red Astrachans, etc . very cheap TEL.
mount western, "Born to tbe West." from Searsport and the pastor will ____
vocalist heard on Gus Edwards the number
catlor.al advisory work. Wlll pay success- Kockland 783-W after 4 p. m
109-tf
"School Days of the Air," is a privl- Miss Robson
The part-Indian actor spends all his present the message.
ful applicant $1800 a year, with opportu- ! 8TOVES. bought and sold; also stSIli
May Robson
leged radio artist. Tommy is the has. NevertheI Baptist
Ior advancement. Age >8-45. Good trailer lor sale Sio C E GROTTON 138
Eaptist Church: John W. Hvssong.
Hyssong.
time these days studying law.
oniy performer allowed to have h r less, there were
education essential Teaching experl- Camden St Tel 12 4-M
-07 —
pastor. 11 a. m„ morning worship ence an advantage. Must be refined, am- [
—_________ *07 “
lunch scr-.-i in the studio during a few score cities they cauld talk
I
with
sermon
hv
the
nastnrsnhiect
ltlous
executive
type,
unincumbered
!
SECOND-HAND
furniture,
for
sale
a long rehcarral.
, about.
witn sermon Dy me pastor, SUDject Q|Vf fuu information in first .etter. Per- Stoves. Store fixtures, offlce fixtures. 235
"Stage Door" might rightly be "The Riches of His Grace:" 12 noon s°“»l interview arranged Address A N.B ^»ln_St. HILL DANE
105*116
115’lt
—
~~ ATWOOD LEVENSALER Property.
called now the finest picture of the Bible School. RaUy Day will be care The Courier-Gazette.
THE
foreign branches of American and
23 Knox Street. Thomaston, for sale.
year. Never in recent years has a observed with the pastor as the
Price leasonable. Apply to F D. EL
European commercial houses, and
cast turned in better performances. leader; there will be a short conse
LIOT. Thomaston
98-tf
the Amoy University buildings, give
Katharine Hepburn turns in the role
HAWTHORNE HOMESTEAD. Tenant!
cration meeting; 7 p. m.. Gospel
Was Recalled When Jap it only a slight touch of modernity.
Harbor village, for sale. 9-room house,
of her career- Ginger Rogers, Anfine condition, lights, bath, living spring
subject of sermon “'Work
anese Bombed Chinese "In the heyday of Amoy trade, the drea Leeds. Adolphe Menjou are || service;
ln cellar. Large lot. shade trees, etc.
“
^nhtess:
city had a population of more than
Price attractive
GRANVILLE BACH
tops. The story as you would have
Town Of Amoy
ELDER, Tel. IQ-12, Tenant's Harbor.
303.000, but with the passing of the
_ ___________________ ________97-tf
guessed by the title concerns a
STATE OF AtATNE
DUMBER Siding. Matched Botsrds.
“Amov. China. bomb?d by Japan great tea trade, the figure dropped group of girls living at a boarding office of secretary of state
°
[
Augusta.
September
13.
1937
Berry
Crates. Mill Wood, for sale L. A.
to about one-thtrd.”
house. Run. do not walk to your ; Notice Is hereby given that a Petition
PACKARD. R.F.D., Thomaston Me Tel
ese airplanes and naval vessels 'Sept.
Rockland 446.
105-tf
lnearest
earest theater
p“rdor
> « Pred
Brown,
a conineater when
wnen this
tins show
snow ,or
vlc, the the
gtate
prtsonE. at
Thomaston
9.), has one of the finest and best
USED pianos, uprights, lor sale, or to
WALDOBORO
comes to town. An orchid to RKO for tinder sentence for the crime of larceny
let for the season. Phone us. Rockland
protected harbors along tl-.e’central
.. —i
I ls now pending before the Governor and
980. STONINOTON FURNITURE CO
Council, and a hearing thereon wlll be
Chinese coast.' says a bulletin from
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Nichols of this masterpiece,

K—****—•—

!
Your name and address printed
on envelopes and paper or mono
gram on sheets, address on enve
lopes.
Black, Blue, Green or
Brown ink.
WATER STRIPED VELLUM
White Deckle Edge
36 folded sheets 4V<x7%
36 envelopes 4x5Vi square flap
$L25 Postpaid

OR
60 flat sheets 7H*10H
50 envelopes 4x7' j square flap
$1.50 postpaid

AUTOCRAT DECKLE EDGE
White Vellum
Square flap envelopes and folded
sneeia
50 envelopes 4x5%
60 sheets 494x7%
$1.50 postpaid

Your name and address printed
on sheets and envelopes only
PATRICIAN
White Laid
Blark, Blue, Brown. Green Ink
60 folded sheets 494x794
40 envelopes 4x5 54

OR
CO ffttt sheets 6t4xlO'/4
40 envelopes 4x694
Postpaid $145

GRAYTONE TWEED
Vellum
60 folded sheets 494x794
40 envelopes 4x5'4

OR
60 flat sheets 694x1094
40 envelopes 4x694
Postpaid $1.25

THE
COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKLAND, ME.

TO LET

;

TWO-ROOM apartment to let. running
hot and cold water, furnished. 7 PLEAS
ANT STREET
115*117
APARTMENT, to let. unfurnished,
central location; bath; oil heat; garage.
References exchanged Apply to MISS
ANNIE F FRYE. 14 Summer St. 115*117
TENEMENTS to let. large and small at
reasonable prices. C. M BLAKE STORE
i Tei 1061________________________ 115-117
SECOND floor furnished Apt., heated
to let at 14 MASONIC ST.
114*116
FURNISHED two-room apartment and
four-room apartment, to let. with or
without garage. V F STUDLEY. 283
Main St , or 77 Park St . Tel. 1154 or
330_____________________________ 112-tf
TWO furnished rooms to let 34 FULTON ST. Tel. 733-M
114*116
AFTER Oct. 1. rent at 48 Grace St .
all modern. TEL. 133.
111-tf
FIVE ROOM, all modern, heated apart
ment. to let. with garage. Get located
before winter comes.
Apply MEN'S
SHOP, corner Main & Park Streets
.__________
111-tf
WILL let my home for the winter, fur
nished and with all modern Improve
ments to family of adults MRS. J. F.
COOPER. 156 Limerock St
113-115
FIRST floor apt., to let. 5 rooms and
bath. 35 Pleasant St. TEL. 883-W. 32
School St.
113-tf
SINGLE HOUSE, to tet. Rockland 8t..
I garage. Inquire SHAFTER. 15 Rockland
j St________ _ _______________ 111-tf
THREE furnished rooms to let for light
houskeeplng. with private bath. 65
NORTH MAIN ST.
110-tf
| COZY, furnished flve-room house, to
let. on Spruce Head Island, available
Sept. 8; suitable for summer cottage or
year-round dwelling: rent very reason
able. TEL Rockland 793-W after 4 p. m.
__________________________________ 106-tf
THREE apartments, to let. two fur, nlshed and one unfurnished Oood con! dltlon, rent low F. L. SHAW. 47 No.
Main St.. Tel. 422-R
109-tf
UPSTAIRS tenement, to tet; low price
rent, flush closet, lights. LAWRENCE
MILLER. 692-M, Rankin St., City.
J ___ _____________________________106-tf
I SECOND FLOOR apt. to let. opposite
j J A. Jameson store, hot water heat with
1 oil burner C. A. HAMILTON. 29 Chestnut St.. Tet 986-J.
109-tf
Large furnished room, to let. with
! bath, $4 week. FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park
[ St. Tel 330____________________ 94-tf
Four room tenement to let at 38 MeI chanic St. MRS. W| S. KENNISTON,
! 176 Main St., Tel. 874-W
94-tf
SIX-ROOM modern apartment to let.
Apply W. J. ROBERTSON, Lumber Yard
; Thomaston.
,____________
105-tf
I STEAM heated office to let, central
| location Tel. 13S._________________ 105-tf
FOUR-room apartment to let, all
modern Apply at Camden * Rockland
Water Co . Tel. 634.
105-tf

BUV^

mtHraas

Every-Other-Day
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HELPS TO

OCl ETY

Avoid Colds

Specially designed
for the nose and
upper throat, where
most colds start.
Used in time, helps
prevent many colds.

CASTINE NORMAL

Page Seven

“Find Their Man”

(By Ermo Scott)

Telegraph Messenger Boys
Exercise Wits As Well As
Mr. and Mrs. Orett Robinson and
Their Legs

MaBelle Beauty Shop

' daughter Lois spent the weekend at
"We find our man.”
I their home ln Thomaston. During
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Stiles and
'
the
weekend
Principle
and
Mrs.
John
That is the motto, the slogan, the
daughter Nancy have returned to
Kassay of the Castine High School battle cry and the watchword of;
Malden, Mass., after a two weeks'
j were their guests.
visit with Mrs. Stiles’ parents, Mr.
Western Union Messenger (Service
• • • •
and Mrs. A. P. Blaisdell.
which
finds its man more than 400,- |
Margaret MacMillan was home
000,000 times a year.
during
Saturday
and
Sunday.
Members of the Itooevik Club had I
• • • •
Patterned on the popular saying,
a pleasant outing at "This'ldu” farm, |
The senior class elected Mildred about the Northwest Mounted Police,
j Spruce Head Friday afternoon, as ]
Smith of Bucksport as president
who relentlessly track down their’
guests of Mrs. H. P. Blodgett. Picnic | Was Principal Speaker At
for the current school year, Barbara
luncheon served on the sunporch. i
Recent Church Centennial Carpenter of Lincoln as vice-presi quarry regardless of difficulties,
i careful inspection of the beautiful i
dent, Marie Tillock of Bucksport as ••We find our man” is the guiding
Dr. and Mrs. Freeman F. Brown rock garden, with perfect autumn
In Belfast
secretary and Clayton Pomroy of star leading 15,000 youths ln snappy
returned last night from New York weather, were all greatly enjoyed. A I
The
principal
speaker
at
the
recent
Ellsworth
as treasurer on Thursday. uniforms of forestry gray in their |
where they attended the American
lives of adventurous, diversified pub
services of the First Bap• • • •
Legion Convention. The trip also Mrs. Clinton Bowley, was presented [j centennial
Church m Belfast was
Dr.
lic service.
Mr.
Scott,
Mr.
Hatfield
and
Di

included a visit with their son who the hostess, in honor of her birthday (Everett c Herrlck president of the
With such a rallying cry, and a
rector Edith Leslie motored to Orono
is attending the College of Physicians
anniversary.
Andover-Newton Theological Semi on school business Friday afternoon plucky determination to "never say
and Surgeons, Columbia University,
nary. The Belfast Journal had this While Mr. Scott and Mr. Hatfield die,” it is no wonder that these boys
and a drive to Valley Forge. They
CAMDEN
Miss Eda Knowlton left Friday for to say about his address:
were attending a meeting of the follow the trail until they find thelr
were accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. | Winchester, Mass., where she is to
man.
and
in
doing
so
gain
in
some
Capt
Howard
Anderson, Philip
"The guest speaker was. Rev. Ever directors of N. Y. A. student employ
Freeman A. Brown of Vinalhaven as be the weekend guest of friends.
degree
the
qualities
of
self-reliance.
Thorntilke
and
Wendell
Gilchrest
ett
Carl
Herrick,
who
spoke
on
‘
The
ment for Eastern Maine, Miss Leslie
far as New London, Conn.
Work of Our Hands.' He prefaced was taken around the school campus ingenuity, insight and shrewdness. haye returned from Esslngton, Pa.,
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Stewart recent
which have carried so many of their aJter Eaillng the yacht Twilight, re
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wall have ly spent a few days at their camp in his discourse with friendly remarks, for her first visit to a Maine collegi
number on to leading positions in cently t^ght by Mary Louise Bok
congratulating
the
church
on
its
at

ate
institution.
The
inspection
was
returned from a vacation through Bremen.
tractive auditorium and its efficient by courtesy of Alumni Secretary the nation.
to that port.
northern and eastern Maine. They
The telegram sent to the wrong
pastor for the past ten years. He Charles Crossland.
Miss Lillian Ryan of Belfast was a
attended a theatre performance at
A largely attended beano party. referred
the fact that he rememaddress, the wrong company or even recent caller in town.
Lakewood and spent a few days in held at home of Mrs. Mildred Sprague ■ jjeretj preaching in the church many
At the first faculty supper of the the wrong name, because of a lapseI The ladies of St. Thomas Parish |
Portland.
Wednesday night under the auspices years ag0 He als0 stated that he
fall in honor of Miss Edith Leslie of memory, or carelessness of the I will hold a rummage sale at the
of Edwin Libby Relief Corps resulted , [iad
jn tQuch with it for some and Lloyd Hatfield, newly elected sender, is a challenge to the messen-’
Mrs. J. A. Freeman who has been
in these prize winners: Mrs. Sprague, time as Donald Rhoades had been an
ger’s ingenuity and perseverance, j parish house Oct 15-16.
members of the staff, Mrs. Margaret
visiting her granddaughter. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Brewster
Mrs. Lena Rollins Mrs. Elizabeth honor student at Andover-Newton
Ames Brockton, Mass., was a guest To effect delivery of telegrams in
George Jackson, has returned to her
Mills, Mrs. Nora Stickney, Mrs. and Avard Craig, formerly of Belfast,
many instances the boys’ task calls I attended the Franklin County fair
of Prin. and Mrs. W. D. Hall. Mr.
home in South Gardiner.
Gladys Murphy and Mrs. Gladys was the care taker there. Both made
and Mrs. Benard Stiles of Malden. for the combined talents of a detec- *n Farmington this week.
Horatio Alden, Jr., has returned to
trip home with him on this occa Mass., and of Rockland were also tive, military strategist and diplo
Major Julia C. Stimson, A.N.C. re Thomas. The party of next week will |
be
held
Friday
night
at
the
home
of
j
sion
Brookiine.
Mass., after a visit with
mat.
Often
the
addressee
has
tired, of New York, arrives Saturday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ermo Scott.
Mrs. Velma Marsh, Broad street
moved and must be traced to several his aunts. Misses Anne Alden and
“As his subject indicated his ser
to spend a week at Cooper's Beach.
Those in charge comprise the fair mon was most appropriate and dealt
The dinner was held at the Lunch other addresses. Perhaps he must be Emma Alden. Harbor Hill.
The George S. Cobb Auxiliary
Mr. and Mrs. Eppa H. Charlton beano committee, with Mrs. Marsh. with the practical side of religion in Eox in Penobscot on Wednesday located quickly at a theatre or a
football stadium among thousands of I meets tonight at the K. of P. hall,
(Ruth Counce Wentworth) of Norfolk. chairman. Mrs. Winifred Butler. Mrs. j establishing the work of our hands afternoon.
people. Messengers often catch a
j^rs j^hecca Wysong and daughVa.. are guests of relatives and friends Margaret Rackliffe, Mrs. Mabel Rich- : and in the c0-0peration of the highin Rockland, Union and Harborside, ardson, Mrs. Ellen Knowlton, Mrs. est and holiest work. He stated that
Calleci by Patricia Walker '38, the train or boat usjt in time to make a ^€r Margaret have returned to Port
•
while on a brief trip to the home of Gladys Murphy, Mrs. Bertha Hig- !I the
activities of the present, known girls athletic group decided to run delivery, when they learn that their Washington, L. I., N. Y.. after spend
gins.
Mrs.
Ida
Huntley
and
Mrs
Net.
Mrs. Charlton s birth. They motored
as the machine age. were in the a fall tennis tournament as a pre man has left to take it.
ing the summer here.
It is not the usual task but the
through as guests of their nephew, tie Oriffin.
hands of those that steer and con spring training period when inter
Thc J. T. Smyths have returned
service
de
Roger Counce. and wife.
trol work. It is doing with the hands school competitions open up. Mr. out-of-the-ordinary
from
a motor trip to Rangeley Lakes
Mr. and Mrs. Irl Hooper have re that gives results and not talking. Hatfield is conducting a similar manded of the messenger, sent in
and Portland.
Mrs. Alice Spear. Mrs. Carrie turned from a visit in Sargentville, The other sub-topics of his talk were tournament for the boys.
response to the turn of the call box
Carlo6 Salaedo, world renowned i
Waltz. Miss Lottie Meservey and Ro where they were guests of relatives. ‘the hands of service,’ and ‘most
• • • •
or a telephone call, that brings forth
harpist,
returned yesterday to New
land Orant spent Thursday in Lewis
precious hands.’ He referred to the
Prin Hall and 30 students made his ingenuity and mettle. No rule
Christmas Sewing Club members re-opening after 100 years and said the usual fall Great Pond Mountain book could possibly prepare him to York city, after spending the sum
ton.
mer at his home on Marine avenue.
and husbands motored to Lake Me- I The beauty of this church and its
trip Friday, returning to campus on meet the variety of requests which
Miss Loie Keene is in Knox Hos gunticook, Thursday night, where
Mrs. J. C. Hutchins and daughter
include
almost
the
entire
range
of
success are in your hands’.”
Saturday forenoon. Although the
pital for treatment.
Margaret and Mrs. Robert Gardner
they were entertained by Mr. and
weather was a bit damp during the human needs.
Mrs. Donald L. Karl at their cot- j Miss Virginia Proctor of Hyannis. evening, plenty of shelter was car
In New York messengers even feed and daughter Mary have returned to
Lester Greenlaw and Mr. and Mrs
tage. Games and chat followed a Mass., is visiting her grandmother, ried up the mountain by the group pigeons, throw rice at newlyweds ; Chicago following a season s stay
Maynard Greenlaw of North Haven
sumptuous picnic supper, Mr. and
leaving churches, in behalf of dis in this community.
were visitors yesterday in this city. Mrs. Harry Bearce of East Wey- | Mrs. E. C. Grant on South Main in which to keep themselves, their
Miss Mabel Howe, manager of the
street. On return to her home next food and blankets dry. After 11 tant relatives, and serve as a fourth
Mr. and Mrs. Harold E. Jackson. mouth, Mass., being special guests. . week, she will be accompanied by o'clock the weather cleared into a at bridge. In various places, mes local telephone offlce is on a va
Mrs. Grant.
splendid morning for returning to sengers are called to run errands, cation and at present, is vlstlng rela
Mrs. Jackson's sister. Miss Edna
Mrs. Charles Schofield and son
makes purchases, make rush deliver tives in Hope. Miss Viola Joy of
campus.
Smith and Miss Charlotte Buffum,
• • • »
ies for stores, rescue a woman secre Rockland is substituting.
Prof. Harry T. Baker, who has been
have returned from Boston, where Billy are spending & few days with
Freshmen are moving around on tary from a mouse, mind the office Comique Theatre attractions: Sun
they saw Helen Hayes in "Victoria Mr. and Mrs. Horace Philbrook at home on an extended vacation, leaves
Regina” at the Schubert "hieatre, Matinicus.
tomorrow for Baltimore where he re campus decorated with green bowq, while people go out to lunch, get day and Monday "Toast of New
sumes his duties as a member of the and a crimson 'F* brand on each for- [ sandwiches, climb a tree to rescue a York;" Tuesday, Ramon Navarro in
and at the Plymouth witnessed “You
Commander and Mrs. Hector G. Goucher College faculty.
head. The junior class, directed by pet cat or canary, guide a sale.,man "The Sheik Steps Out.” also OetCant Have Everything.”
Staples returned last night from NewCelia Butterfield of Danforth, Norma on a series of calls and carry his Rich-Nite, $80 given away; Wednes
Mrs. Carl Freeman was hostess to York, where they attended the
The first in a series of beano par Eaton of Belfast and Lillian Moore brief case and take trips from a few day, “King
Solomon’s
Mines;’’
W IN. Club Thursday night at her American Legion convention the past ties will be held at Grand Army hall of Brewer, were opening the fall blocks to a few hundred miles to de Thursday and Friday, Jane Withers
liver important papers. The other
-Angels Holiday." Coming, Sun
home at Glen Cove. The card game week. They were accompanied by Tuesday night by Anderson Camp initiatory rites.
• • • •
day a woman going to Bermuda asked day-Monday. Oct. 7-8. “Thin Ice.”
resulted in awards to Mrs. Clinton Gen. and Mrs. Albert Oreenlaw of with Mrs. Gladys Murphy as hostess.
Barbour, Miss Pearl Borgerson and Augusta.
Harry Moore '85 of Chicago visited for a messenger to teach her to ride Mrs. Edward King, a surgical pa
a bicycle. Another messenger was tient at Knox Hospital is conva
Mrs. Florence Knowlton.
A card party will be held Friday at the campus recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Curtis and 2 p. m. with Mrs. Velma Marsh in
• • • •
asked to go to the New York Zoologi lescing.
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Lessner of Mrs. Carl Borgerson have returned charge. The regular meeting of the
New students on Monday included cal Exchange and buy a two foot
Mrs Henry Maker will entertain
Camden, N. J., who have been guests from the American Legion conven Auxiliary is to be held Wednesday Manley Grant of Stockton, Julia garter snake.
the Methodist Society Wednesday
of Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Stewart. tion in New York.
In delivering the hundreds of mil afternoon at her home on Bay View
with initiation.
Moore of Burlington and Robert
Union street, have returned home
lions of circulars, samples, catalogs, street. Picnic luncheon at noon.
Sprague of Danforth.
Fred O. Bartlett of Plainfield. N. J.
• • • •
telephone directories and other maMrs. Jennie O'Neil was hostess yes
At the meeting of Megunticook
The birthday party given by Op wSs a visitor in the city yesterday, terday to the Gaiden Study Club at
Further school visitation was con terial, messengers are called upon to, Encampemnt. I.O.OF., held Thursportunity Class, at the First Baptist calling upon his brother, Russell E. her Crescent Beach cottage.
ducted by Mr. Hall and Mr. Scott exercise diplomacy and also ingenu-' day night officers elected were: C. P.,
parlors Wednesday night, was at Bartlett.
Monday afternoon, when accom- ity.. They may be asked to affix George H. Heal; H. P. Herbert Kel
tended by 90 members and guests.
Mrs. Mary Newell entertained yes panied by several freshmen stu- window streamers, place a display ler; senior warden, Bert Fletcher;
Red crepe paper and bouquets of red
E.F.AD Club met Wednesday night terday at two tables of bridge, lunch dents, they inspected schools in on retail counters, set up and dem- junior warden Eugene Y. Thompson;
asters were effectively used for table with Mrs. Millie Thomas at Mrs.
eon being served at Tlie Thorndike Bucksport, Orland and Bluehill onstrate a Toastmaster hospitality scribe, Winfield Richards; trustees.
decoration the refreshment commit Hattie Davies cottage, Lucia Beach.
and the company later adjourning to Among the Freshmen were Albert tray to dealers, or even take a chicken Ralph W. Johnson, L. L. Anderson,
tee comprising Mrs Elizabeth Wil The winners at cards were Mrs. Da
the home of Mrs. Arthur Littlefield. Hill and Helen Thompson of Warren.1 census as they did for the Ralston D R. Yates. P.C.P.. John P. Leach.
liamson, chairman. Mrs. Elvie Woos vies, Mrs. Choris Jenkins, Mrs. Annie
Camden Lodge. K. P, visited the
In the awarding of card favors, Mrs. Margaret MacMillan and Margaret Purina Company, or check the numter, Mrs. Frances Hall, Mrs. Beulah Collamore and Mrs. Nellie Newbert.
ber of people passing a given point Rockland Lodge Thursday night
Frank Weeks received an attractive Rogers of Rockland.
Wotton and Miss Alice McIntosh.
• • • •
[for real estate purposes.
Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus P. Brown have
| knitting bag which was the handi
Two mammoth birthday cakes,
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Wheeler
Carroll Wardwell has closed his
Scratch the surface of a Western returned from North Deer Isle where
work of Mrs. Newell; Mrs. Elonia
agleam with 16 candles, marked the leave the first of the week for Cold
Tuttle, a beautiful hand bag likewise summer business in Islesboro and Union messenger and you may find a they spent the summer. During their
oi ganization of thc class 16 years ago. stream. N. B., where they will visit
1 hero. Knowing that the rcsponsibil- absence their home. "Brookside'' on
made by the hostess; and Mrs. Wal has rcturned to Castine.
Mrs. Clara Gregory had charge of relatives. Mr. Wheeler wil be having I
[ ity of getting an important message [ Chestnut street, was occupied by Mr.
ter Spear a consolation gift of hand
the program, which opened with his vacaC.on from Perry's Market.
Ruth Perkins 22 has recently been to the addressee rests entirely on his and Mrs. Ernest Kinney of New York
kerchiefs. A dainty flower container
chorus singing, prayer by Rev. J. C.
elected as president of the B. and P. shoulders, develop a sense of re city.
The Belfast Lions Club will meet i was Pres€nte<i to Mrs. Littlefield. W. Club ln Houlton.
MacDonald, and address of welcome
sponsibility and community spirit.
The meeting of the Board of
Mrs. Newell returns the first of the
• • • •
by Mrs. Alice Kaler. class president Jointly with the Camden-Rockport
This
has
been
demonstrated
many
Trade
scheduled for last Wednesday
Supt Harold Philbrook was a vis
and was followed by these musical Lions Club next Wednesday evening week ,0 lier New York residence,
at 7 o'clock, at Hotel Windsor, Bel-! foUowinK an extended visit at the itor in the training school on Wed times when messengers, finding night was postponed to Sept 29.
numbers: Violin solo, Shirlene Mc
themselves on the scene at the
Thr newly elected officers of Cam
I Littlefield's.
nesday
Kinney; vocal solo, Raymond Pendle fast. It wil be ladies' night and the
opportune moment have performed den Commandery, will be installed
ton; reading, Mrs. Helen MacDon guest of honor and speaker will be
deeds of valor such as saving the Oct. 2 at Masonic hall. The install
ald; trombone solo, Florian Clark: Hon. James C. Oliver of South Port
Ma Belle Beauty Shop is moving to ODD LADY'S SLIPPER IS A REAL life cf a drowning person, turning ing effleers will be Eminent Sir Alex
ORCHID
piano solo, Mrs. Nellie Magune; quar land, Maine, Republican Member of a new suite in The Bicknell, over
in a fire alarm or doing some other ander A. LeFleur, of Portland. The
tet, Miss Gladys Grant, Mrs. Lorna Congress from the First Maine Dis What-Not Shop, directly opposite the
important public service.
Escort of St Albans Commandery,
The strangely shaped but superbly
Pendleton, Raymond Pendleton and trict.
First Baptist Church. It is expected
Portland, consisting of 12 Sir Knights
beautiful
pink
or
yellow
lady's
slipper
Ansel Wooster, playlet—"Memories,”
to be ready for business Tuesday.—
Dr. Stitcher—Ah, you are looking will present a drill.
Harry
Moore
and
family
who
have
which one may find ln the open woods
vocal solo, Miss Gladys Grant; gra
The telephone remains 683-W.—adv.
very much better today. Mr. Wimpus.
of late spring has a good right to both
cious lady, Mrs. Evelyn McKusic; been residing for several years on
Wimpus—Yes, Doc. I followed the
Among the farm leaders from every
! Its beauty and its odd shape. It is an
reading, Miss Alice McIntosh. Rev. Eunker street have moved to Au
instructions on that bottle of medi State who attended a two-day con
gusta.
1
orchid,
a
real,
native-Amerlcan
orJ. C. MacDonald gave a most inter
cine you .gave me.
ference in Washington last week to
j chid, fairly close relative to the ex
Qetuune Lnqravet)
esting talk on his visit to Naples and
Dr. Stitcher—Indeed. That is fine. consider the 1938 agricultural con
Mrs. Mary Orbeton and daughter
pensive.
exotic
blooms
the
florists
sell,
* trip to Mount Vesuvius. Mrs. Nellie
Eut. let me see—what were they?
servation program were Call Smith,
Mrs. Berkley D. Winslow are in
says Science Service.
Magune and Mrs. Lorna Pendleton
Wimpus—Keep the bottle well Exeter, and A. K. Oardner, Orono,
Portland where they are guests of
Its
Indian
name
of
moccasin
flower
At Ths Lowed Price* la HUloryl
were program accompanist.
corked.—Pathfinder.
representing Maine.
Mrs. Oscar Perry. Mrs. Orbeton
and its European name of lady's slipI
Visiting Cards
goes from there to New Hampshire to
i
per
were
both
rather
obvious
sugges

"It's in good taste,' declares Emily
100 paneied cards, choice of 4
make an extended visit with her
tions, for the main part of the flower
Post, with (reference to Rite-Best Sta
sizes and 30 styles of engraving,
other daughter Mrs. James Balloch.
MONDAY
| does look like a round-toed slipper,
PLATE INCLUDED, only__ $1.8$
tionery, in stock at The Courier-Ga
with
the
narrow,
twisted
members
at
AND
TUESDAY
zette office. Ladies' and men's styles
Wedding Announcements
Mrs. Forrest Brazier who has re
cne e nd suggesting tiestrlngs. Its bopriced at $1.25 with name and address cently returned from her summer so
or Invitations
! tanical name, cypripedium, means
or monogram on sheets and enve journ at Hobbs Pond entertained in
On white or ivory stock—wed
j Venus' 6lipper.
ding or plate finish. Inside and
lopes.—adv.
115Tt
honor of Mrs. Henry Farrow of Cali
outside envelopes, and PLATE IN
fornia. Cards and conversation were
CLUDED ...............................$8.9$
the outstanding features of the
Social Stationery
PATRONIZE YOUR
gathering, and the latter is said to
Epedal styles for men and women.
WATER PIPES RENEWED
have attained a new high. The card
A choice of lovely colors, mono
AND WIRED OUT
grams and styles of engraving,
game was Michigan. Present beside
PLATE INCLUDED____________
NEW SEWERS LAID
the hostess and guest of honor were
$2.25, $3.95 and up.
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
Mrs. Carl Freeman. Mrs. Walter
PLUGGED
Business
Stationery
Britto,
Mrs.
Lillian
Perry,
Mrs.
Frank
Who is ready to serve you
SEPTIC TANKS Sr CESSPOOLS
500 business cards or Hammermlll
Fuller, Mrs. Hudson Barrows, Mrs.
AND CEMENT WORK
365 days in the year
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN
Frank McKinney and Mrs. Ray
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
CLUDED, only_________ $7.9$
Hobbs of Hope. Mrs. Farrow who
Silsby’s Flower Shop
rroDAY
COMING SOON
has been spending the month of Sep
TEL. 318-W
"PUBLIC COWBOY NO. 1"
371 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND tember in the East, leaves early next
TEL. 1187-R,
ROCKLAND, ME.
“THIN ICE”
GENE AUTRY
I
lOOtf

in its

Vicks

Home
Tues., Sept. 28
Aeiu

Va-tro-hol
Dr. Herrick Spoke

The MaBelle invites its friends and patrons to visit
its new home in The Bicknell, first apartment, over
What-Not Shop—dire ctly opposite the First Baptist
Church. Same phone number, 683-W.
MARGARET E. NUTT, Proprietor

frn fionixt (fttauly ^fusahiuni,
sia/itA. urilfi the
More Youthful. .More Fluttering
More Comfortable thanEver

7//

Nhe Name
Polly Preston on a
shoe is the stamp
of authenticity

in style and the
guarantee of-fine
workmanship....
he assurance of
asting loveliness.,
■or the beauty is
built-in and not
added-on

AAAA toEEE

It. 12

BLACKINGTONS

310 MAIN STREET,
EXPERT

FITTERS

POLLY

ROCKLAND, MAINE

IN

ATTENDANCE

PRESTON

Strong Arch Shoes
I'Uruj ttsJL writ c8ioadtifuSl. .dtdtftka. riurti Cewfrvta$i
nnd Mrs. L. N Moody attended Lin
colnville fair Wednesday
The Willing Workers met Tues Mr and Mrs. Abner Grant, Jr., of
day afternoon with Mrs. Gertrude Atlantic, Mass., are guests of Mr.
Moody.
and Mrs. Earle Sprowl.
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Moody and Mr.

APPLETON RIDGE

SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
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STATIONERY

PARK
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Gay, sparkling ro
mance in tbe mood
) 0/ today! Bril
liantly written!
.uict
L Gloriously played!
v
UEVU

Mm' _zn' sllGWS purting

NOW IS THE TIME!

ESTABLISHED
FLORIST

The Courier-Gazette

week for her California home.

S. E. EATON

Continuous Sat.
2.00 to 10.30
Standard Time

"BIG CITY”
with

NOW
PLAYINO

LUISE RAINER. SPENCER TRACY

Rnckltnd

Tel

892

Page EigHf

GUARDIANS
OF OUR COAST

What our lightkeepers and coast
guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by
night. The day’s news from manv
lonely outposts along Maine's
waterfront.
WAY OFF ON HURRICANE
| For The Courier-Gazette 1
When young we learned of Mary's lamb
with white and wooly coat.
But I'll bet you never heard until
today of Wally's goat
That followed her around the shore,
when he In contact came
With anything, would chew lt up
way oil on Hurricane

Every-Other-Da?
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Three Stone Faces

Goals For Farms

R

Program For 1938 Has Four
Specific Provisions—Maine
Is Concerned

EALM

Mu

The 1938 agricultural conservation
program as it applies to Maine pro
vides for national. State, county,
and farm goals for soil-depleting1
crops; also goals for soil-building
crops and practices. The goals will
be established in continuation of the
effort to restore soil fertility and
stabilize agricultural
production.
Changes still to be made in the pro- |
gram are expected to be minor.
The program was drafted with the
assistance of farmers in all States.
Community and regional meetings.
were held during the summer to de
velop a tentative plan. That tenta-'
tive plan was gone over by a na- j
tional farmers' conference in Wash
ington last Tuesday and Wednes
day. Representatives from Maine
were A K Gardner. Orono, and Carl
Smith, Exeter,
As far as Maine farmers are con
cerned the 1938 program will be verysimilar to the program this year.
Soil-tuilding practices and payments
will be approximately the same as in
1937.
• • • •

OF

Latest To Be Added In Black
Hills That Of Abraham
Lincoln

SIC

Three gigantic stone faces now
look cut from a peak in the Black
Gladyi St. Clair Htiitad
Kills. Sept. 17. the head of Abraham
Lincoln was unveiled and dedicated.
Yes. Kirsten Flagstad is actually, on Amesbury Hill and would watch His rugged features thus were added
going to make a Maine appearance. 11 until 11 headed hack after a brisk i to those of Washington and Jefferson
,
_ .. . sail. One day, I recall, Ezra and his as a part of the Mt. Rushmore
and the lucky sponsor is Portland
/
„
red sail went far. far out—there was a
Maine Teachers Music Assoc.a- racy w,n(j an(j some drifting fog. He | memorial to four great builaers of
tion which has just announced its an- j went 0U( Of sight and was gone so i the American Nation. The sculptor
nual series of concerts, which opens iong j worried, and when about on 1 of the heroic figures, Gutzon Borg
cn Nov. 29 with this world famous the point of notifying someone or lum, has not yet started the carving
artist, hailed as the greatest singer other, back came Ezra safe and ot the fourth bust, that of Theodore
Roosevelt.
of our generation. This will be sound.
"The Mt. Rushmore tribute to
Flagstad's only Maine appearance.
....
and who knows when again opporThe Philharmonic-Symphony So- rock-ribbed democracy ls but one of
tunity to hear this wonderful singer cjety of New York, whose Sunday the many unusual attractions of the
will present itself? Por her Portland concerts have been an exclusive feat- Black Hills region of South Dakota."
appearance she will give an entire ure of the Columbia Broadcasting says a bulletin from the Washington.
program featuring many of the op- systen. since the fall of 1939 will open D. C., headquarters of the National
eratic arias which have brought her its 1937-38 season on the CBS net- Geographic Society.

iy

wcrld-wide fame.
work Oct. 24. The concerts this year Oner Happy Hunting Ground of
But while Flagstad of course heads are to be given for 28 weeks, an ex- I
Indians
the list, the other features ir. the se- tension of four weeks over last year,
"Although the mountains lie some
ries are by no means to be scorned. John Barbirolli the young English- what off the main rail, air, and high
Now Wally lived quite happy on this
Monday. Jan. 10. Mischa Levtiski, man who so distinguished himself way routes between the East and the
lsland down ln Maine.
Unti she met her sweetheart there—
one
of the foremost pianists before , as guest conductor last season that West, this highland region in the
'a young man. Jack by name
Somehow one day Jack lost hls Job.
the public today, will be presented, the society engaged him as perma- Great Plains has played a distinc
would not return again;
and Tuesday. Peb. 1 the Continental . nent director for three years, will tive role ln American life ever since
That left poor little Wally all alone
Marjorie Mills “The Girl From Maine" Looks over some of the new potato containers.
Essential changes include; (1) Op-;
on Hurricane.
Ensemble will appear In a revel and occupy the podium at Carnegie Hall it was a happy hunting ground of
porlunity for a special acreage sta
The State of Maine's long heralded Governor. "That, as we now know 100 pound burlap sacks, mesh and inert delightful program. This En-i in New York all but one month of
A letter came one morning, to Jack here
the Indians.
bilization program for potatoes.
on the main.
campaign to widen the markets for was a very successful launching. It paper bags. 10 and 15 pound cartons stmble which enjoys an international the term. In that month Georges
Twas from little Wally, what she
"The first written history of the
Commercial
potato
growers
are
wrote I will explain
is my great hope that this launching and special baking potato containers. leputation, includes Raphael, con- Enesco. eminent Roumanian con 1 country Is a pictorial chronicle of
"I'm writing this to tell you dear, al now voting on this proposal. (2) On tts farm products and sea foods got
of
Maine's
farm
product
program
will
Marjcrie
Mills,
who
as
the
Girl
certina virtuoso. Victor Chenkin, ductor composer and violinist, will the Sioux on prepared skins. Lewis
though twill cause you pain
That I dearly love another here; don't a limited number of farms in States underway Tuesday, with the flrst of also be a successful one. and that you from Maine, will conduct the series eminent singing-actor, and Emma direct for two weeks and a second
write to Hurricane "
which grow grain on a commercial a series of broadcasts over a network will enjoy the Maine foods of which of broadcasts, is one of radio's vet Runitch. dramatic artist of Russian guest to be announced will conduct and Clark, the explorers, passed
north of the hills in 1804. and it
However Jack wrote this reply "Do we scale, the program will be more like of 15 Yankee and Mutual Broadcast we are so proud and some of the erans having been broadcasting since
and Gypsy folk songs.
for the following fortnight.
have to say good-bye.
was not until the period between
that
of
the
middle
west
than
for

Perhaps I'm pleading. Wally dear, ln
ing System stations, including: Down East recipes for preparing 1925. In true Yankee fashion Miss
Many from this section will wish
A notable list of soloists includes; 1856 and 1869 that officers of the
vain;
merly 13) In areas subject to severe WNAC. WEAN. WTIC. WTAG. them that Marjorie Mills is going Mills will make her Maine broad to heat Flagstad. I might add that Kirsten Flagstad and Beal Hober. so
How car. you forget that day. when I
U. S. Army, who made the first real
erosion, part of a farm's payment WCSH. WLBZ and WOR
kissed you tenderly.
casts something of a meeting place the price of a Flagstad ticket will pranos; Richard Bonellie. baritone;
to tell you about."
And left you way. way off on Hur may be made for changes in organ
surveys of the section, came into the
The series was launched with the
Gov. Barrows pointed out that for the "swapping" of ideas about cover the cost of the entire series. Walter Gieseking. Josef Hofmann.
ricane?"
ization necessary to protect the land official blessing of Gov Lewis O. Bar- while Maine is well known to many good things to eat. good living and Applications are now being filled. Vladimir Horowitz. Mischa Levitzki. region.
"Once again I ask you Wally, do we have
"But the Black Hills—really mis
against erosion.
tc say good-bye.
rows. who appeared on the first pro millions of Americans as a vacation heme mailing. On subsequent pro- Tickets as near desired location as Eugene List. Guiomar Novaes. ArFond memories of my dearest yet re
The national program for 1938 is in gram with Marjorie Mills. "The Girl land, few people realize that Maine <, rams Miss Mills will introduce some possible will be mailed during the thur Rubinstein and Ernest Schell- named because they are the highest
main;
With one last bitter sigh. I will now my line with the needs of farmers in fiom Maine" who will conduct the is also an important agricultural of Maine's noted natives including week of Nov. 8. Send self-addressed ing. pianists; Ethel Bartlett and Rae mountains between the Rockies and
darling try.
the Atlantic—remained an Indian
Gov. Barrows' partici state; that Maine, for instance, raises Elizabeth Arden. Margaret DeLand. stamped envelope with check to Al- Robertson.
To send this note by boat to Hurri Maine and other States of the north broadcasts.
duo-pianists;
Abram
cane?"
east region, according to the A A A. pation was made possible by a spe about 18 percent of the nation's to Kenneth Roberts and Booth Tarking- fred Erinkler, Treasurer. ’.04 Park Chasins. American composer, as so- reservation until gold was discovered
in thelr gulches and canyons ln 1874.
The AAA. said that establish cial network hookup from WOR's tal potato production—that this year tcn.
He waited and he wondered, but at last
street, Portland—mail orders only loist in his own Plano Concerto;
her answer came.
“When Congress in 1877 opened
ment
of
a
special
acreage
goal
for
studies in New York where the Oov Maine is going to send to market one
Maine's radio series is but a part up to Nov. 15. Public seat sale at Mischa Elman. Georges Enesco,
She wrote. "Dear Jack I've never been
the same.
potatoes, if approved by a majority ernor was attending the American of the finest potato crops in many of an extensive advertising and pro Cressey & Allen's 517 Congress street,1 Jascha Heifetz. Yehudi Menuhin this area to white settlement, it
Since I read your mushy note, that came
started one of the wildest gold rushes
of the coufltry's commercial grow Legion Convention, absenting himself years—a crop estimated to be well in motional program on
one day by boat.
potatoes, Portland, on Nov. 15-24. and if any John Corigliano. Mishel Piastro. JoTurbulent
It nearly got my goat on Hurricane."
ers. shculd be of direct benefit to in fact, from the official parade re excess of fifty million bushels, and canned corn peas and beans, blue seats remain unsold for the series, seph Szigeti and Efrem Zimbalist. ir. American history.
Herbert H Morton.
many farmers in Maine and other viewing stand to be present in the that for the first time Maine is go berries and sea foods which will also these wiU be placed on sale for the violinists; Gregor Piatigorsky and frontier life developed in such mining
Rockland.
camps as Deadwood and Lead. The
• • • •
Northeastern States. One-third of studio.
ing to Jnake it possible for house include the generous use of news single concerts after Nov. 26 Appli- Joseph Schuster, cellists.
1 exploits of Calamity Jane and Wild
Portland Head
the nation's potatoes that are sold
“It was my privilege some months wives to distinguish Maine potatoes papers. cooking publications and cations filed in order received. In
Deems Taylor. Columbia's consul
Bill Hickok became the inspiration
Busy days are here and we are are produced in the Northeast. The ago to be present when the Ranger.
in the markets by using the official trade papers to completely blanket sending applications please state first tant on music, will resume his post
of the American Dime Novel which
making lines fast for winter
national potato goal, if established, America's Cup Defender slipped down
State of Maine identification emblem the Eastern Seaboard and Middle and second choice of seats in Floor, as commentator on the air. Barbi
came into being about that time.
There was a bus last week and would not represent an effort to re the ways at Bath, Maine." said the
about what row. first balcony sec rolli ls scheduled to sail from Engcn all consumer packs including the West.
Ghost Towns and Modern Cities
two more are due before the season duce potato acreage below the avond balcony. I have more detailed land on the Brittanic on Oct. 2
“All is changed now. Much gold
erage for past years but would seek
closes.
—MM
It was like sleeping in a hospital. d'hote which might not have taken infemation regarding the series and
Is still mined ln the hills, but on a
Mr. and Mrs. L. O. GofT and son to stabilize acreage at a point
will
be
happy
to
discuss
the
matter
However, nice customs curtsy to 18- a lesson from them in essential
i corporation and machine basis.
Richard of Westbrook were guests near the average, tending to elim
hour rides, and we slept.
courtesy. I have never seen a finer with anyone interested.
Or.ce hectic mining camps have be
inate
expansion
and
contractions
of
Sunday night when the crowd gath
Flagstad
will
appear
with
five
A. B Crocker
“This morning I performed my race of men.
acreage which in the past have
ered for the supper raid.
opera companies in the coming sea At Intervals Of Not Over come piodern cities, with paved
toilet In the bar room, where there
"We got back to Kineo in time
streets, garages, brick buildings, neon
R. T. Sterling is on vacation which caused excessive price fluctuations.
son which will be her fourth in the
100 Miles, Says Automo signs and beauty shops. Thelr rough
I have followed Henry D. Thoreau. was an abundant supply of water. for dinner. Kineo rises 1750 feet United States. She has been en
Gcals for farms with large acre
will take him to St. George and New
and ready past Is depicted chiefly
York His substitute is A. J. Stevens ages of soil-depleting crops will not Dallas Lore Sharp and many other After a sufficient breakfast, we em above the sea and 750 feet above the gaged tc sing with the San Francisco.
bile Association
affect many northeastern farmers. writers into the Maine woods and barked on the little steamer Moose lake. The climb is very easy, with fine Los Angeles. St. Uuis and Chicago
I in modern movies. Other rip-roaring
of Monhegan.
Qf
the
many
£auses
fQr
automob
,
le
head. and were soon throbbing up outlocks over lake and forest. The
gold rush settlements of the 70's are
Callers Sunday night were Miss Those that are affected simply will be across Moosehead Lake, but never
the lake. Presently Mount Kineo forest primeval is best seen from the Opera Companies before beginning
her Metropolitan season. Beginning acddents' fatlgUe ls one of the most but ghost towns today, with only a
Faustina Robinson. R N.. of Dor asked to keep thelr acreages in line thought of some day following that
rose abruptly before us in shape top of a mountain.
chester. Mass., and Miss Leola Rob- with the national goal. In this way. outstanding American writer, travel
the season Oct. 3 with a radio ap-: Pro,lhc and
that is being gener- few shacks and mine tailings recall
not unlike the island of Capri. By
“So. my dear Strog. I have fin
er
and
ambassador
to
the
Court
of
St.
the
northeast
will
be
co-operating
ir.scn of St. George and Rockland.
pearance.
she
will
then
start
a
con1
ally
overlooked.
A large percentage ing one of the most glamorous pe
this time we had arrived at Kineo— ished. There is very little about
riods In the history of the West.
Mr and Mrs R T. Sterling and with farmers in other parts of the James. James Russell Lowell of Corna flourishing village of one house, Mcpsehead Lake in it. and not even cert tour which will take her to the of the newspaper clippings received
"The huge Homestake Mine, at
party. Mrs. Charles Sterling and country In maintaining a balanced bridge. Mass., and the world, on such
coast
in
time
for
San
Francisco
by
the
AljA
to
one
day
lndlcates
the tavern kept by Squire Barrows. thc Latin name for moose. If I
Lead,
is still one of the largest gold
daughters Elizabeth and Marion .of agriculture. This is similar to the co a journey.
opera engagements, which are to be-,
. , . .
.
,
„
" an astonishing number of accidents diggings ln the world, and has yielded
He says under date of Aug.11. 1863: The squire is a large, hearty man, had killed one I would have given you
Peak s Island were on a short motor operation which farmers in other
gm
Oct.
25.
Flagstad
will
be
in
this
.
.
.
.
.
.
,
,,
caused by drivers who have fallen more than two hundred million
commercial potato areas would be “I knew as little yesterday of the in with a voice as clear and strong as his name in that dead language."
trip recently.
country until the middle of May
a r.o'thwest wind. His table is neat
asleep from fatigue.
Boze.
terior
of
Maine
as
the
least
pene

giving
to
northeastern
potato
grow

dollars of the precious yellow metal.
P. O Hilt and family. Mrs. R. T.
when she will sail for Honolulu, en
anti well supplied, and he waits upon
One of the managers of a large
Somerville. Mass.. Sept. 23.
“The Black Hills was a new center
Steiling and son Robert and Mr. ers.. Salient points In the new na trating person knows of the Inside
route
to
Australia
where
she
will
tour
insurance company is authority for of national Importance when the
of that social millstone which, driven it himself in the good old landand Mrs. W C Dow were guests Sun tional program are:
for
two
months.
the statement that in the United late President Coolidge spent hls
(1) A national goal for soil-de by the river Time, sets imperatively lordly fashion.
day at the home of A W. Hathorne in
"The
loons
were
right.
About
mid

agoing
the
several
wheels
of
our
in

pleting crops and a national objec
Of interest to stamp collectors—at States alone approMimately 70.000 vacation in 1927 at the Game Lodge,
St George.
night it began to rain in earnest,
dividual
activities.
Born
in
1819
tive
for
soil-building
crops
and
prac

the
stamp exhibition sponsored by automobile accidents happen an- a State-owned hotel in the Black
Mrs W. C. Dow entertained
and
did
not
hold
up
till
about
10
while
Maine
was
still
a
province
of
the
New
York Museum of Science nually ,hrough fatlKue‘ and 11141 Hills. At the Rapid City High
So
Thomaston
Naturalist
Thursday at her home in Portland. tices will be established. The na
o'clock this morning. 'This a Maine
native
Massachusetts.
I
was
as
much
tional
goals
will
be
sub-divided
into
and
Industry
to be held in Radio through falling asleep more than School, where he maintained the
Mrs. Charles Sterling and daugh
Must Attend Future Maladew. said a woodsman, 'and if it
City Oct. 2-10, will be shown a dis 3,000 persons are killed In that pe summer White House, he made hls
ters Flizabeth and Marion of Peak's State, county and individual farm a foreigner to it as yourself, my dear
don't look out sharp, it'll begin to
cological Meetings
Storg.
play card containing a series of nine riod of time.
famous ‘I do not choose to run’
Island, Mrs. R T Sterling and Mrs. goals.
Eye fatigue is also a cause of many declaration.
“I had seen many lakes, ranging rain afore it thinks on’t.'
stamps
Issued by Germany in 1934
• • • •
F. O Hilt of this station.
Ncrman
W.
Lermond
was
much
• • • •
from that of Cumaen to that of
to commemorate the 50th anniver accidents, for operating an automo
Scene of Stratosphere Take-Offs
(2) A soil-depleting crop goal will Scott's Caledonian Lady; but Moose
gralified the other day wher he re
NOTICE TO MARINERS
sary of Wagner’s death. The stamps bile puts a heavy strain on the
“
We
were
called
at
4
o'clock
and
be established for specified crops and head. within two days of me. had
“The region was again the focus
ceived a communication from Imo depict important scenes from the muscles of the eyes. This is espeembarked for a voyage to the North
of national and International at
Muscongus Bay—New Harbor—Im for potatoes if two-thirds of the pro never enjoyed the profit of being mir
west Carry. Never use the wood ca- gene C Robertson, financial secre Misters dramas, "Tristram." Lo- cially true ln ni«ht drlvlnS caused
ducers
vote
for
them
in
referenda
to
provement in buoyage to be made
rored in my retina. The civil land I noe if you wish to retain your self- tary cf the American Ma'.acological hengrin," "Tannhauser.” "The Fly- by the constant strain of alert focus tention in 1934 and 1935. when the
National Geographic Society—U. S.
about Sept. 27: New Harbor Lighted be held before October 2. If potato lord and neat chamber at the Elm
respect. Birch is the term among Union of which he is recording ing Dutchman." "Rheingold." "Walk-!ing on 1)0111 near and far distances,
Army Air Corps Stratosphere flights
Bell Buoy 2 to be established in 130 goals are established, they will apply wood House were very’ grateful, and
ure"
"Siegfried
'
and
"Parsifal."
In
Tired
eyes
*
nd
bnng
on
slee
P=
us backwoodsmen. I never knew it secretary. The letter was from Buf
the ability to judge distances is often took off from the Stratobowl. near
feet. 990 yards, 80 degrees from Half only in designated commercial areas. after tea I set forth to explore the
addition,
the
display
is
autographed
until yesterday, but I made it appear falo and read:
tide Ledge Beacon. Buoy will be red Potato goals will not be established town.
by singers who have represented the impaired, and the angle of vision is Rapid City. This admirably shelter
] as if I had been familiar with it
for
producers
growing
three
acres
•
•
•
•
and will show a white flash every 4
"We
certainly
missed
you
at
the
roles
at the Metropolitan Opera. greatly decreased and objects ap ed basin in the Black Hills was
from childhood. We were to paddle
seconds, flash 0.4 second, eclipse 3.6 or less.
"It seems as if every consiaerable
Ann Arbor meeting which turned out Among them are Kirsten Flagstad. proaching from the side are not so chosen, after a careful search, as
(3) Soil-building goals will be es town must have its one specimen of 20 miles but we made it more by
likely to be seen.
seconds, of 140 candlepower. 12 feet
the best place to inflate the giant
crossing and recrossing the lake. to be a perfectly splendid one not Lauritz Melchior, Ludwig Hoffman.
The A. L. A. suggests that every ballon which, on November 11. 1935,
above water, visible seven miles. Flit tablished for States, counties, and in everything, and so there is a college
Emmanuel
List;
Arthur
Bodansky,
Twice
we
landed
—
once
at
a
camp
withstanding the season. In proof
one driving an automobile should attained a world's record altitude of
Rock Buoy 2 will be numbered 4 Salt dividual farms. These goals can be in Waterville, the buildings of which
where we found the cook alone, bak of the statement that we missed you conductor, and Edward Johnson,
Pond Ledges Bell Buoy will be dis met by maintaining soil-conserving are three in number, of brick, and
general manager. The collection of stop and stretch for a few minutes 72.395 feet.
ing
bread
and
gingerbread.
He
rep

crops and by the use of other soil- quite up to the average ugliness
I offer the following resolution stamps assembled by Theodore B. j at intervals of not over 100 miles, and I “For tourists and posterity Rapid
continued.
building practices adapted to the which seems essential in edifices of resented the saleratus period of the adopted unanimously; being moved Steinway. piano manufacturer, wUl urg€S automobilists to bear in mind City recently established a synthetic
I art. and his bread was of a brilliant
needs of each State or county ,
A BILLION A YEAR
this description. We cannot have
by Dr. B. R Bales of Circleville, also be on display. This contains be- that tfley ,should "keeP rested and dinosaur park. On a hilltop overlook(4) A maximum payment will be fine buildings till we are less in a yellow.
! ing
this
mining-farming-resort,
Ohio, and seconded by Mr. Rob- sides other rare and interesting spec- j keep allve'
“About noon we reached the head
Annual Consumption of Hot Dogs calculated for each farm. Payment
, ertson:
severa] of the gigantic reptiles have
hurry. We snatch an education like
imens.
the
only
stamp
in
existence
Reaches That Gigantic Figure
will be made for keeping within soil- a meal at a railroad station. Yet of the lake, and took possession of a
■ been fashioned of concrete to give
“ ‘That Norman W. Lermond be which bears the portrait and auto
MICKIE SAYS—
depleting goals and for attaining noble architecture is one element I deserted camp in which to cook and I especially invited to attend the
ar. idea of the type of prehistoric
graph of Ignace Jan Paderewski,
I eat our dinner. No Jew. I am sure,
According to E. Balestier, Jr., of soil-tuilding goals, including the car
creatures which once roamed the
of patriotism, and an eminent one
meetings of the American Malacolo- Polish pianist-premier, as well as a
the National Sausage Casing Dealers rying out of practices. If the soilcan have a more thorough dislike for ! gical Union and that a check for
IF 1 GOT AMVTHItJG ID DO
region.
of culture. I suppose we must wait,
letter written and mailed by Richard
salt pork than I have in a norm’al
Association, there are approximately depleting goal is exceeded, or there is
ABOUT it, THE RESERVE?
“To the outsider the chief source
for we are a great bivouac as yet. ' state, yet I had already eaten it raw ‘raveling expenses not to exceed Wagner.
SEATS IU HEAVEU UlILL GO
375.000 “Hot Dog" dispensaries in the failure to reach the soil-building
• • • •
of the Black Hills charm is the
rather than a nation of the march
S50 accompany each such Invitation.
Tt) TH' GOOD OL' STEADY
United States where the succulent goal, payment will be decreased in
with hard bread for lunch and rel
Ezra Rachlin, young American pi
natural attractiveness of their heav
This action being taken in recogni
from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and
SUBSCRIBERS WHO COME
"Red Hots.” are sold in rolls. The proportion to the failure to reach the
ished it keenly. One of our guides
IU VJHEW THEIR TIMES UP
ily wooded peaks and ridges. Motor
tion cf Mr. Lermond's successful ef anist, who is a member of Rock
pitch tents instead of building
average "Hot Dog" stand selling $5 soil-building goal.
shot three Canada grouse, and these
AMD PLAWK OOVUU FER A
roads have been cut through wellforts in starting the American Mala- port's summer music colony, will ap
houses. We still feel the great push
worth of merchandise daily shoves
YEAR IM APVAUCE, WITHOUT
In each county the county agri toward sundown given to the people were turned slowly in the fire bet colcgical Union.’
pear in recital in New York City be
watered canyons, where speckled
WAITIU'
FER
US
TO
the "Hot dog" industry into big cultural conservation committee will
ween it and a bit of salt pork which
trout play in clear pools shaded by
“We hope that you will arrange fore leaving for a tour of Europe.
somewhere in the gray dawn of his
eeuo 'em statbmeuts
figures. The annual consumption is establish for each farm a general
dropped fatness on them. Although
your work so that you can go to The artist has been re-engaged by
aspens, and an occasional beaver dam
tory.
well over a bilion a year, requiring soil-depleting crop goal. In addition,
my fingers were not made before Cuba next year when the meeting will the People's Symphony Concert se
may be seen. The region still
“The coach leaves Waterville at 5
thousands of tons of fresh beef and special soil-depleting goals will be
knives and forks, yet they served as be at Easter time. Your invitation to ries and will be heard at the Wash
abounds ln game. Elk and buffalo
o’clock in the morning, and one must
pork and thousands of miles of nat established for tobacco, and possibly
a convenient substitute for those Thomaston for 1939 was received ington Irving High School auditor
steaks are regular fare in the town
breakfast at 4.15 in the dark, so one
ural casing.
for potatoes in commercial areas. In must be up at 3.30. For a consid ancient inventions.
with appreciation, but Mr. Bailey ium Oct. 16.
restaurants.
C.C.C.
boys
have
• • • •
According to Mr. Balestier. natural the northeast, the general soil-de
The September issue of Musical
reminded us that San Diego had a
cleared camping and picnic spots
erable distance we followed the
casings are used because they pro pleting goal will be equal to the acre
“The Carry is called two miles but previous claim. We must discuss it America carries a picture of Mr.
throughout the Harney and Black
course of the Sebasticook River.
vide the best method for complete age of soil-depleting crops normally
Rachlin in his sailboat. Opus 1. taken
Hills National Forests and ln Custer
TYiere being four passengers for the this is the estimate of somebody at the next meeting.
ly smoking America's national dish— grown unless: (1) A farm has a
Sailing en“We were glad to meet your rela ir. Rockport harbor.
State Park.
Lake, a vehicle called a mud-wagon who had nothing to lug. My estimate
the frankfurter. The skin of a nat large commercial acreage of wheat or
“For contrast there are the Big
! was detailed at Newport for our ac is 18.674% miles. We started for the tives who live in Hamburg. They are laptured practically all the visiting
urally cased "Hot Dog" is a meat corn; (2) A farm has a percentage
Badlands, southeast of the Black
commodation. We reached Green hay-maker’s camp we had passed active in bird circles here and very musicians this past summer, and
product and is edible. When the ; cf soil-depleting crops high enough
when Ezra joined the ranks, it caused
hills where through thousands of
ville. having accomplished 72 miles coming in, and found them just get fine folks.”
“Hot Dog" is properly cooked, that to cause serious erosion; (3) A farm in 18 hours.
ting breakfast. We sat down upon
The relatives to whom Mrs. Rob seme concern, for he knew lass than
years raihs have carved the light
is, either steamed o rbroiled rather I has 80 percent of its land in soil....
the deacon seat before the fire. As ertson referred was James Criegh- nothing about a sail boat—admitted
clays, gravels, and sands into fluted
than boiled, or grilled, the skin is depleting crops.
“The slumbering landlord wel- there was not room for all of us at ton, formerly of Thomaston, and, it too But he went to it and dis
columns and cones, jagged buttresses
Just as succulent as the meat and
| corned us as so many half dollars— the table together, these hospitable who. with his family now resides in playing plenty of aplomb, soon
and a thousand other fantastic forms.
retains within the frankfurter the
Truck covers, spray hoods, canvas 25 cents each for bed. ditto for break woodsmen forced us to sit down Hamburg. N. Y. Mr. Creighton ls learned the ropes and became quite
Here fossil hunters find many days
natural juices and spices essential cf all kinds. Power machir.; stitch fast. The only roost was in the gar first. For breakfast, fresh bread, greatly interested in the work at expert before the season ended. His
of good sport and amateur photo
to the proper appreciation of the ing. Awnings stored. Rockland Awn ret, a single room, and contained 11 fried salt pork, whortleberries, and Knox Arboretum, and has mani boat had a red sail, and I often saw
graphers can test their skill with
ing Co., 16 Willow St.
product.
double beds ranged along the walls. tea. I have rarely sat at a table fested it in a substantial way.
it from the front porch of my home
natural color film."
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Stop and Stretch
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Missed Lermond

